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.... Eurocan  won ' t  seek  log  expor ts  
Mill's futu re re ma ins in l im 
TERRACE ~ Eurocan won't Eurocan bought the Wedeene because it failed toluect the corn- approve the company plan to 
be asking for pennission to con- mill out of bankruptcy and an ac- " 
tinue exporting logs from' a north colnpanying forest licence in . "This is/lot a vendetta gainst Eurocan, It's a business Rupertlnitlncutlnill.t°. o )en: ,the Prince' closed.keep its P r ince  Rupert mill 
coast forest licence it has, says a 1991 on the understanding it proposition. They made certain commitments to get the " I f  they cau't comply with the Miller said last week he's Wait- 
company official, would open up by November transfer andthey can't comply." . terms of the proposal, thca they . . . . .  . . . . . .  ingfor his officials to cOmplete 
It instead wants, to bring the 1 9 9 2 . .  : : should lose it,,' he said. an analysis of the Eurocan re- 
wood and Other tilnber in the But Eurocan says the amouut of . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lester = suggested that the quest. 
licence to" Terrace to be run wood it can cut in the nodhwest enough timber for one efficient 1990 for a twoiyear'period iUst lice,ice should Come up for bids , We want to luake the best de- 
through'its'Skeena S wmills up- has dropped since 1991, makiug operation, said MacNicol. before the former owners of the again:. . , . . .  ~ . .  , i cision we cation the resource for 
eration, says'Bruce MacNicol, it ulteconoinlcal to run Skcena "Wii'en we start logging in the Prince Rupert mil l  went 'ilttO Ana he IeelS tile successlul OlU, 
• der should have to state socio- the C0nunmtity/' hesaid. " Applying for permission to ex- Sawmills attd the Prince Ruper t  spring, the plan was to  !divert bankruptcy,/ . 
port would Weaken, arguments t~fillat he same time. ::: Wood toTerrace. It :would:: als0: : ~"It 'sdi~culttomak~allargU' econontic benefits fo r  Priuce Mi l le r  did'add the Eurocan 
that it needs the wood in Terrace, ~ ; Opening up in Prince Rupert reduce the:preSsure 'tO purChas6 ment to say we are short o fwo0d Rupertand area. • forest l icence is considered a 
he said. " , . would uot only cost money.'now privatewood," he said. " and at the same titffe request an "This is not a vendetta gainst legal document and  ::.that any 
• The c'omment is the latest since earmarked for improvemefi~here' Thespecial proviucial orderal- 'exteusion to export wood;"' said. Euroean; it's a business proposi' Change has to be thoroughly 
the c0mpanylate last year told: but iead,to~ thepossible ioss lo f  lowing the  export of log, from Mial:t~eCO~ea : I~ °n. They made certain comlnit- studied. 
the provincial g6~terhment it 100Ten'ace jobs" " ' '  i i  Eurodan's forest licence ends this ntime, Prince Rupert : ents to get the transfer and they Helpful to the analysis Will be 
doesn't want to  open a mill i t  By:' c0nceniratiug on .iSkeena "month.'  " mayor Peter Lester wants Miller can't colnply," said Lester . .  reviews now underway of north' 
owns i~Prince Rupert. SaWmills,3 Eurocan would:have ,'. That permission was gralitedin : to cancel Eurocan's forest licence Eurocan is uow waiting to hear west log supply arid dcmaltd and 
. . . .  •: ' " " ~ i i: ' . . . .  if forests minister Dan Miller will annual allowable Cuts, he said. 
• ' , ,  i 
Assessment not 
really that scary 
-OUST LIKE BEING THERE: Todd Zaborniak watches a video ment authority employees in nine centres one afternoon last 
.conference arranged by B.C. Tel for his employer, the B.C. month. It could be a sign of things to come as corn panies look 
Assessment Authority- The conference connected assess- for ways to better communicate. 
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TE i~CE ~ It's not quite Star T rek  
r,dg,ng the distances 
or Star Wars, buthitechcommunica= Welcome to the video conference, 
tions has arrived here. 
Late last 'month, B.C. Tel hooked up 
local B,C, Assessment  Authority em- 
ployees wlthc0Unterparts  from across 
the province on a videu network for an 
afternoon. 
The .video network reached n ine  
~/entr6s around the province. 
Six: locations could send as well as 
receive TV signals. Terrace was one o f  
three to have only a one-way hook up. 
Assessment authority spokesman 
Nigel Atkln described the video confer- 
ence as an emclent  way to reach more 
than 300 employees cattered through- 
out B.C. 
" I f  we can use technology to save tax- 
payers money,  we're Interested," he 
said, 
The assessment authority used the 
video conference to pass on Informa- 
tion on new assessments and what theY 
mean° 
Atkin said the conference was 
. hooked A i thoughTer race  was only 
up one-way, the  capabil ity exists here  
for  a two-way set up. 
The video feed coming in  used the  
equivalent microwave spac e of 1)260 
telephone calls. 
B.C. Tel spokesman Kathy Mears 
said the assessment authority confer- 
ence is helping the company chart  
what should happen next. 
"We want to find out front the busi- 
ness point o f  view how it would be 
received and how they might want to 
utilize it," she said. 
B.C. Tel does not yet have a set fee 
for video conferences and but has ap- 
plied to the Canadian Radio-television 
and Telecommunications Commission 
for a rate structure. 
"From our perspective, travelling 
can be quite expensive. We've found 
out there is a cost saving by doing 
9,  th is ,  said Mears. 
cheaper than having to fly employees 
to one location. 
"We obviously couldn t fly everyone 
down for such a meeting,  and this is 
one way to reach  everybody," he 
added, 
The B.C. Tel  network  a l ready  
received one work  out  through the 
provincial real estate institute. 
"If  we can use technology to save 
taxpayers money, we're it#crested." 
"The reports we heard were en- 
couraging and we took up the sugges- 
tion," said Atldn. 
The video conference used B.C. Tel's 
microwave system to create a min i .T# 
network  
B.C. Tel has used the technology for 
internal communicat ions for several 
years already.,  
I I 
TERRACE.-  Don ' t  panic! 
That's the advice city treasurer 
Keith Norman has for 
homeowners who are still quak- 
ing after getting their assessment 
uotices. 
Last week B.C. Assessment 
Authority envelopes were turning 
up in local mailboxes advising 
resideuts what valuation it had 
put on their homes. 
Giveu that municipal taxes are 
based ~on a i50ii~e's assessed 
value, those e~welopes coutained 
some scary new figures. 
out the amount of money proper- 
ty owuers have to pay per thou- 
sand dollars of value. 
Given assessed values of 
residential properties have 
jumped an average of approxi- 
mately 20 per cent,.simply keep- 
ing the tax rate the same as last 
year would bring in a massive 
amount of extra reverme for the 
city, 
But, if council has settled on 
that four per cent example figure, 
it would be possible to cut the tax 
rate and still pull in theamount of 
tax revenue the city needed,) 
According to Authority figures, While that's good news:for all 
...... m~e .--than . . . . .  Oit'~-','~ce;'-'.'h~fi'~OWd'~rgi~t~p~di~bla)ly:;i~ = 
holneowner in five discovered 
their assessed value had soared 
more than 30 per cent. 
Nearly200 homes face hikes of 
inure than 50 per cent. 
But, says Norman, that doesn't 
ntean their tax bill will go up by 
the same amount. 
He explained council decides its 
annual budget independent of 
whatever has happened to home 
values. 
In other words, it decides 
whether it will spend more 
money in the coming year and, if 
so, how much without looking at 
the assessments. 
If, for example, council decided 
to increase city expenditure by 
four per ccitt, Nom~an said it 
would then be his department's 
job to calculate what tax rate was 
needed to collect the amount of 
money council said it needed. 
The tax rate, he explained, sets 
be welcomed by those whose 
homes' value increased less thau 
the average. 
Norman said the~,' will likely 
find their tax bill has actually 
gone dowu compared to last year. 
However, if you are one of 
those who saw their value 
skyrocket, you're going to pay 
more, 
But, he emp!msized, the in- 
crease.will not be as great as you 
may have at first feared. 
Aimther factor iu tax calcula- 
tions is how COmleil decides to 
spread the load. 
There are several different ax 
rates -- residential, light industri- 
al, business, heavy iudnstrial. 
Aldennen can look at the per- 
centage of total city revenue 
homeowners provided last year 
and decide to keep lithe same, in- 
crease it or decrease it, Nonnan 
explaiued. 
Cause of Thornhill 
fire still unknown 
TERRACE ~ Firefighters are 
still trying to determine the cause 
of the house fire that killed five 
people in Thornhill Dee. 30. 
"We haven't ruled out any- 
thing, except maybe electrical," 
said assistant Thornhill fire chicf 
Guy Belanger. 
Jcanctte Burkett, 46, was the 
only survivor of the blaze aftcr 
being pushed out a two-storey 
window by her husband, 
Lawrence. 
He died inside the burning log 
house, along with their three chil- 
dren and a family friend.' 
The , house was completely 
engulfed in ' flame when 
D Firef ighter's diary, 
¢ Page A5 
firefighters arrived. The roof fell 
in tainutes after they arrived. 
RCMP Cpl. Rob McKay said 
fire commissioner Ken DaM is in- 
vestigating the possibility that the 
varethane the family had used on 
the home prior to"Christmas may 
have caused the r~pid accelera- 
tioq of the fire. 
, Firefighters ~continue to sift 
through the ruins, but finding 
cluesis difficult because there is 
very little left to find. 
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Newbery named 
Ftealth care cure sought 
TERRACE - -  The person hired 
to bring northwest health services 
together says he Wants to con- 
tinue what has already started. 
Dr. Peter Newbery, the director 
of United Church Health Services 
and based in Hazelton, says 
northwest hospitals and health 
care agencies are already talking. 
His appointment follows a 
study ou northwest heailh care 
released last November. 
It stated money could be saved 
and services ,reproved if there 
was more co-operation and co- 
ordination between the three 
norlhwest cities. 
"There are opportunities tosee 
us ~s a region and not as a dis- 
parate collection of communities 
along Hwyl6," said Newbery 
last week. 
Newbery was named as the in- 
terim regional co-ordinator Jan. 6. 
He'll stay on until the spring 
when a permanent o,e is hired. 
The interim co-ordinator posi- 
tion comes from a recomme,da- 
tie, of the study. 
Newbery said he's looking for- 
ward to talking with hospitals and 
health care agencies. 
And he's also anticipating nail- 
ing down his exact job descrip- 
tion and that of the permanent co- 
ordinator. 
Newbery has been director of 
the United Church Health Service 
for 15 years. His responsibility is
doctors and medical staff in the 
Hazeltons, Bella Celia and Bella 
Beila. 
Although the permanent co- 
ordinator may come from outside 
the region, Newbery said there is 
an advantage to having someone 
name from the northwest for now. 
"As a family doctor and part of 
a group of six doctors here, I've 
had a long association with Ter- 
race and Kitimat hospitals and 
know something of the dif- 
ficulties of organizing health care 
in the northwest," he said. 
Newbery also took part in dis- 
cussions everal years ago for an- 
other northwest health care 
review. 
Action on that review was 
sidelined but with the latest 
review and budget cuts have 
given hospitals an impetus to 
change things, he said. 
"Some additional specialty ser- 
vices would mean patients 
wouldn't have to go south for 
pointed out, 
He noted that the report of last 
year's health care review sug- 
gested that the budget woes of 
some northwest hospitals ~ in- 
cluding Mills Memorial ~ could 
be solved by changing manage- 
ment practices. 
"The report indicated thai the 
money we are receiving in the 
northwest should be sufficient but 
it pointed to the fact that there are 
better ways of managing the 
money," he said. "For example 
it pointed out that patient stay in 
hospitals in the northwest seems 
to be longer than average." 
"What I suspect is that it is not 
fully appreciated ... that a lot of 
our patients come from very dis- 
taut communities. A surgeon 
might be reluctant to discharge a 
nearly everything," Newbery patient to a remote location." 
3ovt stu,:lies 
sand complaints @ =" HELPING HANDYMAN 
TERRACE - -  Every year it's 
the same - -  cracked windshields 
during winter driving from sand 
spread for traction. 
But this winter, the size of the 
material used is the subject of a 
study being conducted by the 
highways ministry, ICBC and 
RCMP. 
I t  was ordered by highways 
miuister Art Charbonneau follow- 
ing an increase in cracked wind- 
shield complaints and in imur- 
ance claims made. 
"I am uncertain as to whether 
there is a direct relationship be- 
lween the size of the aggregate 
hazards associated with winter 
driving," said local highways of- 
ficial Randy Penner. 
He said the ministry is taking 
samples of aggregate and having 
them tested throughout the 
winter. 
And while drivers may wonder 
why the sand mixture contains 
large pieces, Penner said that's to 
ensure there is enough abrasion to 
make winter driving safer. 
"On highways, if we used 
smaller sizes, it could be blown 
away by large trucks," he said. 
VOLUNTEER 
Over 65 years of age? 
Suffedng from short or long term 
illness? 
Disabled? fn need of help to stay in 
~ your home? 
The Volunteer Handyman will install 
and maintain safety devices, access 
ramps, do minor epairs to home and 
equipment, 
Emergency Snow Removal 
from roof, sidewalk, or deck 
In need of these services? 
Know someone who does? 
Call 635-7550.  Leave a 
message at anytime, 
CANAOA INC 
BACTERIOSTATIC WATER PURIFIERS 
100% Removal of Glardla Lambla 
(Beaver Fever) 
"ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER 
ON TAP... ATA FRACTION OF THE 
COST OF BOTTLED WATER" 
Terry & Laurie Monture 
Terrace, B.C. 
(6o4) 635-3697 
The friendliest "Inn" townl ~ 
Make our place "Your  Place" to on oy an evomng 
el  ,n lmate  d n ng and reasonable pricesl , 
Start the New Year by joining our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS - =14,95 
with swiss potatoes & cocktail sauce 
GARUC PRAWNS AU PERNOD - a14.95 
with saffron rice and vegetables ~":f: 'i : 
CAJUN PRAWNS - '14 .95  . , .  ' ..,: ~::<. 
with spinach fettuccine 
Can't decide? Try a sample of all three , 
COMBO-  =16,95 :,- ...... ~ !~ 
WINTER BLUES NEW YEAR DANCEJANUARY 30 TM 
your  ca lendar  for  our • - - ' j .  Mark 
i 
RESERVE NOW 635-9161 I 
4332 Lake lse  Avenue Terrace, BC  I 
Ii 
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and windshield replacement 
claims, but I amasking ... to see . 
if the two are related," said Char- 
bonneau. 
ICBC statistics indicate the 
,muber of windshield aims has 
risea significantly over the past 
Ihrce years. 
The corporation paid out $49.3 
million in 1990, rising to $56.7 
million last year and to .$47. 1 
million to the end of November 
Ibis year. 
The 1992 figure looks lower 
and that's probably due to a 10 
~ ICBC has been able to negotiate 
-,~ with suppliers. 
It's no surprise that no,them 
:t B.C. is the highest area of wind, 
i: shield clainis because of the leng-..: 
:2 thy winter period up here. " " 
:~ "The centre of the #ass re- 
,, placement business has :to be 
:t Prince George, We spend more 
) moaey on glass in ]Prince George 
:; than any part of the province," 
) said ICBC spokesman Ken Ha,, 
,; die. 
: There are three sizes of ag- 
! gregate used on provincial roads, 
:- varying from half a, inch onur. 
) ban highways and main highways 
to three-quarters, of an inch On 
! gravel highways. 
Sand i s  prone to freezing in 
clumps, depending upon weather 
couditi0ns,: before behtg applied 
:" attd salt is used to helpprevent 
~. thai. 
• ~. The highways ministry does 
~, keep a record of cracked wind- 
shield reports but does not as- 
:: sume liability for replacement 
" "It's :~ Considered one of the 
IrUCK Allan Banner 
Mount 
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Excel CX has always been, and continues to never use, but it's nice to have that little extra 
be, an unbeatable value, peace o f  mind. : 
in its ela~,including 5 speed manua! transaxle, 5 YEAR/100,000 KM WARRANTY ~ ,: (Wlaatever Hyundai you choose-  the ~ ~ 
variablestmedinternaittent wipers, 15. litre elec- " 1:  ' : • ~ ' :, ,~ : ;~"  :' i, , / sp6~Scoupe,  the Spacious Sonata; thestyl ish -~nyunaai  contmues to aettver one ot ttae . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  * '  t '  
trunk aet injected engine, Michelin all-season Elantra or the  value packed Excel, of one thing 
radials, and much more, the 5 passenger 
~'See  dea ler  lo t  deta i lS .  
!i £1 <1 
'¢c{: 
,:-4;2 
a& - 
:;{b 
!> 
, I  
'~ . ,  
N: 
best warranties in the business with the 5 year/ 
100,000 km major component warranty and a 
3 year/60;000 km bumper to bumper limited to quality. 
warranty'. 
24: Hour  ROADSmE ASSISTANCE f f 
And now, Excel also comes With 24Hour, 
Roadside Assistance. Whether you need a bat-: £ . . . . . . . .  
boost or simply run outo f  gas, help is only ! ~ n D ~ l  te ry  
a toll.free call away. It's something you may -~ 
. ..... : ,  . . . .  ; , :  :: Where The Smart Money Goes, 
Linlited time .rfe{in effL~:t fr.m lanua~ 4, i ~9k 1993 Excd CX 3~ix~ froM'S7,888 i): " "  . . .  
Ifich;dina freight hid P.D.I. Llceme and taxes extra, Pdce ,ht,wn Is M,S,R,P. less pt.mbtkmal dt~,,Unt, Participating dealers may sell fur le~. 
you can be sure; you're choosing a commitment : 
. . , ,  
THORNHILL 
s =. .9  >,=¢-,. J~ :, , . , -~-~,  
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resur faces  
Ex-Alcan officials involved 
TERRACE - -  Alcan is denying 
any connection to a company that 
has floated a new proposal to 
divert the Nanika River. 
Vera Resource Management 
Corporation pitched the idea of 
diverting the Nanika to the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Govern- 
ment Commission a year ago. 
Gitksan leaders subsequently 
turned down the proposal. 
The Nanika proposal was one 
of the most controversial parts of 
Alcan's original plan for the 
Kemano hydro-electric project 
because it would divert approxi- 
mately five per cent of the Skeena 
watershed into the Nechako reser- 
voir. 
The river is located southwest 
of Houston and flows into the 
Bulkley River. 
• . ~:Alcan relinquished the rights to 
the Nanika when it signed a 1987 
deal giving the company approval 
to carry out the Kemano Comple- 
tion Project. 
Vera's four principals include 
two /etired Alcan executives and 
the president of Triton Environ- 
mental Consultants who studied 
the Nanika in the 1980s and who 
remains one of the main con- 
tractors for Alcan on Kemano. 
Alcan spokesman Les Holroyd 
said Alcan has only just become 
aware of the proposal and denied 
suggestions that Vera is acting as 
an agent for Alcan. 
"Alcan has no connection 
whatsoever with Vera and only 
• learned of its existence in early 
December 1992," Holroyd said 
in a statement issued last week. 
i "  : ,iAlcan' disclaims any knowl- 
-: edge or involvement in any man- 
, ner with this proposal or with its 
j ' sponsors (a/era and th'e Gitksan- 
Wet'snwet'en). Alcan does not 
.. Land plan 
unvei led 
TERRACE - -  The public will 
get a chance to take a close look 
at the city's new land use plan 
next month. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor said 
the wee k commencing Feb. 15 is 
the tentative date for a public 
open house. 
'On display at the open house 
will be maps of proposed zoning 
changes to be incorporated in a 
new community plan" and details 
of specific policies relating to 
those zonings. 
Hallsor said the idea was people 
could drop in, look over the in- 
formation and then out ant ques- 
tions they had to city staff and 
council members on hand. 
"It  will be very informal," he 
explained. 
Those taking in the open house 
will also be handed a question- 
naire to fill out. The responses 
will be considered when council 
makes adjustments to the draft 
land use plan. 
The amended version would 
then be put to a formal public 
welcome any initiatives aimed at 
ressurectiug the Nanika diversion 
project." 
Hoiroyd says the relinquish- 
ment of rights to the Nanika was 
one of the main conditions for ap- 
proval of Kemano, adding that 
Alcan considers it to be legally 
binding. 
Gitanyow chief councillor El- 
mer Derrick said Vcra was just 
one of many business proposals 
presented to the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en Governmeut Com- 
mission last year. 
"It didn't go anywhere," Der- 
rick said, explaining that 
Wet'suwet'en chiefs from the 
Nanika-Morice area turned down 
the proposal after hearing the 
company's presentation. 
But Brian Hemingway - -  a for- 
mer Alcan public relations execu- 
tive and one of the directors of 
Vera said the idea originated 
with the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en, ot Vera. 
"We were asked by them to 
make a preseutation of some in- 
formation," Hemingway said. 
"It 's really their proposal. We 
were just to act as consultants on 
it." 
Rivers Defence Coalition 
spokesman Pat Moss called the 
connections "very interesting" 
but says she's not as concerned 
about the Vera proposal as she 
was initially. " 
"It 's hard to believe they really 
thought they could get this 
through," she said. 
Moss said she believes the 
Gitksan were involved because 
the company thought its only 
chance of getting approval from 
Victoria was if it resulted in jobs 
for natives. :, 
CHARRED WRECKAGE of an old woodstove  yields clues for kett. It's bel ieved the fire in the house on Lanfear started 
fire f ighters Dave Jephson,  Bill Warcup  and chief  Bob Bec. when a stack of f i rewood fell over  against  the stove, 
Father, son escape blaze 
House ha(  no smoke detector 
TERRACE - -  A 47-year-old 
Terrace man is in an Edmonton 
hospital recovering from burns 
suffered in a house fire here 
last week. 
Robert Robertson and his 15- 
year-old son Kenneth narrowly 
escaped from the blaze Jan. 3. 
Fire chief Bob Beckett said 
the fire apparently started 
around 2:15 a.m. near the 
woodstove in the three- 
bedroom home on Lanfear 
Drive. 
The extreme heat woke• the 
boy, who alerted his father. 
The pair went back to the 
boy's bedroon, smashed the 
window and escaped. The fam- 
ily dog perished in the fire. 
Beckett said firefighters be- 
lieve a piece of wood rolled 
down against he stove and ig- 
nited. 
The blaze spread quickly and 
the house was completely 
ablaze after the flames reached 
the piles of newspaper and 
magazines stored ia the attic. 
The house did not have a 
smoke detector. 
"Two people ahuost lost 
their lives here," Beckett said. 
"They came this clos6." 
A smoke alarm could have 
reduced their injuries and 
might have saved their house, 
Beckett added. 
" I t 's  amazing they lived 
through it," he said. "But a 
ten-dollar investment could 
have made a considerable dif- 
ference for this family." 
Beckett called for legislation 
making smoke detectors 
mandatory inall homes. 
Building codes require new 
homes to have smoke detec- 
tors, but there is no such re- 
quirement for existing homes 
built prior to 1976. 
Robertson, who suffered 
second- and third-degree burns 
to 36 per cent of his body, is 
recoverifig in the burn unit of 
Edmonton's University Hospi- 
tal. 
His son was treated here for 
his second degree burns and 
was released. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
THANK YOU 
Norm Mantel would like to thank all his 
customers from Terrace and the Northwest 
for their loyal support for the past 18 ~A years. 
I 
Norm congratulates Terrace Totem Ford on 
their recent purchase of Norm's Auto 
Refinishing Ltd. and wishes new manager 
George Gough much success. 
Maintaining employment of all shop 
technicians ensures you of continued quality 
work and friendly service, 
BobBeckett 
Sincerely, 
Norm Mantel 
'~',*~i~i~=~:,~:~ ~'  c D O N A L D ' S ~i~i,=~:i~,!~,~;~::~  
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MEDIUM 
DRINK 
'Wishing you the very best 
in the New Year 
.. fromthe.Management and Staff at 
,: .... Back Eddy's Pub 
I Come watch the Super Bowl 
.~ on our big screen Sunday Jan. 31 st 
• l~Ua~m" ~T~l;r~idnigh t F;l~&rnS. at, =L m KlltC:~ ?lP;;  rn 
. . . . . .  Phone: ~1S-533~5 _.,_. __ 
r .  
MEDIUM 
FRIES B IG  MAC ® 
JANUARY 1ST. 
1TED riME 
,~-~"/ !~McOOnald's Of Terrace~ 
4740 Lakelse Avenue : 
638-8830 
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aft our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
I .DITORIAI 
' -  I lhave somecjooclond [ v0u'll c3etQG afew J 
• drlew5 forvoo / breaK5 an.dsomereal. I 
yea.-.. [  oo ,e5 . . . .  I 
rat's a gamble I ' 
Alderman Rick King's plan for a city lot- deplete fish or take lead to acid d~:ainage _~_ .  
tery to finance local projects is penny ante when minerals from the ground. The  one ~ ,  
stuff compared to what:s being planned environmental setback is the cloud of ~ " -  
just to the east of us. cigarette smoke hanging over any gaming . . . . . . .  
In the Hazeltons it's. not scratch and win, 
it's roll the dice and win. That's right. 
Casino gambling, big time. The per- 
petrators? The Gitksan who continually 
look for ways to flex their burgeoning self 
government muscles. 
One Gitksan idea is to put a casino on 
wheels, a mobile Vegas travelling from 
spot to spot and to occasions which draw a 
lot of people. Gitksan spokesman Jack 
Sebastian'says he's invited several outfits 
up from the States to have a look around. 
To most northwest residents the idea of 
native gambling isn't new, legal or other- 
wise. Bingos ~ some offering $30,000 
pick up trucks ~ have fueled the con- 
struction 'of schools and have financed so- 
cial improvement projects. 
On the surface thereare good reasons to 
allow gambling. It doesn't cut trees, 
operation. 
But the law hasn't looked all that kindly 
on native bingo without it being sanctioned 
through a provincial icence. The Gitksan 
have spent a lot of time in court pleading 
under the 'N' for not guilty. So far they 
haven't been successful. 
This will not deter the Gitksan. Their take 
no prisoners approacti to self government 
and land claims loves the action more 
some times than any resolution. To them, 
it's just as important to state their case as it 
is to walk away with an agreement or a 
deal. 
That's why the idea of casino gambling is 
so nifty. It automatically 'elevates the issue 
of native self government because of the 
aura surrounding high stake games of 
chance. The Gitksan like to play with their 
own cards. 
Taxing times 
There must be a handbook someplace Victoria. No sir. It is called a user fee. But 
thai all g0vernments use. It contains nifty a tax is a tax is a tax. 
and devious ways to say one thing but to One large company won't  be affected by 
do another. ~::~.,~this increase. Alcan, which uses Neehako 
The provineiaLgovernment is no excep-~,~,,,,River, water to provide hydro-electric 
tion. Indeed~ it:is a fast learner. Where power for its Kitimat smelter, signed a 
once the;NDPi'rotled.~gains~t~So~[e~l t~t ~, v ,#epm;ate, ,deal wi~h ~he prpvincia ! goye~-  
~. , i~; | ' t l l l  9111.~,1  l l , " ) i  ~ IE I i l  11,,-, .!~H.d ~. . "  '~ . ' ,  . . . .  , " __  __.i~:.'~'~ ;~2"~'~? i .h~.~'~'  )L,";7:% ~ q" . 'q  
Oas to.,Kal.oe.[,ex_tra .money, tt t~.now..i,~.p~,~-,;l mem.way;.wacK m me lv3us. ,!ne.company. 
lowmg t~e samepat~.  . . . . . . . . .  ~'~:',-,, : -,does:pay fot~ water but the rate depends on  
The latest example is that some of us are the price of aluminum. The price goes up 
paying more • for water as of Jan. 1. This- 'or down depending upon the price of the 
list includes small rural domestic 'users~ ~,w:,,.,. metal.' 
rental for small agricultural ~use and con- This is not to begrudge Alean for striking 
servation projects; (BiC. Hydro is  also get, 
ting hitwith, a/ninerease but it issmall and 
won't be passed6n, to its customers.) 
The great 'thlng about this is that the 
water rate is noteal led a tax by those in 
a canny business deal. It is a brutal world 
out there. But i t  is ironic to n6te that one 
i biffbusiness gets abreak under the NDP 
while smaller guys suffer the loss of yet 
more hard-earned dollam. 
Greek to her 
AS parents, most of us have 
enjoyed the misery of fitting 
together a Santa toy on Christ- 
mas Eve, inserting Tab A in 
Slit B, orbolt ingwheels and 
pedals to-a CCM frame. Now, 
with pre~cut ready-to -• 
assemble furniture accessories 
sold in every K-Mart, Wool - 
worths, and hardware,lcouples 
can experien~ the same' ievel 
of marital Stress year round. 
Pre-cut furniture' accessories 
come knocked ..down', in  cor- 
rugated boxes that'contain 
everything you need to make a 
TV table, stereo cabinet, or 
closet organizeri.Whatever it's
destined'to b,ecgm~i putting it 
together: ~ , '~eck  al happy 
marrtage.~ . .  " . : ,  
Eachi: box i:contains pre- 
drilled ~ shelves, •. ~ telescoping 
rods; or wbateverlelse.that's 
needed, as.i well as ziplocked 
plastic bags of fittings. The 
bags separate, screws of dif- 
ferent lengthS' algal'! colors, 
corner bra~,  "i,- rough'erie 
catches, pins, hinges, nails, 
even anchors for gripping in 
packaged in Asia use Korean 
or Japanese with awkward 
English translations. No mat- 
ter. They're all Greek to me. 
Decide early who will 
navigate, who will pilot. It!s 
the navigator's duty to identify 
comp0nentsi ~ determine: as- 
Sembly sequence,~and gra- 
ciously present the com- 
ponents, one at a tinie, to the 
pilot who then *levels, : ham- 
mers, and screws. 
Regardless of~ the econom- 
ical cost of the kit: or the 
physical dimensions of the end 
product, make ready. Dress for 
comfort- and  demolition. 
Lower the thermostat twenty 
degrees. Take the phone off 
flimsy walls. Plastic pieces'i, the: hook. Even wrongs ~num- 
come molded together insnap'i: ~be~'d0h'~tdeserve a Snarl. ' 
off sheets. - . Read, "throiigh ~the ~.~instruc- 
With no regard for truth in tions. Familiarize yourself 
advertising, the: box boldly with the components, Be sure 
claims "Eiisy t0 assemble.':R¢-" you ,have all of  them.i Then 
quires no special tools.,' " line up bandaids, tissues, and 
D0n't~ ~ou/believe :it. As- every shoptool you own, 
sembly~'bea~"~fi0mplicated : (Thosewi th  supple ~joints 
as packingf0 r ~i:hbme~teading wot'k onthef ioor .  ~Everyone 
wagoiii~ain,::/aS:.:i'relaxing as else buildson a sturdy table. 
tte~ingflihr~ugh,ii:~hemy t rri- Clear the .immediate work 
tory, and,fi~kea~iltaS long. area of rugs, shoes, or any- 
Those packaged in, Quebec thing that could intercept he 
have i~tmctions written in  trajectory of mlsguided ~.m-  
Engl ish ! and  French;' Th0~e'i/ p0nent or conceal. its :landing 
place: Ban spectators, 
kibitizers, and kleptonianiac 
pets from the room. 
Strive for teamwork through- 
out the ordeal. But whenever 
discord threatens to scuttle the 
project, take a coffee break 
until strangulation marks fade. 
when the project-is com- 
plete, the pilot gets credit for 
aacl 
/2 )  bad 
. ,  lew T., 
,, n0 . i  0re 
ohb .,. 
/ 
Politician  suffer 
: ~ ;  
the perfect product. The 
navigator takes the rap for 
false Starts and leftover pieces. 
Each • time we tackle a pre- 
cut project together, I vow 
anew tO remain calm and civil. 
from pui  lic wrath 
VICTORIA - -  When I
recently wrote that our 
politicians are overworked, 
underpaid and get huge 
amounts of abuse heaped on 
them to boot, I hit a nerve with 
readers. 
,~,Thephone calls andletters I- 
got pretty.well t ook.the oPi~,?i ,~ 
site stance. Politicians, they 
.said, are a lazy bunch, get paid 
/ far too much and deserve 
every bit of verbal manure op- 
pressed and irate taxpayers 
shovel their way. Some of 
them went as far as to say the 
whole damned lot belonged 
behind bars. 
Even Jan Verkerk, a gener- 
ally quite tolerant engineer 
from White Reek who drops 
me the occasional line, made it 
clear that he didn't see eye to 
ey~ with me on the relative 
merits of politicians. 
- Ever Since he came to Cana- 
da in 1951, he said, he had 
been under the distinct impres- 
sion that politicians are right 
Up there with the flu and debt 
collectors for things to avoid. 
The "plunder of the 
forests," he pointed out, had 
been going on for decades; 
fishing licences had been 
taken away from small boat 
owners and give to big com- 
panies, and "now, in 1992, we 
still have not obtained a 
balanced exploitation of 
renewable resources." 
The conclusion; Verkerk 
said, was that "the govern- 
ments of British Columbia 
have been inept or corrupt." 
.If I took the trouble to do a 
little research into crime, I, 
too, would soon find out that 
cabinet ministers enjoy some- 
what of a monopoly on all 
sorts of illegal activities, he 
suggested. 
mote us to be served with in- 
tegrity." 
Like I said,'Verkerk isby all 
measures a reasonable man, 
albeit not when it comes to 
politicians. That's where he 
:andmany others., it seems, 
draw the line. 
Still, I beg to differ. While it 
is true that some cabinet min- 
isters of the distant and not so 
distant past have been guilty 
of conflicts of interest, he ma- 
jority of politicians I have 
known are honest and decent 
people. 
Name one? O.K., how about 
Garde Gardom? For 20 years, 
Gardom served the people of 
British Columbia,first as a 
Liberal MLA then as a Socred. 
He was one of the best at- 
torneys general and an honest 
and hard-working politician by 
whatever yardstick you care to 
use .  
There was Dave Barrett, the 
former NDP premier, with 
whose polities you may have 
disagreed, but whose integrity 
was never, never in question. 
There was Alex Fraser, 
Caribou legend and Socred 
highways minister under Bill 
Bennett, Grace McCarthy, an: 
other socred legend, former 
NDP stalwarts Eileen Dailly 
and Rgsemary Brown, all 
without a blemish. 
I have covered politics at 
everylevel formorethan a 
AndI  succeed...antil we sit in Instead of waxing corn- quarter of a century, and I can 
a quandary amid a confusion passionate'about thework load tell you that forever ascal, 
of pressboard, ~"plastic, and of our MLAs and the abuse to there hfivebeen.100 
metal like flight investigators which.they, are subjected, "it politicianswho have served 
identifying debris at a plane would be much better, Hubert, with distinction, honour and 
crashsite, if you wrote articles that pro- 
integrity. 
• :::i 
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As with everything else in 
life, it is the few politicians '•! 
who set a bad example that 
have caused all politicians to ~ :
fall into disrepute. 
My sentiments are shared by 
Ted Hughes, British Colum- 
bia's conflict-of-interest com- 
missioner. B.C.'s conflict-of- 
interest laws were first ..... ..! 
adopted two years ago and ;17~! 
amended this past year, 
making them the toughest . , 
such laws in Canada. • " ~:i 
In fact, some people be l ieve -:.  
the laws are so tough thatthey " ' " 
are discouraged from going i! 
into politics, a notion Hughes :- 
wants to dispel. 
He recalls that he was ap- ;!: 
preached by potential candi- 
dates from all major parties ~ ' 'i 
before the 1991 election and 
found not one instance where . :  
the legislation would have :: 
been a deciding factor against 
running for office. 
And while Hughes admits .: 
that politicians have a way to 
go before they regain the pub- 
lie's trust, he is optimistic that . :i:.. 
they will. 
So am I. Thepurpose behind 
and the real benefit of tough ~ " 
cofiflict-of-interest laws isn't' 
so much to catch the odd :: : ..... 
crooked politician as to keep:":, . i 
politicians from leaving the ii~ ~. : 
path of the straight and nar ro~i . .  ::: 
inthe first place. 
So, whatever you may th ink 
of politicians, I stand by my. ~: 
assessment. Most of them are .:. " ...... 
honest. Most of them are ',.,~ , i~-iii!:! 
hardworking, and unjustifiably 
abused, .'.. 
~," ,i? 
~. . .  - 
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FIREFIGHTER'S DIARY 
A day that had no heroes 
Mike Moore is a volunteer 
firefighter with the Thornhill Fire 
Department. 
By MIKE MOORE 
" ~  EING A firefighter 
: L~ has been a dreamof  
~11 - '~  mine since I was'a 
child and earlier last 
year it finally became a reality• 
I started to volunteer my time to 
our local fire department to the 
only good cause I can think of 
helping other people. 
My dreams always saw myself 
parading around in big red fire 
trucks, the flashing of red lights 
and wearing the world-known 
yellow gear. 
My vision of firefighters was 
the picture of men and women 
made of steel, ahnost invincible 
to anything they had to face. It 
seemed l ike firefighters always 
came out of every situation look- 
ing like heroes and with their big 
hearts they are at anyone's bee- 
koiling call in the time of need. 
AS One knows, dreams can't last 
forever, and they were quickly 
shattered in the cold morning air 
on December 30, 1992. 
Tragedy struck for one last time 
in 1992, less than 48 hours before 
the  New Year. The member's in 
i • the::  department had become 
• frii~,nds ahnost like family and 
after this day I was going to need 
theth n~ore than ever. 
, :t~was awoken at approximately 
6"43 a.m. by the sound every 
; :  fir~:fighter dreads ~ a call for 
"! ~ .  help. 
. . . .  I was out the front door before 
: '  my eyes were open and before 
my shirt was on, not noticing the 
• /cold temperatures against my 
ba]e skin. 
Lraced to the hall to find other 
firefighters howing Up in much 
the~same state and with no time 
for greetings of any sort. 
! -i: I have very little recollection of 
i . : '~  /driVingto the scene except that 
:'_; the emergency vehicle would not 
',i:: iihwdi fast eiiough and every other 
! don't think there are 
words in existence to de- 
scribe the feeling o f  help- 
lessness that fell over me 
when [ saw the house in its 
blazing state. 
unaccounted for and seeing the 
fire in the stage it was made my 
stomach tie itself in knots which I 
still have not managed to untie. 
That was the moment I realized 
we weren't made of steel and we 
weren't going to be able to walk 
away from this looking like 
heroes. 
All we had was our drive to 
help someone, our courage and 
our big hearts. We tried to control 
something that was out of control, 
something that took no mercy on 
anyone in its way and would put 
up a fight right through to the bit- 
ter end. 
I saw the look in the experi- 
enced firefighters' faces and they 
would have done anything to win 
this battle, which we had already 
lost. 
We were trained to perform 
duties that would look almost like 
miracles but today we learned 
something that could never be 
shown to us and could never be 
read in our training manuals ~ to 
walk away with heads held high, 
telling ourselves we did every- 
thing we possibly could. To most 
of us that was the hardest lesson 
and no matter how many times it 
may happen, it is something we 
cannot do easily. 
After that long cold day was 
over, 1 sat at the fire hall and 
cried. I was cried for the family I 
never knew and I cried because •
circumstances never allowed us 
to perform the job we were 
trained to do. Today there were 
no heroes - -  oldy people in 
mourning for the ones that were 
igehicle seemed to be in the way. lost. 
We afriyed on the scene just be- I soon learned that the friends in 
tbz e 6:50 a.m. the department that I considered 
to describe my second family were truly my 
or do I want family. We had to hold together 
" ~t~J~y,, to ~pull,~,ou~elves,-tb~,qughr~ 
ire'Words u[~ tl/Is I/ecause we ha/t a job to do. 
the levitate" We grieve the loss of the five 
'ell over me people who lost their lives, 
• :iwhed I saw the house in its blaz- maybe not as deeply as the family 
i ing  state, and frieuds, but we feel the pain 
.... :' :~!i~ Knowing that there were people just the same. 
. .  , ,  . 
i~.~ 
\ 
THORNHILL FIREFIGHTER Mike Moore and the other volunteers at the department continue to 
struggle with the emotional aftermath of the fire that killed five people on Valleyvlew Ave Dec. 30. 
A few of us will have Sleepless 
nights and a few of us will shed 
tears, but none of us shall forget 
that day. , , 
I 'm awoken from my sleep by aft- 
other call for help, Hopefully next 
time we can use our training to 
prevent a tragedy like this from 
happening provided the circmn- 
 iMayor adds two new 
'iPubl c works gets split up 
i_, ~::i going to be spendin'~dlC~r,ee~im :  
.... :committee meetings in 93 than 
:i~i:~:. they did last year. 
:: : i ~That's One effect of changes au- 
nounced by mayor Jack Talstra in 
, "his annual committee appoint- 
ments. 
' '  :~Talstra has iucreased the num- 
~r  of committees from three to 
fivei the same figure as in 1991. 
~::!As announced late last year, a I ~ i ,  ~i 
housingand social services cam- the PPW ia 1991) and the other ] ~ : - ~  
~ittee. has been created, to be two members will be Sheridan , 
aldermen Danny and Cooper. ]~:iiiii~! ":::~!~! ~i  i i ' i~ :~ i )~  
1airman), Rick King Heading up the Public Works 
llock. 
'~new"  one  has been 
sub-dividing the old 
t Public Works corn- 
'). 
now be two separate 
dies: i thd Planning committee 
ii~l~i wiil deal :with all zoning 
~::community planning, issues; 
~,the Public Works committee 
rich wil!.be responsible for the 
y's roads and services such as 
rbage , sewer, drainage and 
Water. ? 
~!Plahniug Is not the only respon- 
Sibihty" lost by the previous PPW 
~ nmittee, 
Ta ls t ra  has also relieved it of 
The l 
:, i -: The " ; "': Start zs for people 
learning how to read. 
committee will be Me Takhar, 
last year's PFW chairman, and 
he's joined by Cooper and 
Laurent; 
For Laurent, it's his first stint 
on both Finance sad Public 
Works since being re-elected in 
1990 while Cooper remains a fix- 
ture on Public Works. 
Alderman Rick King gets his 
third straight year as chairman of 
the Community and Recreation 
Services committee, Halleck 
repeats as a member and Takhar 
shifts back froni" Finance to com- 
plete thetrio. 
Facing a sharp increase in their 
committee workload as a result of 
Mo Takhar 
the changes are Halleck and 
Cooper, 
Bothserved on otdy one com- 
mittee last year and now find 
themselves on three. 
Sheridan will sit on three (up 
h'om two in '92) and Laurent 
goes to two from one. 
Takhar and King remain at two 
committee posts. 
Below, the list of Taltra's coun- 
cil committee appointments 
which are effective until the new 
council takes over following this 
November'smunicipal elections. 
Messy 
pickers .  ° 
Some: ,  peop le  h 
picked :mushrooms last 
year made abig mess. ~ .
They: Camped aear 
Cranberry Juncti0n, ~,:~ 
They  left their camps 
without cleaning up. 
Forest ministry workers 
had to clean upthe mess 
afterwards. - 
stances allow us to walk away siren scream through the night's 
looking like heroes. Time will silent air, 'remember we are 
heal our pain as our family bond responding to a call for help. 
grows tighter. 
" " . . . . .  Pray for'Us that we ~ walk ' i~" ~li~os{'i~ondbi~ncd"to' ii~' i ' . . . . .  "" ' .... "' 
' , ~ , away with our heads held l~tgh,~ 
ioss wifii ~6ii~' :': ...... ' i ..... feeling like wemade a difference, 
Thank you to'my second family because all we have to win the 
for helping me understand the fight is our dr iveto help some- 
pain I felt. one, our courage and our big 
The next time you hear our hearts. 
are unfair 
Dear Sir: 
With regards to the election 
procedures for Speakers and 
other elections for the Gitksan 
ad Wet'suwet'en People. 
Why is it only the chosen 
few are allowed to vote? Why 
is it that because of who they 
are, and their family ties, 
~dopted people, regardless of 
where they live, both on and 
off reserve, are they allowed to 
run for Speaker or appointed, 
and allowed to vote. 
Non Indians who are adopted 
into certain clans were allowed 
to vote. This isn't our 
hereditary chiefs system. This 
is not democracy. To me, this 
is called railroading. And this 
is my opinion. 
What happens with the "on 
reserve" elections and the pro- 
cedures in the "office of the 
hereidtary chiefs office" af- 
fects all band members both on 
and off reserve regardless of 
where they live. The govern- 
meat knows this. We know it! 
The election procedures 
should be universal so all band 
members both on and off 
reserve can vote on important 
issues that affect heir lives. 
And those who wish to ab- 
stain can do so, and not be told 
they cannot vote because they 
don't belong in a certain area. 
Yours truly, 
Mary G. Dalen, 
Cedarvale, B.C. 
Frustrated 
by vandals 
Dear Sir: 
During the first week of No- 
vember, vandalism and arson 
took place on rural property. 
It was bad enough that a 
wheel barrow and garden tools 
had been stolen back in the 
spring. The old mobile home 
trailer that was torched this 
fall, was old and derelict; 
But what really gets to me i: 
the deliberate destruction of a 
barn. ~!  tlia~'s leti ts th~ metal 
fOonng a,a oracgetrea ~sn . .  
It rs frustrating, and sad st 
the same time, .that:certain 
people get their kicks from 
burning up private property. 
Barb Newman 
Kitimat, B.C. 
ittees New hope rn.... .!or Max 
Who's  IDw°uld like t° publicly thank 
the doctors at the Terrace where Veterinary Medical Centre, 
and the local SPCA , for 
demonstrating their caring atti- 
tude toward animals by help. 
' ing save an 'unadaptable' four 
month oldpuppy. 
Ot  
ten-~ 
• • attal 
obv] 
wan orks . !i~' i: him. 
Ruth  
, , an . in ,  ¸¸ 
Hal leck  ~ :i!: 
Cooper 
Community/Recreation: :".i ~:'' 
K ing -~: . . . . .  " : ' 
Hallock 
Takhar 
King 
.a,,ock i/,, ....... il/!!ik: . 
(Chairraen [n'boldrtype) i 
Danny Sheridan 
., Our family, particularly our 
-year-old son, became quite 
ched to 'Max '  despite an 
~:obvious leg injury and we 
ted very much to adopt 
jl ~ We were led to believe that 
the •cost' of repairing his leg 
would likely be high, too high 
tOrealistieally make him a can- 
didate for adoption, but the 
SPCA was willing to help pay 
for X-rays etc. to find out. 
The results of these were dis- 
heartening, the leg was very 
badly broken and the surgery 
would require bone platesand 
'pins in his upper leg, it would 
also cost several hundred dol- 
lam'eW ii were heartbroken at the 
thought puttingMax down. He 
is an incredibly lovable; sweet 
tempered og, but the cost o f  
repairing his leg was  prohibl- 
tive. 
Doctors Elorza and Sager 
went above and beyond the 
call of duty by waiving a por- 
tion of their fee and combined 
with the unwavering support of 
Cam Beilamy of the SPCA, 
and our own resources the 
surgery was no longer finan. 
cially unrealistic. 
Out son went to see Santa 
prior to Max's surgery and 
rather than ask for all of those 
toys we'd heard so mm:h 
about, all he asked was for his 
dog's leg to get better. 
Life is not always fair and 
the world can be a cruel place, 
but this holiday season our 
family and Max don't see it 
that wayl 
Debble Smoley 
Terra ee, B.C. 
Z 
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Repairs could cost $250,000 
, Big avalanche fells tower 
', TERRACE - -  Repairs will 
start soon as possible to fix an | 
.~ Alcan hydro-electric transmis- 
, sion tower felled by an avalan- 
che the end of December. 
; "It just collapsed within it- 
self from the force of the 
.,~ avalanche," Alcan public rela- 
,.~ ti0ns spokesman Allan Hewit- 
son said last week. 
The tower is located high up 
;. in the Kildala Pass between 
,.': Kemano, where Aican genera- 
~ tes power, and the Kitimat 
, smelter. 
~: Smelter operations weren't 
! disrupted because Alcan has 
': twinned the power lines be- 
tween Kemano and Kitimat in 
case of emergeneies. 
?'. "But obviously we want to 
make the repairs as soon as 
g, 
• ' possible for the protection of ,~" 
; the total, operation," said 
, Hewitson. 
The first sign that anything 
was wrong registered 2 p.m. 
t~ 
Dec. 27 by Alcan power offi- 
". cials. 
~; They were able to determine 
,¢: that •somethingwas wrong up 
in the Kildala Pass but high 
winds prevented a search by 
helicopter until New Year's 
Eve. 
That's when a high altitude 
helicopter flying at 10,000 feet 
patrolled the area and photog- 
raphs were taken. 
Ironically, the tower was one 
of two to have the bottom 
strengthened last summer in 
case of avalanches. 
The bottom section remains 
standing but it was the top 
three-quarters of the tower 
which ,, collapsed• 
It's being • called the worst 
avalanche upthere in 35 years 
or so,"said Hewits0n. ,i.... ' 
. . . . .  ~0Sts['~Uid run as ~;Repair .... ~ 
Out 
and . . . . .  
About  
month over One year will genera- 
te $36 to the foundation. - 
Mohawk Will include the 
amount g0iog to the foundation 
arid year to date amount Oll 
monthly statements. 
~~r ~ 
B.C. Tel has applied for permis- 
sion to lower out-of-province 
long distance calls. 
The reductions range from four 
per cent in calling to Ontario to 
eight per cent in calling 
Manitoba. 
• The Canadian Radio-television 
and Telecommunications Com- 
mission is now examining the ap-i 
plication. 
B.C. Tel also wants to lower by 
six per cent its WATS line rate. 
The company has cut long dis- 
tauce charges by nearly 40  per 
ccitt since 1987. 
~r ~" "k ~" ~ 
The provincial md federal 
governments have iu place a $10 
million mitteral development 
agreement. 
I t  was effective In 1991 and 
lasts until 1995. 
The deal covets improvements 
(o mineral Search efforts, tech- 
nologlcal: devdopment, economic 
development, publiC information 
and evaluation and administra- 
lion. 
Each government has put $5 
million into ~e program. 
Thank:you for your supporl 
~,  , ; ;  of 
:, 1:i:.I ,~Jabetes 
~11 !I&'~li] l ~ i, r j l  ii f.,l~.r.,,I r~TI | i 
= 
ral . . . .  i , . . . . , •  
~ 7 
k 
_#3; :  
MIGHTYALCAN tower ofp0wer in the Kildala Pass proved no match when it collapsed after being 
struck by a massive avalancfie Dec; 27. The tower is part of the transmission line system taking 
power from hydro-electrio generators•in Kemano up through the pass to Alcan's Kitimat smelter. 
Lines are twinned in the pass so operations weren't disrupted. Repairs are underway. (PHOTO 
COURTESY ALCAN) 
high as $250,000, he added. 
Crews have already opened 
up an emergency shelter in the 
pass to serve as an accom- 
modation base for the repair 
crew.  
The job should take between 
two and four weeks. 
The repair job involves put- 
ting in place two, 40-foot 
columns of steel and a cross 
brace. 
Conductors on the tower are 
badly damaged and their 
repair will be temporary until 
this summer. 
When repaim are complete, 
the structure, will be • lifted in 
place using~L:a large S61 
Sikorsky helicopter commonly 
used in logging operations. 
The repair crew will be ac- 
companied by an avalanche 
.expert to gauge safe working 
conditions. 
Even if the second line 
failed, Alcan would be able to 
fake power from B.C. Hydro 
for emergency smelter opera- 
tions, said Hewitson. 
But that would also mean a 
severe cutback at the smelter 
because B.C. Hydro can't 
supply all the power needed 
for the smelter, he said. 
A second tower was also 
damaged by the same avalan- 
Che which felled the first one. 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " .... " _~", ...... r"~,. " 
WINTER TRAVEL 
SAVINGS 
')." 
* Other Destinations Also on Sale * 
Call us at ITP Terrace Travel 
for all of your reservation 
Variety Club Telethon 
1250 Homer Street, Vancouver 
B.C. Canada V6B 2Y5 
Phone: (604) 669-7770 
Fax: (604) 683-1025 
+:f fp  - - - - . . . , . , . . -  - - -  : :  w £ 1 .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! i i l l l A ~ l l i l  ! l l ~ l l  
phone 635-2281 
A COMPUTER . .  I 
ILl, SEND YOU A FREE BUYERS GUIDE I 
LP YOU MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION [ 
PRO-T IP :Buy  4Meg of Ram , 
I with your  System it will run 
Windows better  and save you [ 
ater°neYon.if you try to upgrade [ 
X RRAC  798-2491' ,  
M COMeU RS I 
- ~  Box 22, 
IMPRO~IN~ Terrace, B.C. 
I ~#"  ]YOURODDS V8G 4A2 
I ~., I A~NS~ Majorie Park 
I,~,~::~1. c~¢A,s 638.1167 
#1 )0LLER, 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
lax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your dodation to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceased, your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
,acknowledgement card. 
ASpecial "Thank You" to everyone who supported 
our "1993 Cash Calendar" project 
The lucky winners of the December 31, 1992 $5,000 
draw were Barry and Pat Curts of Terrace. The $1,000 
January 1, 1993 winners were Mr. and Mrs. Gordon 
Bentham of Inuvik, N.W.T. 
Special thanks to friends, merchants and businesses 
that assisted with sales and to Skeena Broadcasters for 
their support, 
Thanks also to members of Terrace Elks Lodge #425 
and the Order of Royal Purple Lodge #216 for once 
again helping with the project in support of the 
Foundation and Mills Memorial Hospital. 
We appreciate the thoughtfulness of those that added 
return postage or handed in their cards. 
The continuing support to the Foundation is greatly 
appreciated. 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
Bill McRae 
Chairman 
ral 
Congratulations 
, • ' . " " - ~ ~ ~ ~:~4.~, 
• Terrace. Credit Unions' Chris Lloyd ( I )presents December's  winner Cheryl 
Graydon with her cheque for $173.53. 
YOU COULD BE THE NEXT WINNER! 
• PRIZES DRAWN MONTHLY* 
Contest runs November, December & January 
Use Your Interac Direct Payment Card, Member Card and you could win 
the price of your purchase - up to $1,000. All you need to do is use 
your card/ 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 635-7282 
./,l** t o~=m...,, ,t.w~-I iwD, . *~ ~u,  id 
. . ~ , ,  
I 
.~#i ~_ 
i!:' 
BookJan.6- 
an d save up to 65 ~ off a fu,-~ 
economy, round.nip ticket o m0st AIrBC : .~ 
destinations, You can fly and save anytime "•  
from Jan, 20 till April 7,1993 provided your 
stay includes aSaturday night 
Ca//your t ave/aFnt 
orAirCanadanow. 
Seats must be booked at least 14 days in 
advance and tickets paid for within 3 days of 
booking. Minimum/maxlmumstay andother :
conditions apply. Seats are limited and fares 
may change Without notice, so call now. 
653-7069 
i 
. AN AIR CANADA . CONNECTOR 
MuShi0orn  camps  :ieft a me~ 
3Ollle pit, 
TEPJ~CE ~ Mushroom pick- and one at the junction of the old 
ere :left some northwest wilder- Nass Road and Hwy37. 
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Thankyou, :: : : :: :: 
fory0ur *"~" I Diabetes  - ,  ..... ,,..,,.,.,.o. supp0rt of : , , ,  . . . .  . :  . [d l  :::A,,,,,,.o, < : : : : : , :  
year, he added, seen• 
"They were just like little " I  will say this: We don't waut 
ness areas looking like garbage 
dumps, 
Foiest service employees who 
discovered the remains of three 
mushroom picking camps say 
:: :~ they had to spend pnb]ic money 
= cleaning up a mess left by a corn- 
: mercial eiit6"prise. 
i , ' I t  came as a shock to us that 
there are pigs like this in the 
• world," said Brian Grunewald, 
field operafibns supervisor for the 
i Kispiox Forest District. 
' : His two:man crew spent three 
days ill early November cleaning 
up those three campsites ~ One 
12km west of Cranberry Junction, 
One along the Cranberry River 
i 
"We never did get it all cleaned towns - -  just like the gold rash to see this happen again. We will 
np because the snow moved in,,' • days." : ii:t our presence be known." 
Gmnewald said. "They took a As disturbing as the sight of the  One of thebiggest camps in the 
few truckloads to the dump and trashy camps are, what hasn't yet area Was the one Ideated 121on 
some of the stuff they burned on been found could be worse, west of Cranberry Junction. 
s " " , ' . It w ite . . . . .  : This is what s happening in the . . . .  as operated by a 
Photos of the sites showed visible areas/, Gmnewald uoted. Vancouver-based company called 
empty plastic fuel cans, tires, "We don't know what's going on Natural Excellence lndustr!es In- 
bedframes, furniture and piles of 
litter left behind by mushroom 
pickers and buyers who invaded 
the area in the fall. 
The forests ministry is working 
with the enviromnent ministry to 
develop a policy for dealing with 
the mushroom camps next year, 
he said. 
Many camps were set up last 
in more remote aruns.' 
"We haven't formulated any 
plan about how we're going to 
deal with thisncxt year,,' he said. 
"But we're dermitely going to do 
something about iL" 
Whether itwill take public rela- 
tions and education work with the 
pickers, enforcing regulations, or 
other measures remains to be 
tematioaal. The company ad- 
vertised profits of up to $1,000 a 
day aud charged people a $1,000 
camp fee up front to come to the 
camp and pick. 
But the mushroom crop was 
poor and many pickers ended up 
going home broke. 
RCMP investigated complaints 
about the company but decid.ed 
not to parsne fraud charges. 
Harrison stag award, redLuced 
TERRACE-  An appeal court 
haS reduced by $365,000 the 
damages awarded"to Brad Har- 
: riSdii f& hijuries he received on 
• hisstag night four years ago. 
The' 32'year, old Terrace man 
~ued~his former friends after the 
accident and was awarded $1.64 
ti:: ::million, , :. r 
Hehad been shackled with a 
i :: bailland chain on the night of his 
, stag party iApr i i  2, 1988. 
HaiiiSon left the party at the 
::Sk~:eiia ~ Hotel early and, still 
i shacHed, tried to make his way 
ii:.. holne. ' ~ 
His friends discovered he was 
g01lei aild caught up with him at 
the. Salvation Army thrift store ou 
r : • Lakelse Ave . . . . .  
~! Iil the ensuing struggle, Har- 
":: risen fell through the store's plate 
:: glass window, slicing arteries, 
• ! nerves andmuscle tissue in both 
:. annS. 
; He was left crippled and said he 
L iostbo~ his]oh and fiancee as a 
: "  result, " 
His former friends appealed the 
judgment last year. 
Last month the B.C. Court of 
Appeal agreed Harrison had been 
awarded too much for loss of fu- 
ture income, and reduced that 
portion iof the damages from 
$990,000 to $625,000. 
" The judges said that although 
Harrison can't work now, he 
might have lost his mill job even 
if he hadn't been injured. 
"There is no question that here 
was a real possibility that Mr. 
Harrison might lose his employ- 
menJ with Eurocan in the future," 
said Justice Jo-Ann Prowse. 
The Court ~led the friends were 
liable, for his injuries and dis- 
missed the rest of the appeal.• 
" I t  cannot be said that the 
learned trial judge erred in con- 
cluding that the injuries suffered 
by Mr. Harrison were reasonably 
forseeable to' the appelants as 
they confronted Mr. Harrison," 
Prowse said. 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
: 0 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
• .Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-111 ! 
Toll Free: 1:800-663.5103 
or joY 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800 -:299 Victoria Street 
Pnnce George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 • 
:1  
j 3;> 
HungrT? Try Auclies for Lunch 
, ,  ~-~ / '  Al,~..f~ l MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
I ~.d'  / , ~ ~  . Lasagna All You Can Eat Ethnic Food Buffet Oysters Run 
~ ~r  / / I ~ i ~  Salad & Gar ic Toast *from Around the World* more from the deep 
~ i i,ti~ DennisLeeWil l lam JordanPa~e .. ~11~ , l Deluxe Burger l :. r . . . :  ; ;  
I "T  " ~/~ ~.~ l)nte&'Hmenrglrthi ViteaThneorBirlbi ~" .  "I I(/ '~9/~.. . . . . .  Baron of Beef on a Bun I ,  
I. I A F  / : i  Dec©tuber 24/92 at 3:48 p.m. December 26/92 at 12:27 a.m. ~ 7 I '~"  w,~ topped with bacon and cheese served bLiffe{~";l~" : | 
l,i !...1___~_ ~CE ............... _if/ Weight:5.1bsl4ozSi.xi.M.al ! ....... Wdsht, 9!bs.S!.~F¢.male 7 ............................... ,~~1"~ . . . . . .... . ....  .................................. served wltl~ filet ~ ....... ~, ¢,~,.,~"~>~'' ,,;>J~r~Y <t,.,4"' ".,t.: 
Irl I l J ' 'VOLIFMT'F~T~! i S  Vareuts, Willlam&Sandra : P-rm~szl3ddgel'Brown~& i: " .~ , , .~¢t t i~ ,  ¢~:',,.:'..,~ , , . .  ..... .~ . . .~  ,,., ~:, , ,~v,,, ,-v,, ,  / 
if B v . . . . . . . . .  I I/ Chrlstlansen ' :  James Holland ' " 
:( ;TPF#~ FRIDAY 5 pm ' 8 pm ' : r ~ :;' ~:': ": i ~ :: : r,: 
I IV " Baby'sNamei , ]Bnby'sNamei //11 ~ ' ~  ~ JonuslntheKermodeDlnlngRoom :$1 '?  ~_~: ! . ; :  :': 
/1 .  URGENT - Drivers I l {,~ Jos~GuyMorganRibeiro ToITAIoxaoderBooth Ir~ . . : . , , vv  . . . .  
• ; o ca to trans oft -'. Dat~&~t,n¢orm~, mt~&T~¢orm,e,, ~ ~/ '  ' ~ Prime Rib Dinner & Dessert . . . . . .  ' 
w, wn r . . . .  I l l ! f i g  / senl°rs t° °°ct°r  I l ~]/ Wright= 1Olbs 3 oz Sex. Male Wdsht, 5Ibs 7.5 oz Sire Mnlo .. l: appointments, once per I l I ! l  Vnreuts:TonylMaeRibeiro Parcnts'Oarryl&laeBooth /week or every two weeks, l I.--. ' ~ ~ ' F ~ - ' / ~ " ~ ' : ~ _  I 4551 Gre]g:: ':! 
[ J  ~ ' ' / "~'  /~"~'/ g W ~ ~  Terraee,:B:,C: ::. 
] Special Needs person. I I ~ ~ r,." kl- 12" I * I I k'~il ~ 1  I 
/i Make us ,part of your New I I v.-, o \ :  u 
!1 :Years Resolution i I I  ,= , . _ . ,~ ,_  _ _ , , ,  o . , , -=  ,: / : l 
contact: Lovina Tyler I II 1 go/., R g: g'_~ . . . . . .  , ~ I 
Phone: 635-1330 I I I , ;  : | • 
i 4506 LakelseAve, J 
(aoro~s torn1 Tote~ i 
" "  J L PROP ,S  
( i  Come see the New Weight Watchers. People laughing. 
)':!:: i M;eeting new friendsi Listening tO tapes Or enjoYing 
:i entertaining videos, So cal! the New Weight Watchers to
Become a brand neW:you' You'll ove the Chailges in our 
)r. 
For a brand new y.ou. 
1"800"682'8011 
TERBACE 
INN OF THE WEST. .  
4620 LAKELSE AVENUE 
~DAYSf l  ':00 p ,M;  
~lttsh Colitmbhti Jmnuiirl 2~', 
vvhiv, a 1992 Welaht~ ~IH t~ |Merniti0fii 
::;: 
Half Price 
Join f0rSl8,00 
I I I  * ml 
rodze~otre, ~nd i. not ..v"|lnble tor~i wmA:'~ ::: 
O,e~'r,~d.,.,,k-,~ n!t!,t, n~ma. ; 
NORTH COAST REGIONAL CORRESPONDENCE, SCHOOL 
REQUIRES APPROXIMATELY 5 ,000  SQUARE FEET OF 
LEASED: OFFICE SPACE IN ORDER TO ACCOMMODATE, 
NCREASING ENROLMENT, 
PERSONSWISHING; ADDITIONAL :;;: ' 
CONTACT:  :~,: i, i :i:,;-;;i ! ;; : 
( I L  
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~ A ~ T E  L 
_ . - - _ t~GE S 
8 lb_  -Bag  
REG.  $5 .29  ! i l iiii!ii 
COUNTRY S-TY[31E" S 
S P A R E R I B  . 
REG.  $4 .59 / lb .  : 
Op~./V" 
sun,a j,: 1o ' 
, ::i ~ :~:i, "=~urdav.  /, "."a.rn. , . , .  ".,. 
. ~; ~,~ . : : .  . . . .  ~ _ s. O,a, rn.." ~ ¢'P.nT. 
!, %11:~, 
:, ~i ~ 
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What's 
,Up 
The Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public service to 
its readers and community 
organizations. 
. Th is  column Is Intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there Is 
no admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before each event. 
We ask that Items be submit- 
ted by noon on the FRIDAY 
befoP the issue in which it is to 
appear, 
For other contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p,m, on the 
• THURSDAY before the Issue 
comes out. 
, Submissions hould be typed 
or printed neatly. 
" JANUARY 12-FEB 16, 1993 - 
The Nobody's Perfect Program 
bffers a 6 week program, devel- 
0pod to give parents with children 
0-5 yearn helpful into on parenting 
find support. Carol 638-3310 or 
Margaret 635-2472. 2p39 
'JANUARY 14, 1993 - Terrace 
&" District SPCA is having its 
Annual General Meeting. Elec- 
tions ['or the '93 executive will be 
held and all members and inter- 
e, ted people are welcome. Place: 
Library Meeting Room, 7:30 
• p.m. 2p39 
JANUARY 18, 1993 - Monday, 
Canadian Parents for French are 
having an Adult French Conversa- 
tion Class. Come early to the first 
class for registration.K.iti K'Shan 
Primary School 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Ph6tie Joan 635.7461 or Sandra 
638-8358. 2p39 
• ~ , $ $ $  
;"jANUARY 20, 1993 - Wednes- 
day. Homebased business meeting 
Will. be'. heldat Gim's Restaurant 
• 12 noon. Call 635-9415. 
I JANUARY 26, 1993- Terrace 
I Hospice Society Annual General 
] m~tihg7!3ffih' the H0spital Edu- 
| ~tion room, 2p39 
I;~,~NU~RV ~;,:~9,3 -Huff 
..... i '~ f f  ~itiiiia: sup~/t "g'roup ineeis 
i if/the Public Libary at 7:00-9:00 
pm'~'~,~ : ..... . 2p39 
.:':C'RISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
~y  for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042; tfn 
• TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
lwi l l  be holding preschool 
~l S(0P/.lir~F.[°r three to five year old 
I:Thui~day thor~ings at 10:30 and 
~lFriday aflem0ons at 1:30, begin- 
~]ihing:Jan. 29 and 29. This is a 
forty-five minute session with pic- 
tUr~.'boooks, puppets, fingcrplays 
and lots of fun[ Please register in 
' advance. There is no charge. Tel. 
638-8177. 
. ;~ :  :.  
' ,'!IT'S A PU;;;; ;HOW! At the 
Terrace Public Library, Saturday 
. • Ianuary 30 at 2:00 pm and a repeat 
~ei'formance Friday, Febrary, 5, at 
7:00 pro. Enjoy the thrilling adven- 
tnres of Molly Whuppie and the 
Giant. There is no charge. For 
mo/~ information call the Library, 
Tel, 638-8177. 
$ * * $ *  
/~ FAM1LY DACARE Days at the 
:Terra~ Public Library, Thursdays 
'k/t.'10:30 am, January 28, Febrary 
25, ~aiid March25. Caregivers are 
• I welcome t6:bring children of= all 
I/~gea for a Special storytime. Piease 
Llet US know if youplan to attend as 
!ii minimum registratl0n is needed 
• 'to, go  ahead with this program. 
• There is no charge. "re. 638-8177. 
;"TALES FOR TWOS" at the 
Terrace Public Library begins 
• Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 10:30 am 
/ind WIll run for six weeks. This is 
i a half-hour storytime with picture 
• ~boOks, puppets and fingerplays 
espec ally for two year 01ds. Chil- 
idren, must be accompan,ed by an 
I~aduit; Please register in advance. 
i,Tii~e~ iS no charge. To register call 
I ;the hbt:firy, tel. 638-8177. 
!!;!:TERRA CE VOLUNTEER 
I~B, UREAU for Volunteer Opportu- 
Imt l~ to suit your needs & time 
|:a~ali~ble, Contact Lovina ,Tyler at 
163841330. Mon-Fri, 8:30 -4:30. 
~., - , $ , $ ,  
,~::I];':_~¢ERY WEDNESDAY from 8- 
1,8:00pm." ' " Terrace Narcotics,, Anon- 
. I'~0~is"Steps to Recovery meets 
~:. [i~tu:~Skeena Healtli Unitaudito- 
: ,~ : . . -~ .  . . , ~ * * *  ] 
~ .. ',~EvERYwEDNESDAY- Ter- 
i~ :  Ladles Kermodei Lions Club 
,. m~etslht the Inn of the West. For 
..... t l ih~ahd more into contact Doro- 
Ith:~ Bartsoff at 638-8183. 
; i f : i - ; ,  *****  . 
" l "i EVERY THURSDAY at 7:30pro 
I ! ~dt~iters Anonymous at Wom- 
I eii~ Re.source ~ntrc, Call 635- 
I::~'/WERY MONDAY Terrace Co-I 
I~hdants  Anonymous meets I 
1~-8-9  :iim;,:OIl: ~ren 638. I
Bandshe l l  
gets name 
He's the leader of the band. 
But from now on his nalne will 
be associated with a place - -uot  
just its sounds. 
The bandshell beside the library 
iu Lower Little Park has been 
named after 59-year-old Jim 
Ryan, the founder of the Terrace 
Community Band attd one of the 
people who was instrumental in 
gettiug the bandstand built. 
Henceforth the place for out- 
door music on hot summer nights 
will be known as the J. Ryan 
Bandshell. 
The bandshcll was the site of a 
Dec. 1.7 plaque presentation and 
candlelight Christmas carol 
singalong. 
Mayor Jack Talstra was on 
hand to present the plaque and 
city freeman Vesta Douglas gave 
a short presentation. 
Douglas said more than 150 
people showed up for what she 
called "a cold but warm event." 
"People made the effort to 
come out," she said. : 'The 
friendliness and spirit of the 
Jim Ryan 
whole thing was wonderful." 
The Terrace Community Band 
served hot chocolate and and 
donu~ to the hardy souls who 
came out, warming them with 
food and drink as well as their 
music. 
Killer stalks 
mystery author 
Contributed production, Thriller of the Year, 
Someone is o0t to kill Gillian all the players are suspect ~ per- 
Howard. haps even the aud ience. 
Her brandy was poisoned, she This whoduunit, directed by 
was almost electrocuted, and her Karla Hennig and starring Kristen 
gas stove blew up. , ~ Cavcnaugh, virtually snaps with 
Even more•chilling, these inci: = :;~- . . . . . . . .  
• ' • ~ ~."~.  , ' - -~ ' .  [ensioa aug spec ia l  e rec ts .  
dents directly minor theaward- 
wilming murder mystery she Thriller of the Year plays two 
..wrot.c. : . weekends at the McCo l l  ::~ 
But Who's bringing GillifiiI's Playhouse, Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11 - -  
story to life? Her doctor? Her sec- 13. Tickets arc on sale at Carters 
retary? Her mother-:in-law? Jewellers and the Bank  of 
In Terrace Little Thcatrc's latest M0ntrcal. 
LUCKY SMILES: Pat and Barry Curts were just beaming 
after their names were drawn in the R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation's year-end Cash Calendar Draw. They took home 
a cheque for $5,000 - -  which they'll use to pay off bills and 
possibly take a short trip. 
Local unemployed 
couple win $5,000 
cash calendar draw 
A great way to end the yearl 
That was the verdict from Barry and Pat CurLs after they be- 
came the $5,000 gq'and prize winners in the R.E.M, Lee Hospital 
Foundation's year-end Cash Calendar draw. 
Both 10ngtime Terrace residents, Barry is an unemployed con- 
struction worker and Pat had Just  been laid off f rom her job at 
Pacific Regeneration Technologles's Thornhill seedling nursery. 
Pat got the phone call of good news on Wednesday, Dec. 29, 
when the foundation's Bill McRae rang, 
"I didn't believe him,": she said. "We've  got  some strange 
friends and i thought it Was one of them." 
Curls said they I I  pay off a few bills and if they've got money 
left over,' theyhope to take a short vacation somewhere warm. 
"It was an excellent end Of 1992," she added. 
Cash Calendar sales go towards the foundation's CT Scanner 
f u n d , . ,  
I I 
_ . . : .  
v 
1 
Right on ti 
• THE FIRST ONE: Rosabelle Derrick, 15, holds her newborn baby girl, alongside boyfriend Charles 
Frederick Guno. Terrace's New Year's baby, whose first name will probably be Jessica, Weighed in 
at seven pounds, 14 ounces following her arrival at 2:04 p.m, at Mills Memorial Hospital on New 
Year's Day. 
Solomon's hot jazz wil 
sizzle on Saturday night 
Hot jazz is what music-lovers His father Stanley had been the conlpact disc After You've Gone: 
can expect this weekend if they principal viola of the Toronto Tile Classic Violin of Lenny 
take in Lenny Solomon's per- Symphony for 42 years. Solomon aud features the likes of 
fonnance Saturday night at the When he graduated in the early Gcrshwin and Duke Eilingtou. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. '70s, Sololnon formed the Juno Solomon holds his audiences 
Solomon can swing and stomp award-winning roup Miles and with hisrich sense ofhumour and 
wr& the best of them, yet his in- Lenny with guitarist Myles easy-going style, sonmtimcs dou- 
strulnent is not the horn or the Cohezl. ning gypsy costulne to wander 
saxophone, but the favourite of Solomon has played with other tile aisles like a stroiliug fiddler. 
classical musicians ~ the violin, taleuted Canadians uch as Anne With his conlbination of 
One of Canada's top jazz Murray, Gordon Lightfoot, Sylvia country-folk roots aud classical 
musicians, Solomon • will be Tyson and Hagood Hardy. aud jazz training, Solomon blasts 
joined here on stage with guitarist He has also shared the stage around the musical andscape like 
Reg Schwager and bassist Shelly with the likes of Linda Ronstadt, Bach on rollerblades. 
Berger. 
Young Lelmy began playing the Beach Boys and Billy Joel. The Lenny Solmnon Trio 
But lately, he's been focussed presents A Tribute w Jazz. 8 p.m. 
violin at the age of eight, later ou jazz. His present show ~ Saturday, Jan. 16 at tile R.E.M. 
discovering the joys of jazz when eutitled A Tribute to Jazz in- Lee Theatre. Tickets $1.5 ($10 for 
he listened to a Grapclli record- eludes material from his 1992 students and senior,sS. 
ing. 
Mothers' March begins 
The Kinsmen are kicking off And Fialayson rcminds rest- to raise up to $14,000 next year. 
their annual Mothers' March dents that the foundation fie- "People in tile north on average 
drivc to raise money for the KillS- quently pays out more to Terrace givc more," hc said. "Thc num- 
men Rehabilitation Foundation thau is raised, ber is always high. 
ou Friday. The Kinsmen Rehabilitative People hcrc generally douate a 
Thc foundation disbursed Fomldation last year paid money per capita avcrage o f  $1;25 to 
$25,000 worth o[support to 14 out to hclp seniors get Whcel- $1.50. Thc percapita donation in 
thc Lower Mainland is bctwcen 
people in Terrace in 1992, ae chairs hercandassisted mauy low ~n ~,,,t f,n,.,, ,  
cording to local Kinsmen Spokes: incolne peop le  travel to Van- "YTI~',~" Pe,r~'~Sanada t, ~ ~,atln,, 
inan Rob Flnlayson. couver for medical ffeatment. 0n"/~ak'eis'c" Avc'~'w~i"ials"o"be 
About 150 marchers will take tO The Jan. 15-31 drive last year donating three cents per litre Off 
the streets starting Friday, look, raised about $13,000 aud Flu- every gas purchase towards the 
ing for donations, layson said organizers are hoping foundation ou Saturday, Jail. 30. 
r s Q day nears for smoke 
o l ires cod racttca[ ad dlan Cancer Society will also Q-Day. ciati I, g g p ' ' -  " : ' : " 
Cold Turkey Day. vice on how to beat the weed. have a display table set up in the 
Weedless Wednesday. It includcs sections on inaking a Skeena Mall for National Non. 
Call it what you want. By any decision to quit, different ways to Smoking Week (Jan. 18-24) next 
name, the prospect of breaktug quit, what withdrawal symptoms Friday uight aud Saturday. 
the habit in one blow on Jan. 20 to expect, and how to make the "k'k -k ~" 
sends shivers of phantom with- cravings pass, An as,yet-unnamed niember or 
drawal through the souls of hard- The booklet is available free of the Terrace Standard staff will be 
ened smokers, charge by calling the Lung Asso- • .taking up  the challcuge of quit- 
This year there's help. ciation's lull-free uumber: 1-800- r ing  cold hlrkey next Wednesday, 
Quit Tips, a new booklet 665-LUNG, Watch these pages for weekly 
released by ttie B.C, Lung Asso- The local branch of the Cana- reports of his progress. 
i 
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Kelvin opened ny doors_  iation F 4 
F 
Wheelchair pioneer Kelvin . . . .  ' 
Dean Skead passed away peace- ~ ~ 
fully at hisrhome on Lzen Ave. _ 
on Nov 25. 1992 with famii i i~, J i~IP~ ~Ei / ' *  ~ ' Y ' • uvav  l • ~ ~q 
members at his side. S | ~ ' 
Kelvin was 27 years old. He There ii ' ' 
was born in Terrace at Mills i , j  i~ii~ 
Memorial Hospital on April 21, ! by  Yvonne Moen . ~ / _ _  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  - :nun  
1965. 
At the age of five he was diag- 
nosed as having Ataxia 
Telangiectasia ~ a very rare 
degenerate disease of the nerves 
attd nmscles. 
But his bright smile and cheer- 
fu lness  was  known to many 
people in the community. We 
often saw him tearing up the 
pavement in his wheelchair (and 
many wondered who had issued 
him the driver's licence to opera- 
te the only hot wheelchair n the 
area). 
When he was three years old, 
Kelvin moved to Haas Camp with 
his parents - -  Marge and Tracy 
Skead - -  and brother Randy. The 
family lived there for seven years. 
Kelvin first started school at the 
Nasa River Elementary School 
for Grade 1. When the family 
moved back to Terrace he went to 
Parkside Elementary School, with 
Miss Tait as*his teacher. 
Kelvin was the first student 
here confined to a wheelchair 
who went through the entire local 
public school systeml 
As he moved upwards through 
the grades-:-from Parkside to 
Uplands to Clarence Michiel to 
Cassie Hall to Skeena, and finally 
to Caledonia - -  each school ac- 
quired the bars, ramps and fix- 
tures that would accomodate later 
students with handicaps and dis- 
abilities, 
Kelvin liked to do things as 
closely as possible to the way 
other kids his age did them. 
And ~henGod closed the door 
on a healthy body for Kelvin at 
the age of 10, he opened wide a 
window to a strong mind. 
He never complained, and in- 
stead accomplished things we 
couldn't have believed possible 
for someone who some might 
have said was disabled. 
Kelvin was the first wheelchair 
graduate from Caledonia Senior 
Secondary when he donned the 
robes with the Class of 1985. 
He was an inspiration tO many 
of his School mates and teachers. 
At age 22, he moved to Van- 
couver to try independent living 
for two years. But the bright city 
lights could not compete with 
Kelvin's love for this area, and 
his family and friends. 
(Kelvin spent many hours on 
the river banks with special 
friends fishing, and he always had 
many fish stories to tell.) 
He was also "one of the first 
children to attend the Terrace 
Child Development Centre which 
first started in the home of 
Manuel de Silva before moving 
to a small space in Motz plaza on 
South Kalum. As one of the 
longest attending students there, 
Kelvin cut the r~bon onthe new 
Child Development Centre as the. 
doors wereopened athis present 
Eby St. location. 
Kelvin's ground-breaking ef- 
forts paved the way for many dis- 
abled people to live in the com- 
munity. Access ramps have now 
been installed on some sidewalks 
and into many local businesses. 
Some of his life's highlights in- 
cluded: 
• Trips to Easter Seal camps in 
Squamish. 
• Shaking hands with RJck 
Hansen in Alberta. 
• And being pushed in his chair 
all the way to the hot springs by 
the SKB Wreckers ball team to 
raise money for the 1983 North- 
i ROUND TOW 
[ 
of Toronto, ha~,e been named as the piano adjudicators for the Pa- 
cific NOrthwest Music Festival here, Mar. 22. Apr. 3. 
The piino duo will hold a one-day workshop for teachers and senior 
students during their stay in Terrace. For more information, contact 
Gene at 635-32151 ~ : 
They wil.I adjud!cate both the senior and junior piano entrants in the 
festival. 
;New daycare program offered 
DO YOIJ'BABY2SIT, operate a daycme, or look after children in 
your home'/ 
i Nbrth,:vest Community Colleg e iS now offering a series of courses 
about operating a family daycare. 
One course - -  Introduction toFamily Daycare ~ is already un- 
derway. But five • more are still upcoming. 
-They are: 
• Understanding Child Development (Jan. 27-Feb. 27) 
• UnderstandingChildren's Behavionr (Mar; 3-31) 
, • Health, Safety and Nutrition (Apr. 7-May 5) 
: • Planning Children's Experiences (May 8-26) 
• Operation era Family Day Care (June 2-30) 
• All of the courses take place Wednesday evenings from 7 to 10 
p.m.and Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
' Students who complete all courses receive aFamily Day Care cer- 
tificate. For more information contact Joan Turecki at NWCC at 
635-6511 (local 337). 
The Skeena Health Unit's Darlene Westerman says there doesn't 
seem to be enough daycare space in the community - -  especially 
for infants. 
"We have. about ainu family daycare homes in Terrace," she 
~aid, contrasting that number with the 60 family daycares found in 
Nelson. 
Westerman said, the trend across the province is towards maller 
family dsycares rather than the larger group dayeare centres. 
Snugasa bug in a rug 
IT'S STORYTIMEI 
The Terrace Public Libr/~iy is holding a special story time morn- 
htg each month forchildren i  daycare. 
There will be picture books, finger plays, and a puppet show. The 
family daycar e daYs Will be,Jan. 28, Feb.25 and March 25 at 10:30 
Don;t forget your library cardl The/~rary has a laige collection 
of picture books and song and story cassettes - -  and children's 
videos tool 
Registei by calling 638-8177. There's no charge. A minimum 
registration isneeded to go ahead wit h thiSprogram, s o please call 
if you wish to attend. 
The librarywill also be hosting apuppet show entitled Molly 
Whupple:andtheGianton Saturday, Jan. 30at2  p.ml It stars Gil- 
Iian- ~ campbell afidlBeckie ~'Allen. There will ben  repeat per- 
fonnanceFrtday, Feb~ 5at7 p.m. ' . . . .  " i 
Golden Rule winners 
EIGHTE!hN PEOPLE won prizes in the Golden Rule SocieiY raf- 
fle draw held the end of December, 
Proceeds went toward the society,s Christmas goody bags given 
0ut Dec. 24. , 
• The whuiers were: Jetmlfet' Peters,~Carol Sam, Elizabeth Moore, 
Francis Thomps0ti,: D. Lawii,Wayne Shei;ldafii:Don Cobitm, Sanely, 
Goddakl; Ron De, can. iCarol. Pt,~t,: Bdit]i :~¢;~ ICJtherine!Ignas, i 
Mike Nahlrny, H, Be!ton, Barbara MaikiPar;Stan I Cunningham, 
and M'. Saulnler. ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  
The prize,list Included typewdters~;phOnes, ,videotapes. dear- 
busten, :!utd giftcettifieatea with marly I~ I  ,~US~'~ ~'~r'~ ~wr"" 
The Oold~ Rule Sooieiy has otganlzedChda~'*:g~y bags for 
more thsu2Oyeam." . , :;~ , ,-::~ ~i .  
ern B.C. Winter Games. 
A service was held for Kelvin 
Skead on Saturday, Nov. 28, 
1992 at the Pentecostal Church. It 
was followed by a graveside ser- 
vice and then everyone gathered 
at the Happy Gang Centre, where 
Kelvin went many times for 
lunch. 
I hope you're all still with me 
after the little poem of last week! 
A few apologies are due for er- 
rors made in recent weeks ~ my 
editor's arithmetic was a bit off 
over the holidays (probably a 
symptom of seasonal excess). 
Firstly, Lyman Miller was 
born in 1912, so that makes him 
80 years old - -  not 90. 
And Bob Wilkinson arrived 
here in 1970 - -  not 1990. 
Sorry about hose and any other 
mistakes! 
A very special birthday greeting 
goes out to Eleanor Woodhouse, 
who will be 106 on Saturday, Jan. 
16. Eleanor is Rita Kerr's 
mother. 
As he moved upwards 
through the grades - -  from. 
Parkside to Uplands to 
Clarence Michiel to Cassia 
Hall to Skeena, and finaUy 
to Caledonia ~ each 
school acquired the bars, 
ramps and fixtures that 
would accomodate later 
students with handicaps 
and disabilities. 
q 
Kelvin Skead 
I =-- - - "  s x ~ J , ~  m - -  , ,. 
~-- -  J "-" II [ 
MYTH: Most women enjoy sexual assault or they like rough sex, 
REAM'IV: This belief has evolved from society's continuous tendency to 
link sex with violence. This Is evidenced in modern videos, popular films 
and music, fashion magazines and album covers, All suggest that 'sexy" 
sex Is mixed with violence. The plain truth is, however, that no one likes to 
experience pain, fear, degradation or humiliation. 
Terrace & District Victims Assistance Program 
3205 Eby Street, Terrace 
638-0333 or 635-1111 
WOMEN SEEKING TRAINING 
Have you been in a training or upgrading program lately? i ~ i 
Have you tried to get into a training program but were turned down? ~ 
Would you like to get more education but don't know where to start? 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is doing a study on wome~ and. ,  
education so we can improve these opportunities for women in:the 
i t , "  
Terrace area. 
i .  : ' . '  ~'.-.. ; 
We would like to hear from you. In your experience, what works and what 
doesn't work? .... 
What helped you get training? '~'~ 
What got in your way? 
A short meeting will be held on Tuesday, January !9  at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Women's Centre, 4542 Park Avenue (near the pool). 
You can fill out a short questionnaire, hear about the research findings s? 
far, and participate in a group discussion. If you can't attend the meeting, 
but would like to answer the questionnaire, .... 
please call Char at 638-0228. 
Women's Education Project 
4542 Park Avenue Terrace, BC V8G 4V1 :~ 
Phone 638-0228 ~ 
rl 
/ 
~.~:~i 
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MUSIC 
• THE LENNY SOLOMON TRIO presents A Tribute to Jazz 
Violin at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Saturday, Jan. 16 at8 p.mi A 
Terrace Concert Society presentation. Tickets are ou sale at Erwiu's 
Jewellers in the Skeena Mall for $15 ($10 for students/seniors). 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and 
i • Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn and every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thomhill 
Neighbourhood Pub, 
Upcoming: 
: •  TIIE RANGE ROCKERS play the Terrace Curling Club Jan. 
29-30 during the Legion Bonspiel. 
• JACK OF CLUBS plays at the Terrace Curling Club on Feb. 
12 during the Ladies Valentine Bo~Lspiel, and THE RANGE 
ROCKERS play on the 13th. 
THEATRE 
Upcoming: 
• THRILLER OF TI lE  YEAR, a whodunnit murder mystery, 
produced by Terrace Little Theatre plays at the McColl playhouse 
onKalum St. Feb. 4-6 and Feb. 11-13. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets 
$10 at Carter's Jewellers, Skeena Mall and the Bank of Montreal. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii~ 
MOVIES 
- • LEAP OF FAITH with Steve Martin and Debra Winger plays 
touight and Thursday at 7:15 and 9:30 p.~n. in the Tillicum Twin 
Theatres. Also playing is Home Alone 2 at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
ET CETERA 
& ART RENTAL paintings of local artists are featured in the 
current exhibition at the Terrace Art Gallery. Gallery hours are 
moon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday; 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday to 
< Thursday; and I p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays. 
• %. _. 
Make the 'Scene? Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your:event to the Standard's free entertainment listings. The 
deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following week's paper. 
:.,,:.~:~ ,'~:= 
<, 
/ t ~ ; ': !!!i 
1! 
-'%"i i 
;]) 
LENNY SOLOMON brings his brand of jazz violin to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Saturday night at 8 
p.m. Tickets are available at Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Q 
..~. 
NEED To KNOW 
' SOMETHING ABOUT 
YOUR NEW 
Ca,, :COMMUNITY? 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
:: pI1Qne Diana 638"8576 
:::Phone"Ollllan 635"3044 
t'. d~ir:hoStess will bring gifts and 
~geetin~sl along with helpful 
community information. 
"~"11:1 . . . .  
i LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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Council.Terrace 
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Maoclation i 
Nlsga'e Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
29 Royal 
Canadian 
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Nlsge'e Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
Parents 
For French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Softball 
Kinettes 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
1 6 u,,, Theatre 
Kinsmen 
Search 
and Rescue 
2,~ Terrace 
tJ RIngettes 
Terrace 
Soccer 
Terrace 
Figure Skating 
3( '~ Lltee 
v Theatre 
For French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
25 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
Minor Friendship 
Softball Society 
C ommunlly Band 
Sat, & Sun,Afternoon Games DOors 11:30 a.m. 
Games Doors 4:30 p.m. 
urs., Frl, Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
ONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
• Played every Fridayat9:30 a.m. on 9.gO--Al~,Radio" 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio lathe Na~ Valley• 
VARIABLE  GAM E FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thou=ands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Slmolghets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, Eect End Chevron, B & G Gmce~/, Waydde Grocer/, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperslde ~ee, Jems& Gold, as well as, Sybil Morven of 
Temce, Rhode Seymour of ~selas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native Broadcasting. 
Raff le 
w, nners  ,. • ,e 
More than $3,000 was raised in 4 
a recent raffle and craRsale by  
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Fouudation for special equipmenf 
at Mills Memorial Hospital. '.. 
The winners of the Nov. 14 raf~ 
fie are as follows: 
Pa,I Nichol won a double bed 
quilt; M.J. Hogg won a Victorian 
craft basket; Shirley Webber won 
a decorated potted' tree; C: 
DeLange won a baby quilt and 
toy; Hazel Holtom won a log 
cabin clock; J. Iamele won a doll 
bed; Betty Glover won a bear and 
P.J.'s; Joan MacKenzie won a 
dant. II 
Licensed Premises 
~ t , ~  
. . . . . . . . .  ] 
~, ;~'~.'~ 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Sen ior  C i t i zens  rece ive  
10% off  menu pr i ces  
(specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m. -8:30p.m. 
Saturday8 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m i
located  in  
the  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . ~ . ~  ~ .,i.. 
,. '~- : ':' t't'i, 
S UMSSa 
LODGE 
In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh,Co-op Store, In K~mat from Darelene Starr, In 
fromKitlrnaatMerclMoore.Village from Roberta Grant, In G,eenville from Ron Sarnpare. in Gitwinkslhlkw 6 3 5  6 3 0 2  
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
TERRACE 
4702 Lake!se 
PHONE 
IF YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW WHAT 
THE BIBLE SAYS 
ON RELEVANT TOPICS...THEN DON'T MISS... 
"THE BIBLE " 
SPEAKS" 
Ulrich Unruh 
LECTURER LE:C I URES 
OPENING 
LECTURE } 
Beginning } Saturday, January 16, 7:17 p.m, 
Place } Seventh Day Adventist Church 
3306 Griffiths Street 
Behind Rainbow Inn, on Hwy;16West) 
Wed. Jan. 20-"Is There Anyone We Can Trust?" 
Sat, Jan; 23- "How In The World Did We Get IntoThis i 
Mess?" 
Wed. Jan. 27-"The Man Who Was God." 
Sat. Jan. 30-"You Can Live Forevert" 
I 
l LECTURES ILLUSTRATED ON THE SCREENI l 
For Further Information, Phone:635-7313 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ CLIP AND SAVE ~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. i , i 
1--- • R , 
Newspaper Advertising is 
"CONSISTENCY" 
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips 
when they want to see it. If it's not in print your message is 
just floating in the alr. 
Bus iness  Director ies ads - $22.O0/week 
Contact  the Standard at 638 .7283 
635-1131 ~ 638-8545 
BUSINESS ~ HOME 
MECHANICAL FLEET 
REPAIRS SERVICE 
HI.PERFORMANCE GAS & DIESEL 
ENGINES ENGINES 
CHARLES PASSEY 
, ' ; . i  : ::., . . . .  LICENCED MECHANIC 
:, . . : ,  4818 8 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 
; : : : TERRACE, B.C. VSG 11.8 
........ I 
# . • 
• ' WEEK 
',.: ,~',¢'-! 
r "  
A 
~5or  , we uroom'emAII I !~ 
' • drop inat ' 
, .PET LOVE 
Dog & Cat Grooming - All Breeds 
' :  Home or Door to Door 
JOANNE 635-3772 
i 
. . . . .  I i - i i  . . . . .  r '~  
When you gotta' have it, We'll ~ ' i t !  
• ~ '""  :" : :~:i';~ ', 
"Our expediting service will save your company mon~" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
I 1 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
.:: '': e~O"  , =~.  S : ' d r : 424  HOUR. :  .... : : /~ , . ,  , 
&:monu.,o,'t . Answering and Pager,Service .; [~  
Terrace, Kitimat, Smilhers ~1~1~,~/ I / I  ~1. Funeral Service 
& Pdnce Rupert v~.~ ~,,,,-~.,.-~.,==. ~ ,~ssociation 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street', 
• Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
~ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXX~ 
"~ PROFESSIONAL PICTURE FRAMING, 
SALES OF LOCAL SCENERY/WILDLIFE PHOTOS 
AND LIMITED EDITION PRINTS 
H LOCATED IN CITY CENTRE MALL,  K IT IMAT g 
(lower level) '~  
CHECK a COMPARE 
~==,L~f td  rrzH °xz~u rs Ca:~l/632~7431=z=z ~ 
Scrap Car Removal 24 Hours Service I 
Reasonable Rates I ;!~ 
DR, HOOK " • . . . .  I :i 
,,,.., T -O ,W ! ,N  G,I,;I 
Fast, Reasonable . . . .  i ' ' ' ' S38~1977" |  
, .Serv ice - Cal l  . . . .  ' TERRACE, '  B.C. : I 
Pioneer Upholstery 
~ 1 075 = r . , : 
Same Location 30Ol Dobble Street 
Terrace. B.C, , . , , 
Same Phone 635.9434 " • i :  
Same Great Service Furniture Reuphols tcry  . , 
Boat tops - auto customizing 
Car carpet fabrics, vinyls & canvas 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
I I I I  I , i ,  
Jane's Pet Gallery 
Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREI': PICKUP AND DEI,IVI'RY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife 
JANE TURNER 
g 
635-6552 
638-8018 
Skeena Val ley ~ '  ~, 
Video Clinfe 
Audio-Video'Computer R pairs 
202,4716 LazeUe Avenue Terrace 635"7762 
" Nor th land- i  
;,G~:,:::; mun icat ions  L td .  
' No.',' ~oo~ Po,'e , ~ " 638-0261 
I  pAGEWDEO UCTIO,S 
~ dings-Insurance Claims. Bminess/lnstructional Semlr~rs PAUL G. NEUMANN I Entedainrnent/MusldReaJEstateDemoVideos "AllSpeclalEvent," .: 
Dr. of Optometry I A Picture is Worth A Thousand Words 
A Video is Worth Infinity 
" : I Multi.Type Video Duplication (S-VHS,VHS, Video 8, Hi-Video8 also Super 8ram 
4550 Lakelse Ave. ~ Photos and Sllde to Video Trensfers) (M.)l Orders Welcome) 
8 ~ ~ J  Terrace;; B;C, V8G1P7 ~*PAL-NTSC-PALandSECAM.NTSC-SECAMCONVERSION$ ' 
*Bulk DuN[cation *FullEditing & Broadcasting T~llng, ' ' 
- ' (604) 638-2020 ~ " " =co7 Ha, Street " • 
I Gary Venture Terrace, B.C, V~ 2R6 635-3908 
II : ' - '  - , , : ' 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION ' ~.~..~, ,. Windshield_. Repair/Replacements[• 
Victor P. Hawes, O.D. .~u,o~,~.~ . . . .  I " ^~,~. .  ~ ; ~ / ~  . * ICBC Replacements :. ; i ' 
; ; ~ * • ~ "  . . .  OPTOMETRIST ~ . . ~ ~ 1 1 ~ . ~ '  • Mirrors ; . :  ;.li 
.; !'No Job too Sm.Zz" , '~ , , , 
" "  " : I ~ ~ "  - : ~ '  :< AL-C'S,~ G LASS! L • Sea ed Un i ts ,  ' ..... ":'>~:" "~" liU]""lPl't l i  ;: 
2 
! ,~ , ,~; ,  : , i . :~+. : . L_ ,~. ,~2 ~.G=~.!~, , , ;  ~ . . . . . . . .  -~ , ,~; ,  ~ .  . . . . . . .  ~ . ~ , ~ o ~  - ,=~=.=, .~ ~L~.,E~t.,IC,..Z~,,£~-~,~.=.,=.~;L~,~j_~=.,~t.~,.~L~.=~=j~.=~.,=~,= . . . . . . . .  
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SPORTS NEW S 
TERRACE STANDARD MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
Free throw 
contest, 
Page B7 
Skeena Angler 
• Brown 
Progress 
BEFORE HE LEFT for the holidays, 
Webb and I had a fine time on the 
river. 
We put aside the snowshoes in 
favour of cross-country skis in order to 
steal a little more time on stream dur- 
ing the shortest day of the year. 
The snow was powder and only the 
tracks of a hare marked the trail. When 
we emerged from the alder tunnel, a 
trio of otters slithered across the shelf 
ice on the far side of the pool. • 
Although you wouldn't think so ,  
winter is a fine time to fly fish steel- 
head: everything unfolds lowly; sound 
• and movement are made more 
dramatic within the tighter confines of 
• a greywinter day. 
As we fished, a flock of trumpeter 
'swans burst from the area we call the 
fiats and came at us at shoulder height. 
We heard the wind through their flight 
feathers as they climbed at the last mo- 
ment and passed over us. 
In the tail of the pool the last coho of 
the year were burning offsurplus ener- 
gy under watchful eagle eyes. 
Dippers hurried bugs and small fish 
along and under the shelf ice and from 
time to time a wave of juncos rolled 
across the river chattering wildly. 
At the end of the day, we'd fooled 
seven steelhcad and a large cutthroat 
with our undulant flies; four of the big 
fish were new to the river and two 
were coloured and scarred, one by a 
seal, the other by a net. 
On the way home, feeling tired in a 
good, unstressed way, Webb and I 
reflected upon the changing landscape 
of fisheries. 
,~ It didn't seem that long ~go, I said, 
thatwe had huddled wlth~Jtm Culp, Pat 
!Martin,: Gil Payne and John Brockley 
' ill New Hazelton in the seminal meet= 
ing of what was to become the Skeena 
Watershed Sportsfisherman's Coali- 
tion, trying to map out some strategy to 
• deal with the overwhelming problems 
facing Skeena sportfish. 
We recalled the times when progress 
was so slow it seemed as if there was 
no movement a all. 
And we talked, Webb and I, of how 
things were far from perfect, how there 
was so much more to be done. 
However, we also agreed more gains 
have been made over the last two years 
than in the decade prior. 
And that a great deal of the credit for 
the Skeena conservation movement 
picking up momentum was due the 
energetic Wild Steelhead Campaign. 
A short time ago, anyone suggesting 
the commercial fishing industry would 
be experimentingwith catch and 
release for steelhead would have been 
suspected of drug use. 
We have always pushed for selective 
fisheries. Lo and behold, commercial 
fishennes are at long last starting to 
experiment with harvesting techniques 
having s6me Selectivity: 
We have argued for balanced com- 
mittees representing all groups con- 
cemed with the resource. These kind of 
committees are starting to evolve. 
Webb and I agreed there was much 
more to be done. Ultimately, gill nets 
will have to be moved out of the mouth 
of the river. 
Recently there have been tests at leg- 
thening the distance between the cork 
line and the net itself in hopes this will 
reduce the interception of steelhead. If
these weedlines work, they should 
be adopted coast-wide. 
The DFO will have to find a wayof 
obtaining more complete data upon 
which to base its decisions. 
The native gillnetters working the 
Skeena will have to be replaced by a 
carefully monitored, tightly controlled 
regime of traps and weirs. 
Area licensing, as recommended by
everyone from gillnetters to royal com- 
missioners, must be implemented. 
And the problems stemming from 
Alaskan interception will have to be 
addressed in the political arena, 
Clearly, we have a long way to go, 
but it is the international attention 
brought o the problem by the Wild 
Steelhead Campaign and the political 
heat generated by it that continues to 
drive the entire process. 
A Campaign video now nearing com- 
pletion will bring the problem of 
Skeena sports stocks and those in 
other B.C. rivers as well -- to an even 
wider audience. 
R.C.M.P. raid curling rink 
managed another single in the sixth 
when Beck drew the house with his 
Alright, it wasn't hat kind of raid. 
What drew the law enforcement 
agents was the '92 zone playdown 
for a berth in the police provincial 
curling championship. 
And when the final stone had come 
to rest, it was Terrace's Larry Burke 
rink heading for the big event. 
However, they had to come through 
the back door to get there. 
After winning their opener against 
fellow Terracite Goodwin, the Burke 
A second win there against Good- 
win gave Burke a chance to even the 
score with Beck and earn the zone 
title at the same time. 
Burke's boys quickly seized the in- 
itiative with a steal of three in the 
first to put Beck under the gun. 
Lady Luck also decided to lend the 
locals a helping hand in the second 
when Burke's last stone picked up a 
hair entering the house. 
Beck then came up heavy on his 
final shot to hand Burke another 
steal. The third end was more of the 
same with Beck wrecking on a guard 
to give up two more and Burke a 6-0 
lead. 
Beck finally got on the board in the 
fourth, but Burke bought he hammer 
cheaply, giving up only one. 
And he put it to good use, hitting 
on an open takeout o rack up four 
last. 
However, with only four ends left 
to erase an eight point deficit against 
an obviously hot team, Buck's rink 
decided to call it aday. 
Although narrowly eliminated in 
zone action last year, Burke is no 
stranger to the provincials. 
In five previous visits, his best 
result has been a runner-up finish 
and his crew will be looking to go 
one better this time. 
SNOWARAMA: 
Fun event 
has serious 
objective 
By EARL LARSON 
What is Snowarama? The answer is 
'Hope'. 
This event has been close to the hearts 
of snowmobilers across Canada for 
many years now. 
It was originally conceived in Ontario 
in 1974 by Wipper Billy Watson as a 
winter recreational event which would 
also benefit disabled children. 
It proved so successful as a money- 
raiser there, Snowarama was taken up in 
other provinces. 
Over the years, these events have 
raised millions of dollars to aid programs 
and research to serve disabled children in 
all communities. 
The B.C. Snowmobile Federation attd 
its member clubs took up the challenge 
in 1978 and. working in conjunction 
with the B.C. Lions Society, held the 
province's first Snowarama., 
Sittce then, money raised here has 
helped the Lions and its Easter Seal 
House meet he needs of those children. 
Participants gather pledges prior to the 
event and then try to cover as much of 
the trail ride as possible. 
This is NOT? race, just snowmobilers 
out for a ride to benefit the disabled. 
The only competition is to see who 
collects the most in pledge money. 
Anyone is welcome to participate and 
can obtain a pledge sheet from a 
Snowarama committee member. 
If you are unable to take part in the 
event, then please show your support 
when asked to pledge: help make this 
ride for children with disabilities the 
most successful ever[ 
The local Snowarama is being co- 
sponsored by the Skeena Valley Snow- 
mobile Association and the Terrace 
Lions Society. 
It is tentatively set for Sunday, Feb. 7 
attd the location will be announced 
nearer the day. 
For more information, contact Earl 
Larson at 635-5930. 
CROSS COUNTRY skiers were out in force Saturday at the Onion 
Lake b'ails, the site for both the Kitimat Open and Winter Games time 
trials. The perfect conditions also drew many non-racers who, the com- 
petitions over, were quick to strap on their skis and enjoy the perfect 
conditions on the course. Saturday also saw the official opening 
ceremonies for the Onion Lake facility. 
Lou, Larry 
bound for 
Nanaimo 
Lou Nagy attd Larry Lopushinsky will 
be carrying the local colours at the CBC 
provincial bowling championships in 
Nanaimo, May 1. 
And in doing so, they provided an ex- 
citing finish at the Jan. 3 CBC trials 
bowloff at the Terrace lanes. 
Otdy one pin clear after game three of 
the 10 game series, Lopushiusky broke it 
open with a booming 385 in the fourth to 
take a 105 lead. 
Scores of 309 and 302 in games eight 
and nine stretched that to 111 going into 
the final game despite Nagy's ninth 
game 336. 
But that's where everything went 
wrong for Lopushinsky. While he 
crashed to an uncharacteristic 174, Nagy 
put together a 309 to score a come-from. 
behind, 22 pitt victory. 
However, with.th%top.t~to ,qualifying 
,'-,for Nanaimo, Lopus~l~ ~tili ea'rned a '/ 
spot, his 2,642 totai'"ne~dy 200 better 
than his nearest challenger, Kea Dahms. 
Two more northwestern bowlers will 
soon be booking their passage down 
south and 14 local alley experts are 
among those vying for the trip. 
They are the Terrace entrants in the 
Feb. 7 zone playoffs of the Uniglobe 
Travel 'Pick-a-Partaer' competition 
where Smithers bowlers will be the op- 
position. 
Rudy Koopmans and Brenda Paster- 
shank lead the challenge having notched 
a 215 pins over tally to top the list in the 
56-team local qualifier. 
Other home town duos will be Wally 
Bowmau-Leona Bowman (+146), John 
Sharyk-Debbie Burkett (+133), Marilynn 
Thodt-Gayle Deinstadt (+!26), Lesley 
Alway-Donna Duncan (+116), Daria 
Sannders-Greg Saunders (+10(3) and 
Donna Duncan-Clayton McClellan 
(+97). 
The winning pair go to the provincials 
to be held on the North Shore, March 6 
where the victors can pick up a trip for 
four to Hawaii. 
Kermodes tame feline visitors 
Kermodes 2, Wildcats 2. 
That was the final tally in Caledonia's 
New Year's weekend series against 
Nanaimo's Wellington school, 
The Kermodes ended 1992 on a high 
note, dropping'W~ilington 72-63 in the 
first, New Year's Eve match up. 
Coach Cam MacKay said the 
Kermodes had controlled the game 
throughout, holding 16 point leads at 
both the half and three-quarter mark. 
Jassie Osei-Tutu led the attack with 25 
points, Fraser McKay sank another 20 
attd Fernando Milhomens chipped in 14 
as well as racking up seven assists. 
McKay and Osie-Tutu were also strong 
on rebounds, pulling in 15 and 11 
respectively. 
The two teams were back on court Jan. 
I but theKermodes were not able to start 
'93 on a winning note. 
"They didn't play very well," MacK- 
ay conceded of the 85-71 dawing Cal 
suffered, 
Osei-Tutu again topped the Kermode 
stats with 23 points and also repeated his 
double figures performance on rebounds. 
Answering the challenge of stepping in 
for'!he" tnjured John Shepherd, rookie 
Dean Bee~0fi turned In a strong per- 
formance with 13 points, McKay hit for 
total of the weekend. 
With Wellington also being kept in 
check by tough defensive play, the 
Kermodes were able to record a runaway 
86-57 victory. 
Milhomens truck for 24 points, Osei- 
Tutu added 19 and Kurt Muller and 
McKay contributed another 14 apiece. 
That quartet also led Cal scoring in the 
fourth and final game but this time it was 
not enough as Wellington eked out a 67- 
66 win to split the series. 
McKay was top Kermode this time 
with 21 points, Osei-Tutu and Mil- 
homeus ettled for 11 each and Muller 
was good for 10 more, 
That gave Osei-Tutu a 78 point total 
for the weekend, McKay potted 67 and 
Milh0mens finished with 60. 
While describing the weekend as "a 
good series all in all", coach MacKay 
said the officiating had been Crustrating 
for both sides. 
"Thereferees didn't call much," he 
explained, noting a I nt of offensive fouls 
went unchallenged. 
Indulgent officiating did the Kennodes 
no favour, he added, pointing out Cai 
players would soon find themselves in 
foul-out rouble if they tried those tactics 
elsewhere. 
12 and Mllhomens recorded 11 points Other than that, MacKay was generally 
and 1i assists. ,, .pleased with the team's performance attd 
Stung by the Wildcats, Cal eameodt r:pointed 0ut Wellington had been beating 
on flre" in game three, said MacKay, teams which were ranked tn the AAA 
tallying their b!ggest single game point top 15, 
Injury sidelines Shep' 
The Caledonia Kermodes lost 
much more than two basketball 
games when they faced the Wel- 
lington Wildcats over the New 
Year's weekend. 
They also lost nrst-Iine player 
John Shepherd, gone for three to 
five weeks with a pulled ankle liga- 
ment. 
The 6 '2"  grade 12 forward has 
proved a big factor in Kermode 
wins this season, whether it was 
racking up the points or dropping 
back into a more defensive role 
and smothering opposition hot- 
shots. 
The Injury also puts in doubt 
Shepherd's chances of playing 
with the Kermodes when they head 
off on their Nova Scotia tour at the 
end of the month. 
Although he hoped Shepherd will 
be back in time, Cal coach Cam 
MacKay said he won't be playing 
Shepherd unless he's fully 
recovered. 
"We're going to need him next 
month," he explained, referring to 
the Feb. 26-28 northwest zone 
championships. 
Therefore, MacKay was not 
about to risk Shepherd relnjuring 
himself by going back on court be- 
fore he was ready. 
(Cal is in the AAA division when it 
comes to zone and provincial play) 
Particularly impressive had been the 
efforts of junior players Osei-Tutu attd 
Beeson. 
Osei-Tutu had rebounded well 
throughout and Bceson had stood up 
well to the pressure of filling Shepherd's 
sh~s. 
"His (Beeson's)fundamentals are get- 
ring a lot better," MacKay said. "From 
game one to game four, there was a big 
improvement," 
The weekend's play was the Kermodes 
last home stand before next month's 
zone championships. 
However, MacKay hoped to warm up 
for the zones with a home game against a
senior men's basketball team just prlor to 
the playdowns. 
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FRIDAY) JAN. 15 
Minor Hockey 
PEEWEES and BANTAMS 
host Kitimat in two*game 
weekend series. First game 
tonight, secoud Sat. morning. 
MONDAY, JAN. 18 
Minor Hockey 
Bantam House League 
Men'sRecreational Hockey 
Recreational Division 
TEAM . GP W 
All Seasons 24 15 
Skccna Hotcl 24 12 
BackEddyPub 22 11 
Nonn'sAutoRcfinishing 23 11 
hm of the Wcst 22 6 
Precisiou Builders 23 6 
L T GF GA 
5 4 144 100 
7 5 129 123 
9 2 132 110 
10 2 118 115 
14 2 96 136 
16 1 84 117 
9:15 p.m. - Bradford and Son v 
Lakclsc Logging Ja nua r.y_3 
N0rm's Auto Refinishing 10 All Seasons 
TUESDAY, JAN. I9 Skccna H0tel•; 3 Prccisiou Buildcrs 
Minor Hockey ~ 
Bantam Housc Lcague Norm'sAuto Rcfinishing 4 r Back Eddy Pub 
7:45 p.m. - Lakels z Logging v hm of thc West 
Rcmax Rcalty January"/ 
Prccision Buildcrs 5 All Seasons 
THURSDAY, JAN. 21 Oldt imers  D iv i s ion  
Minor Hockey 
Bantam Housc Lcaguc 
9:15 p.m. - Remax v Bradford 
FRIDAY~ JAN. 29. 
Curling 
TERRACE LEGION MEN'S 
bonspiel gets under way, 
ending Sunday. Entry $130, 
three events. To enter, contact 
Lcgion (635-5825) or Curling 
Club (635-5583). 
TERRACE ROADRUNNERS 
Motorcycle Club wclcomes 
uew members. For informa- 
tion, phone Ed (635-3489) or 
Karcn (635-6495). 
,r,  COrE BOAR   
34 
29 Getting the results from your sport on to 24 
24 SCOREBOARD Is easy. 
14 Just fax them to 638-8432, phone Malcolm at 
13 638-7283 or drop them off at the office at 4647 
Lazelle weekdaya, 8 a.m..~ p.m. 
, . , 
LADIES DART LEAGUE 
plays everyThursday night, 8 
p.m. at the  Legion. Novice 
players welcome. Phone Betty 
(635-4880) or Carla (638- 
2080) for more information. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. and Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Thornhill Jr. Sec. school. 
Newcomers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
28 ! : , DogSa imon 
: Brew Crew 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
in hockey takes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. every Mon., 
Wed. and Fri. Minimum age 
19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day. 
MIXED DART LEAGUE 
plays every Wednesday night 
at the Legion, 8 'p.m. Fun 
league and all welcome. Just 
show up to oin in. 
SKEENA VALLEY SNOW- 
MOBIL~ CLUB'.~{ m~Ets .":tlt~ 
first Tucsday~ of each month, 
7:30 p.m. atiih~:C6ast hm of 
the West. 
?:?- 
TERRACE'ROADRUNNERS 
M0torcycle C lub  Welcomes 
new members. ?For informa- 
tion, ph6ne Ed (635-3489) or 
Karen(635-6495). ~ 
LADLES DART LEAGUE 
plays every Thursday night, 8 
p.m. at theLeglon. Novice 
players welcome. Phone Betty 
(635-4880) or Carla (638- 
2080) for more information. 
7"i~e Terrace Standard of-. 
fers Sports:Menu as a pub- 
lic service'to its readers and 
local sports organizations. 
I f  you  :have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. •:  
To: make the' following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. Fri- 
day. 
National 
S kiWeek 
starts 
Jan .23 
Ski Smtthers wdi be joining 
hills "across the province in 
celebrating National Skf Week, 
Jan. 23-31'. 
The week kicks off on Hudson 
Bay Mountainwith Fatally Days, 
Jan. 23 and 24. ." 
When you purchase your lift 
ticket on the mountain on those 
dates, the first family member 
pays $27 plus GST and all addi- 
tional family members get to ski 
for just $10 plus GST. 
Also look.  f~t" the Pepsi i Ski 
Challdnge, ~frd~tyl6 demonstr~:!- 
tions dnd'the RCMP,Wh0~wlIi b6':!:: 
on hand to engrave ~: your ski'~:~ 
equipment. 
Midweek brings Buddy Days 
(Jan. 26-27) .and' half prlce-les- - 
sons and rentals,for those over 65 ' 
years of age. 
Finally, the Jan, 30.31 weekend 
windsup National Ski Week wlth~i 
the volunteel" ski patrol's paneakd 
breakfast; the Child ,DevelOpment?: i ~ 
skl-a-thon, telemark skl'<clinlcs, ~i~ 
ski dem0s and liveeiitcria lnmeitt' ~:. 
For m0/e" Information, Contact! ~
Ski Smithers at 847-2058, 
TEAM GP W L T GF GA 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 23 12 7 4 90 82 
Terrace Timbermen 18 12 3 3 87 61 
Northern Motor hm Okies 23 9 12 2 80 77 
Convoy Supply 23 5 16 3 75 113 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 6 
Northern Motor hm Okies 8 
- Skeena Hotel 
7 SKecna Hotel 6 : Bull Shy . 
, , Screech 'N':Me 
Terrace Timbermcn 0 
Convoy Supply 1 : 
Rec Division Stats 
Scoring leaders G 
Desjardins, Mario (AS) 34 
Farkvam, Troy (NAR) 35 
Mallett, Darcy (AS) 24 
Alger, lan (SH) 27 
Owens, Brad (BEP) 9 
Porter, Charlie (Inn) 13 
Gagnon, Emile (SH) 24 
Lambert, Mike (AS) 15 
Leblond, Mike (Inn) 15 
Phillips, Derek (BEP) 14 
Hendry, Trevor (BEP) lq 
Stella, Lawrence (BEP) 13 
Goalies 
McDonald, Leland (AS) "* 
Giesbrecht, Ken (BEP) 
Scott, Dave (PB) 
Beaudrault, Carl (NAR) 
Miller, Woody (SH) 
Pavao, Tony (Inn) ' 
5 KitimatMen's Dart League 
2 TEAM.  : . . . .  sw DW TW Pts NP  Ave  
135 19 10 203 12 16.9 
135 19 8 197 12 16.4 
124 19.-10 192 12' 16.0 
Los Ch'as . .-.;I0,6:.1.16 " 7 159 12 ' 13~2: .. 
PheasantPiuckersl 105:..-6-. 6 ..I.35- 12. 11..2 
• Oddballs: " •78 . I I :  7 121 II 11 .0  ' 
• 88 : 8 5 119 12  9.9 
• 75- 8 5 106 12 8.8 
7 ;  • 
20: : T.H.C.s 65 7 4 91 11 8.3 
I Y  M.O.B. Squa d 58 7 1 75.: .11..  6.8 .. 
.Seniors.. : 55 8 1 74 1i 6.7 
(sW= 'singles Wins; DW= doubles; TW= teams; 
NP= nights played; Ave= points-per.night average) 
TERRACE 
CURLING 
CLUB 
A 
27 
19 54 
27 51 
23 50 
31 40 
22 35 
• I0 "34 
18 33 
18 33 
18 .32 
18 32 
Pts. Oldt imer  D iv i s ion  S ta ts  
6-~"7: Scoring leaders G A Pts. 
Michaud, RinD ('IT) 2--2 ~ 3"if' 
• Piattoni, Sev (CS) 3 23 26 
G/egdire(Guy (CS) 15 10 25 
Gordon, Ken (NMI) .12.. 12 24 
Sarsiat, Dave (RAW) 11 13 24 
Olson, Ken (Tr) • . 12 '11 '23 
Smoley, Charlie (RAW) 11 12 23 
Casper, Grant (TT) • 5. - 18 23 
Leblanc, Jacque (CS) 8 *. 14 22 
Cox, Harold (TT)  . " - 9 10 19 
Shind¢,Dick(1T)  :.; i'i" i '  L8_: 
The TERRACE CURLING RINK and the 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEG ION are now taking 
entries for the annual Legion Bonspiel held Jan. 
29- 31/93 at the Terrace Curling Rink• We are 
also taking entries for the 38th Annual Ladies 
~ale~des ~pr~sp)~.l hel(l Feb. ~1~i~;~~~ ; 
more mformat,on ~hone Kewn &~ the Curhng • 
Rink 635-5583 or the Legion at 635-5823. 
Darts 
"• .  ' " ' " ' ,,4 
Wednesday Night Mixed :: 
• GP W.: ;' :% :il 
John Hooge 81 54 66.7 :.::~ 
Annette Hiren 67 41 ~ 161.2 !~ 
Malcolm Baxter 69 42 60,9 >, ~
John Gmot 101 59 58.4 : .. 
BflanMclntyre 101 58 57•4,'~[: 
Bob Bennett 77 42 54.5 
Keith Norman 78 42 53.8 ..... 
FrankR0ddques 43 23 53.5 ~: 
Joyce Bradley 60 32 ,,, 53.3 . .  
Clare Groot 99 51 " 51.5 : :~: 
HJlda Bennett ' 77" 39 50.6, "i 
Theresa Doncette86 •43. •50.0 ,~ 
G'glna Ratcliffe 68 33 48.5 .. ;ii 
Joe Saboufin 75 36 48.0 :: 
Frank Bowsher 94 45 47.9 
Axt'Lorinier 101 47 46.5 ,.~ 
Betty Campbell 80 35- . -•43.8 ..... 
Laurel Mclntyre' 101 44" ",:-" 43.6 :';~. 
Neat N0rdstmm 82 . 35 .. 42.7 : ]~', 
AnitaRateliffe 41 17 413 "~ 
• Sally Ryan 94 - 37 39.4 
Barb Dugdale 74 29 39.2 ~ • 
Scott 53 20 37.7 ."-i. 
. . . .  k 
High Points . . . . .  ~ 
Bdan Mclntyre ...... :.,...,; ........ ;;. ....... 43~{: 
Frank Bowsher ............ ,~.,..L; ........... 3K~' 
Bob Bennett ..~ ............ ~ .......... ,.,,,.., 30 } 
Annette Hiren ........... :.'. ....... ~ ...... ;.. 28'i~; 
John Hooge ............................... .  27 ~';: 
C'lare groot ......... ;.,,.,~:.,,..•,,.,,.~;,*,,;; 27'~: 
Frank Rodriques;... .......... ..;;;....,L,.. 20 
Neal Nordstrom..;.;,,:;..,;.. . ......... 20!i~ 
Laurel Mcin!yre:.,..,.>..,,...;..,. . .. ,. 19 .': 
John Groot..,..;....,; ....... ; ........ ;......... 19~' 
Joe Saboudn,•:,.....,.•.; ........... ;....... 15'~ 
Art Lorimer,,.~.,,.,,,,',~ ...... .... .......... 14~.;~!: 
Malcolm Baxter .............. ; .............. 12~:~ • 
Sally RyaQ ...................... ,,: ,,,, ........ .I01 ? 
J0y~ Bradley...i ...... "............. ; ........ I0: 
Bowling 
CBC Trials 
19 
GP 
23 
28 
25 
21 
21 
13 
32 
A~/e 
3.86 
4.92 
5.08 
5.09 
5.28 
7.38 
Goalies GP Ave 
Marko, Rick(TT):- ",. " 14 3.14 
Lamming, Gerry (NMI) 24 3.20 
Jean, Andre (TT) 3 3.66 
Boisvert, Rocky (RAW) 20 3.95 
TnmerilJoe (CS) ' : .  := . ,17 4,94 
. . . .  • . . . . .  
• 11 19 Lou Nagy ............................. 2666_ 
. . . .  Lafi'y L0pushinsky ............... 2642 
Ken Dahms ........................... 24571 
Greg S aunders ....... ...;.,.~ ..... 2402 ?~ 
Ron Ewns,  .......... . .... ;......... 2322.! 
Randy Durand ................ .,... 231Z: 
Len Edwards ~...........~ . ........... 2227-, 
"(Top.two advance to prpvinciq.ls ) :
TERRACE CHITO RYU KARATE CLUB 
Registrationwill take place at Clar ence,Michael Gym on : 
• ' " " ' ' ' ~,' ~ , I  "t" ' :  " : January 18th at 6.30 p.m: 
Registration feesare: Adults...•.... .............. $155.00 
Students• (attending adult class) 
14yrs .  & over  . . . . . . . .  . .$120.00  
Ohi ldren . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $95 .00  . 
% 
FOR YOUR HOME... 
,For more infOrmation contact 
NORMGOODLAD 635-3322 
I " " "  ' '1  " '  ' ' 1  I I I I II II 
: GET  ON THE EDGE 
. . . . . . . .  . ' ; , ,  ~ ' : : :  . ; .  
SHAMES MOUNTAIN , 
MACHI 
• ~7. I
, %•  , ! , . "  
" ' , ,  ~ . 
BY 
:ID, : 
@ 
- • •. -• :•  
%•"  
~ EI~CE sTANDAB]7) 
SALO tON: . . . .  
• .~-~, .V . : '~ ' 'C"  .,~ , " , - 
-:2, Days:lntensi~,e gate 'training and technical free sldin 8 . . • ( 
- special ggest .coaches (ex-cast members  & •world cup racers) *GARY ATHENS * CHRIS : I  
KENT '*BOBSTYAN:  : : : '  " " •~ : : : '  ~ :  ' "  !':~ :: 
~ dailyvldeo analysis : : .. ~- "-," , . *- .... ' ." '~' :' ' ::" 
& on'-hlil refreshments . . . . .  ~- -~ ~'  ~ ,  y '  . . . . . . . . .  r .r , ,~ l '  ~ -lunch pr0vlded dally " "  " '  ': ": . . . . . .  ' '~'' : " ' :*~'  '= ' "  ...... "; :~ " " ' 
- cocktaii 'reoepdon " . : 
. . . . . .  ~elcbme,  ; • fun race -all interrnedlate to' advanc~id':sHers' . . . . .  " 
T-shirts, prize~ & MUCH MOREl l l  ' " - Ca11,635-3773 I~o reg|ster J  .". ~::! ~-~,. ;
. ,  . . .  
" ' i  ? 
LOCAL SALBS i:: 
• AV IS  
~ 1 ~ , ~ ( ~  ~ We try harder . :  i: 
. . . .  Prince Rupert " IWIs I~I I ' I 'WOi i I ,  , i IDK~ht©' i l ( l~ l$  
" - '  . ,~. 
new to Your Decor is 
THE MANNINGTON 
PREMIERE FLOORING 
SHOWROOM. 
A computerized showroom 
that lets you choose the 
vinyl flooring that best suits 
your style of kitchen, bath, 
foyer or whichever room 
you choose to put vinyl 
flooring in, Browse through 
Mannington's fine selection 
of vinyl flooring by color, 
pattern or stylewilh 
simplified push'button 
ease, 
This new computer allows 
you to make the right 
choice before your new 
• flooring is installed, 
Stop in and check out our 
new system today, 
• , -  , ! L  
:'L 
R DECOR ,: 
Carpet Centre • 
oe Street at Hwy, 16 W, : 
-.4. 
1 ~: : ' . :  : '  : ? , ,  TERRACE 
- *  : ~ =-  " " m 6 635297 
J l)i ,, i11 -800-665-16 
) " . , : ~ . . -  
HOGLINES 
By LINDA MOORE 
Variations 
can be fun 
SNOWBALL  Local soccer players who took to the Caledonia school field for the traditional 
New Year's Day game found fast breakaways were out of the question but the goalies weren't 
complaining. After all, they could make spectacular diving saves knowing their was a soft 
cushion awaiting them when they made contact with the ground, While admitting they might 
seem a little crazy, the soccer fanatics expressed horror on being told some people had ac- 
tually been nuts enough to throw themselves into the icy waters of Lakelse Lake. 
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Knights' free 
throw date nears 
Calling all 10-14 year-olds. 
Note Saturday, Jan, 23 on your 
calendars: that's when the Tcr- 
race Knights of Columbus arc 
staging the local qualifier for the 
International basketball Free 
Throw championship. 
Open to boys attd girls, tht: 
competition is also broken down 
into ages groups within the 10-14 
ra,ge, 
Local winners go on to the dis- 
trict playoffs attd from there can 
progress to the "state" attd final- 
ly intenlational championships. 
Last year more than 210,000 
sharpshooters participated ill 
It gets underway at 9 a.m. in the 
Veritas school gymnasium arid 
participants must bring proof of 
age and a letter of parental con- 
seat with them. 
For entry fonns or arty more in- 
forulation on the Free Throw 
Championship, courser Germano 
Carrita at 635-4649. 
The Knighls of Columbus is a 
Catholic service orgaaization 
with more than 1.5 million mem- 
bers. 
In 1991, the organizations 
10,000 local councils-donated 
41.9 million man-hours of 
volunteer work and $95 million 
Did you see the recent Skius 2,9761ocal competitions, to charitable causes. 
curling games on TSN? m ..... 
'Been reading this column and I ~[  
h~aring about the free guard zone I ,~ ~.~ .,~-a:, 
~hink that only the competitive I [ ~,~ .~Va(~ ® , / ~ l # j ~ i P ~  ~' i i~ .~, ;~f~i  iP  i I J  / 
curlers can try these different | 1 [ ~ "  ~ ' 4 ~ f f  q F O &  ~ '  ~ I Y=,WlM& J .4~'  ~ IB ' - -  a 
curlingf0rmats~ I k ~ J r W ~Jr  ,r~ ~rA l '# 'mv"  i 
i:Not so! Ally" curling club cau i I .--~.'-~-~ -=-" ~ ~ ~ ~ s 
£'h'ry the rules of play, for either It" [ ~ ~ / / " ~  J I l l  ~ ~  Ill ~ l 
league,, games or bonspiels,, and ¢ ~" 
, provide a lot of fun for everyone. [~ ~i '~ _ ~ ~ - L ~  J W ( ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ / 
~'}l'he Skins format rewards teams I I rx . .x~ ~ ~ ~, 
for every end they win. Towinan/  I r~ 1 ,~  | 
?i~ir!e:pnm°tinwm~w~!i:)=~ rk°ektw°l / : I 
Bla,,~ing"an end m;ans losS,ig I I-----1----'-~ ~ __ ~ ~ '~ __  I 
the "hammer", or last rock ad- / I~t~ , ~._ ,~r  ~ '= ~-z ~ ~ ~ : - . -~- -~ 
Vantage. : 
On, the TSN Skins game, large/  I Ig II II In) O l  / 
' : "  . . . . . . . . .  000: an end" - -  ~ I v ~ m~l ~ I~l I~l Inl ~ l /  i casn prizes (up to ~, ) i 1., L--. ~ Jannt~n,  1~ 9,4 . IMhlla ¢¢,,,~,.,,b,.. /.,,,t.,41, / 
-ere the in'centive for the to ~ . . . . .  z, , v - , . - ,  .~s.~,o. , . - . . r~o t..,,,aoe 
i~anis 'to go foi" points each end p, l - '-- . . . .  " m li i 1 
makifig for some xciting play. / U A , i ,  I I ~. l .  ~ - , , i  ~ ~ ~ ~I~ A . . . .  1 A l [] 1 
dr~ane~tUobmbon~:ite:n~le}~a~!a~!/ nu i ,  nuu r r iGe5  reaT bKl lng! / 
prizes.such.asS2.5 an , / .< .  . , ,A i  I . . . .  I r - n  i~  w-  i I ,, / 
paid to each team immediately . Ti~ ,ag~i '  J ~. |  e ~ ~ r r ' ~ 
~ifterffze game " . . . . .  !' ~ " - " " ~ ~ 
it'he end of eight or 10 ends of I ~t'~-~ ~ I ~X I IBm{ ~, I ~ ~ i 
iplay continues in the event while / ~ I I ~~£~ I / 
:~ithe losing team drops to another! ~ I I ~~72~ I / 
~event. Poiuts aren0t carried over ~ l ~ N l l  I , I ~ 1 1 ~  ' " 
ito the:ro!l~ing g&mes, ;.:."... ::: .:": , ~ • I : I : ~ I , / 
~;:i;The.f, ncome.sfr~mmLx!ngup .. . . . .  ': : I . . . .  ,~ . . . .  i SalomonBootBaas~38 . . . .  ,L I . _ _ l 
!!~laye~,!try]hg ne~.is~rategy :a.d Dynafit _~ =ll I~ l  valuewith the puTchase of Ha,cn,e S~l~l~ I Sal°mon ~ 10t~ / 
!:~avinglo~ofrocks'ihplayevery' CompSRJY  I kMI  'any adult performance FX7 Ms T , f~ i4~l~ I SxTeam - i 0 '~0 ' /  
~!~nd. . ; . . Reg. *280 l ~ / I  ,boot. Reg. '395 K .  / I I Reg. =250 I V I ] 
iI; The free guaro zooc rule, wnere, 
eads-~cannot remove o o . ~ ., , . $ , , , , . . . .  A V E  .10  
~i sgrcat,l~'#:ce ~F~:.thc~.~:~r~,. ''  ' S k ~ S  !!I ~ . /q , l~h  V IX I  / ~ AssOrted ''~ ...... : ' I 
-~tyleo/I~la~-'~l ~. ~ 2: i~. :. ~ ~  ."~ ','~ .l :. n • 
z~~Both'~ih'~s>hn'd:ihd~kms'/~ie~6~':; " ~  ~' " _ . 'I i ' A I . ,~ | . .  /~ , , , ,~ ,  r~ A ~ 0 I D o w n  H ill I 
courage a lot of the play to be iu ~ •Shames 13esethha/~nt 60nnles / /AI[JlilU ~V~l  I~ j[~ I lm~ / ~m.g D~- .a~- .o  I 
i(thecentre0fthe'ice. ' ~ * , . ,v . - , . . - . . , , ,  ~¢ / P-lesee ~nt~rt l~  Ur~=/~ / Ol i%, i  r v l ~ o  l 
;i That's because the first rock is ~ . 100% UV protection, antlfog [ ~ i~, too  vv~, , , ,  . . . . .  / I 
~ften placed short ofth e house on i [ ~ ~ .  " gogg les  by ~.ordlni &.Smith / Tdflex Power Lens  Prntect  ~ ~o/ /  - ,_  I 
~the entre line and b0th teams try =:l==,-,ce Pu l lovers  eAAtDg l  : ~ i A O g  --:--" I l l  ]O J  ~ql  AU~ I , . . , . - , . .  , 7 ,o  7 ,o  Your  mv i~  i . - -  l ~ n e V  l • I / V  l ~to draw arouad ,t to get to the _ . ,~ - - - - ,n= Re(]. 49.9S ~ ' , J~U 'I no,, *e~q V~J~ ~b~J ~ r ' l "  
,:. Made In uanaaa ;p ~7~ - ,,'-u. - -  .~,butt0n firsL . n-- .0 .  4¢~ L_  7 / mlF ~ Investment  U r r 
: i The  rules make a skip really "'= . . . . . .  
K 2  R0ssignol ilhink as the positioning of the ~iead's ~nd second's rocks is ci'u: :cial wiih :ihe thild and skip often 
using themTto play raises or 
' come-aronuds. 
~ii ~. Other modificatious to the tradi- 
ti0na~rules can also mean Tun for 
;'~ ....... '~':ei" ' Tr ~ ,club play rs. y rotating players 
l each end, or counting rocks farthes(from the button, or 
~:hrowi,g b!ind-folded (very dif~ 
~incnlt). ,' . . . . . . . . . .  
Just sit down and "thiuk of 
~ ~something unique to try at'your 
~club. 
~. And if your bonspiel wants to 
~add real excitement to their ;i 
~ weekcnd event, there is some- 
I~ thing.new on the curling scene. 
"Spiels for Whecls'"resembles 
~ the insurance used m the ever- ,", 
hole-in-oue promotions ~ 
3onspiei -- maximum 32 a~] 
-- can pay a premium, i 
$300, to the Calgary In- 
iisurance Company and set up a 
, i ,:. ~ shoot-out Or draw to the button 
• • i !!~ competition for cars. 
/~'i"~ it:is: don6 on a team basis and if 
i :'~:ali four:Adam members draw to 
: i!~::thebilttoli during a special part of 
• / ]~thebo~p!~l:(not, during a game) 
: !  ~[~theyall wm cars. 
i; i~!~',;/~:few spiels have tried it but so 
i ~ ii ~fa~fn0ca~ have beett won. Your 
.: : ,. ~iciub Could be the first. 
! r~.c ,  tlriing'iss sport which was in- 
- .  i !vented centuries ago. In order to 
-~:keep  it fresh and fun, clubs have 
' ii~ l0 be creative with all aspects of 
3ation 
ct me 
koad- 
4A9. 
Salomon 
. /EqU ippe  
S 9 0 0 0  1 S 
Best Price in 
-Canada - 
Guaranteedl 
,.o.,,399 
Fischer 
SC4 
TR 
Comp 
• 7 .8  
Reg. ,5~53 8 8 
KASTLE 
National Team SL 
.so,.0 *325  
_- ~"." :_ = i~ ,..-,~_ .~  
All Junlor Jackets & Sults '~  #~., 
(sizes 2 to 18) /# ' : :  
OFF -~ 
4XK 
*399 eg. 1600 
Ig2 
CVC Compet i t ion SL 
(170 & ]75) 
'19' 
SAVE 40% 
Large selcetion of 
Europa, Helly Hansen, 
Columbia, Sun Ice & 
Descente top quality 
winter ski wear 
save 40% 
" I t "  " i 
Athletic Leisure Suits by 
Adidas & Rucanor 
save 40% 
#?!! 
i , tY ' l l l l ' l "  
• Sa les  
. • Renta ls  
• Serv ice  
I I I I 
Padded Schneider, 
Steffner & Roffe 
Sweaters & Stretch 
Pants 
ALL 
 140% 
O F F  
OUR 
REGULAR 
LOW PRICE 
HP O l J  
O l " ff [ /HA HI HP  
4712 Keith Ave. 
i~ln The New Keith Ave. Mall Next to United Buy & Sell 
635-9555 
I I I 
"Mr ~ I 
Hours :  [ 
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m,-6 p.m. [ 
Fri. 9 a,m.-9 p.m. , : I 
Sat & Sun 8 a.m.-6 p.m, I 
I 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
CTION AD 
V' BUY V' SELL V' RENT v TRADE 
VISA 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday er Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACESTANDARD. 4e47 LAZELLE AVE, TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1S8 
All classified end classified display ads must 0e prepaid by either cash, 
Viea or Mssteroard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insedion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices include 7% G.S.T, 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2, Mobi leHomes 13, Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5 .  For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
24. Notices 
25, Business 
Opportunities 
26, Personals 
27. Announcements 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc: 18. Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22, Careers 33, Travel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard teservss the right to classify ads 
under appropd.ite bo~lings and to set rates therefore and to 
daisrmlne ~ Io¢,aU~, 
The Terrace Sta~ reminds advertisers that ills against 
the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate o~ the basis 
of ehgdfen, marital status and employment when placing"F~ 
Rent" a~. Landlords'can tate a no.s~oking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to reulse, edit, 
classify or reject any edvertisemen! and to retair any 
answers directed Io the News Box Reply Servtue, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the adverttsemenl and 
box rental, 
8ox replies on "HokJ" InstrucHms not picked up within 10 
days of nxplff of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mamng instructions ,are te¢ofved. Those answering Box 
Numbers are request0d not to send originals of documents to 
avoid Iot, s. "- 
All claJrns of errors In advertisements must be received by 
the I~sher.wiUd.,130 days after the first publication. 
It is agre~J bythe advertiser requesting space that the 
liability d the Terrace SisndaKI In the event ot tailure to 
I~  an adver~t  as published shall be flmilnd to the 
amount paid by Ine advergMr for only ~le incorrect Insezflon 
for the portt~ al the adverltsJng space nccupiad by Ihe incor. 
rect or omitted Item only, and that there shall be noliabtlily in 
any event ~eater than the amoont pakf or SUCh advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
.You're reading this aren't you? 638- 
SAVE. tfn 
from Shuswap Lakes. Fully' renovated 
with very attrac6ve living quarters. Show- 
lag excellent return in an area of growth 
and terrific limate Start the New Year on 
a positive note. Phone 1.679.6904, t'~37 
BETWEEN SMITHERS & TELKWA - 5 
acres, tenced with barn, 1238 sq fl, 3 
bedroom, full basement home, 2 fire. 
i~ces, sauna built In appliances, base. 
rcent partially .finished, 20 x 52 heated 
Workshop, excellent location, beautiful 
~ew $155,000 call 846.5537. @36 
BEAUTIFUL'LAKESHORF Home. 2513 
~n ft, 2 .Story, 4 bedrooms, curved stair. 
case; sunken livingroom, vaulted ceilings 
full 'basement, landscaped, garage. 
$196,O00.00 Burns Lake. 1.692. 
7061, 4p36 
GRFAT STARTER1976 sq. It, home near 
town, Has detached garage/utility room. 
NeW vinylsiding, new flooring and 
recestly painted. Asking $78,900. Call 
John Evans (Remax of Terrace) 638. 
1400, 37tfn 
3 GREAT ALTERNATIVES TO RENT- 
ING, 3986 Mist (3 Bedrooms) $62,500, 
4685 Copper River Road (3 Bedrooms) 
$64,500,3963 Simpson Crescent (3 Bed. 
room Mobile) $39,900. Call John Evans 
(Rernax of TerraceO 638.1400, 37tfn 
4,62 ACRES, 2 KM south Tatlew Rd. 
Older four bedroom house, Partially rsno- 
Wed, good waler, large shop, rental 
building, By appointment only 847.2986, 
No agents'please, 41)37 
LARGE HOUSE For sale at Lakelse Lake 
on 1.8 acres, 3 bdr, i 2 baths, Full parb'y 
lfnished basement with wood and N/G 
heat, New well, Must be seen to be 
apprecialed~ $135,000,00. Ph. 798. 
2256 3p39 
HOUSE For sale dose to town 3 bed. 
room, 3 washrooms. Price to sell 
$58,900.00. More.information 638. 
0375, 31)39 
NEW HOUSE, split level 3 bedroom. 
1,176 sq' Thomhetght Subdivision. For 
more Infon~atio~ 635.7497. 31)39 
4 YEAR Old home in Thomhelghts Subdi- 
vision for sale by owner. Full finished 
basement.3 b.r, up & ~own, 2 full b~dh. 
roor~s plus eneuite. New palnt and car. 
pets, S~tous Inqulr~ only: Phone 635. 
4395. 4p39 
NEW 3 Bedroom home in horseshoe. 
SPlit level, both floors finished, wM car. 
pets, 2100 sq. ft. living area, 14x28 Par. 
Port 2o)(25 workshop in back. Reduced 
price 125,000. Call 635.2357. 3p39 
2. Mobile Homes 
12x60 2 bedroom mobile home in Wood. 
land Heights Trailer Court. Includes 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer, storage 
shed. Brand new N/Q furnace, 635. 
2816. 31)39 
3. For Rent 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
by the night or by the week, Call 635- 
5537 or 83,8-0888, leave message, lfn30 
RETAIL SPACE available at the Houston 
Mall. Reasonable rates. For information 
please call Bert at 635.6318. Also avail- 
able is second floor office space rat the 
Houston Mall. 8p36 
FOR RENT OR LEASE. 27x43 sq, ft. 
commercial retail space and 22x17 sq, ft. 
of warehouse in back. Pdme location of 
town. 604-635-2360, 31)37 
SHARED ACCOMODATION, Fumishe~J 
near college. Large farm house. Female 
or male working or student only $300.O0 
1 month utilities included 635-3772. 3p38 
FOR RENT 1 Acre with 2 barns 635- 
5537. lp39 
UTILE GEM of a house, 3 bedrooms in 
horseshoe area. Close to schools and 
3. For Rent 
Z &4 BEDRO~ TOWNHOUSES featur. 
ing 1150.1300 sq, P. plus basement, 2 
batik, pdvat~ yard, carport and s~tell~ 
TV Houston, RIone 845.3161. 31~ 
t 8EOROOM ~TMENT ~ht down. 
town. Fridgefstove secudty entrance, /
Paved palklng, On rite manage n~_ ~, 
~2~7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l r~_  ___ 
3. For Rent 
FURNISHED 
BACHELOR UNIT 
Cable and utilities included. References required. 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
635-5350 
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER, New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O,C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft, house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500, 82 lade 2-door auto - 
good tend. $1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed 
boat - 50 horse monk, trailer $2800. 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Graniste. Ph. 697-2474, 19tfn 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED WOOD Con. 
strutted utility sheds, garages, work- 
shops. Also trailer skirting, decks and 
fences, joey shacks, snow roofs. Dirk 
Bakker 638-1768 (evenings) 6p35 
MOVING OUT Sale. Eve~d~ing must go. 
Furniture, appliances, household goods, 
utility trailer, picnio table, etc. Phone 635- 
6609. 3p38 
DISTRESS SALE. Must sell 2 Quanset 
arch style steel buildings. Brand new. 
Never erected. One is 40x50. Sacrifice 
prices. 1-800-465.1544. 4p~ 
ROVER POWER Tools and Mechanids 
tools including magnetic drills, cutting 
torch sets, etc., ere., B-5 1889 
Queensway,  Skeena Val ley 
TraiierpaJk 2p38 
• MOVING JANUARY 14 9 px Kroelher 
bedroom, suite. Solid oak Pallisor T.V, 
center, 16 cu ft. Inglis stove, electronic 
control. Admiral stove, time control. Inglis 
4 cycle super capacity washer Inglis 
Dryer, 7 cycle multiprogram. Mitsubishi 
29" RIP Television Mitsubishi Video 
Recorder, Table and six upholstered 
swivel rock chairs. 24" Sharp T.V., black 
T.V, center, shelves. Large size Toshiba 
microwave stand $250.00. Drapes, 
lamps, coffee tables, crystal, etc., etc,, 
Harvest gold stove $75.00. B5.1885 
Queensway Skeena Val ley 
Trailerpark. 2p38 
1974 GMC 1 ton with newer 454 motor. 
$1500, 3/4 inch Maklta impact wrench. 
Almost new, $550. Uni~en 35 channel 
radio phone. $400. Couch and matching 
chair. Good condition. $300. Phone 638. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre (fenced) 
with 2 small barns, Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses. $10O/month. Call 635-5537 or 
638.0888 30tfn 
LAZELLE MINI 
STORAGE LTD, 
Now has all sizes of units 
available for rent from: 
5'x5'x10' to 10'x24'x10' 
Call us now for 
SECURE HEATED 
storage units 
635-2507 
8. cars for Sale 
1986 TAURUS STAT1ONWAGON, 3L, 
V6, Auto, tilt, cruise, dean, very good run- 
ning condition. Current service record~ 
Asking $5900, 1.692.4279. @36 
1969 CAMARO Convertable white exte- 
rior, red interior, Rebuilt 327 cL 3 spd 
auto, consul, asking for quick sale 
$7000,00 1.692-3709 eve., weekends 
Steve. 4p39 
1990 TOYATA Four Runner 4x4. Auto. 
42,000 km. Trailer towing package. Red. 
~lt steering AM/FM. Excellent Condition. 
18000.00. Burns Lake. 1-698-6425 
eve, 4p39 
1984 F-180 4x4 2 - underbody propane 
tanks, 351 4 spd. H.D. spdngs, good 
body. 4 Mech., second owner. 67 k on 
motor, 195 K truck. $4700.00 Bums Lake 
1.692-3815. Home. 1-692-7887. 4p39 
1991 Z24 Cavalier auto tree. V6 A/C 
PW/PS. $12,000.00.847-5547. 3P39 
1976 TOYOTA Corolla. 7 new tires. Good 
condition. $900 aBe, Also 1990 G.F, 500 
JVC videomovie and accessories. $850 
Ot30. 635-4600. 3p39 
g. TRUCKS for SALE 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 Lilxe 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile. 
age. EC. Asking $8600.635-7400 after 7 
p.m. 15~ 
1974 I.H.C, 3 ton with 16' reefer box. 
GRC, fleet rnalnL $3000.00 abe. 685- 
downtown. Large fenced yard and fruit 0816. 21)39 2729days. 6p35 
trees $750/month COil 638-8398.' clc39 ,:; =OR S ~z ¢'nlds'~'b e cutl~sAor ,.=rt~ ,:.~ 1991 AM. Son0ma, AM/EM .casse~e 
o n=n~nu ~n.s~ ~18 miles out at UsA ..... ~1.,~, '  :'~3n~K'~ ".~,~! trans2 Good' ~]nd ..... Excellent conditioh. Need =~i,, must Sell 
• " . . . . .  ~" . . . .  - - -  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ','7."-,*.u . . . . . . . .  ' """- '~,.d., eochK/~b~. '  ,~;]= ¢,m~:" ' i '"-"o,~a& 
Beautiful ocation. $475, Includes heat, shield. $300 aBe. 6354427. 3p39 • . 
Cail638.8398. lc39 THE COAST INN of the West has for saie 89 FORD RANGER XLT extra cab 4 
VERY CLEAN 3 bedroom Trailer In Pine a number of bath tubs, toilets, and bath- wheel drive loaded new tires. $8500.00 
PaN, 3 appliances Available Feb. 1,93. room sinks all in very good condign, To aBe 635-3324 or 635-2540, 3p39 
Non-smokers, references required, view, Contact Debbie Mdntyre @ 6..38. 
$59o,00/month. 635.2126. 3p39 8141 or visit the hotel between 8am - - - I 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bed. 4pm. 2c39 
room house in Thomhitl. $300/month. NORMA MAY'S Telkwa will be open Sat. 
Avail, iumrnediately. Call 638-8580 after 6 urdays 9.6 ~d by appointment evenings 
pm. 3p39 for the winter months. I still have some 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home. 3117 125th Canada quarters left. 846-. 
Clark. No pets. References required. 635. 9751, 41)39 ~ 1~. B 1~= 1', 
4949. 2p39 LOSE WEIGHT NOWI Ask me how. 
FURNISHED SUITES (kitchenettes)ut~li. 100% natural & safe, 100% guarantee. 
ties included (damage deposit required), Lots of energy. Dianne Rowe, 638- 
Suitable for working person or student, t349, 3p39 
638.1511. 3p38 KIRBY. SINCE_ 1914. Sates, Service & 
1 BEDROOM Suite, fridge & stove, new Supplies, Call for a free, no obfigation in 
rugs, dose to town, quiet area. 635. home demonstration with the wodd class 
5177. 31)39 complete in home care system. Featuring :~ :- : 
7 units in one versatile machine. Dianne 
3 BEDROOM Home, with ensure in mas. Rowe, 638-1349, 3p39 : • 
ter bedroom, laundry room, fridge & stove 
new rugs, close to town quiet area, 635. 6. Wanted Misc. 
5177 3[o39, IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil. 
dren's furniture, check with the Product ~ ,~  
FOR R E NT Safely Branch of consumer & Corporate • 
Affairs Canada (604) 666-5003 to ensure 
1,400 sq. tt, Retail Space In it meets current Safety Standards. 'The .... :.. 
the All West Center. sale of non compliant products not only 
638"11  66  could result in stragic accident but also is :: 
a violation of the H~ardous Products . "  . . . . . . . .  
Act, 
i 
WANTED FRIDGE, microwave, air brush 
For Lease w th assec. Hot plate, night ables, chan. 
or Rent duller. 638.0874 or 635.4600. 3p38 
Large Warehouse Space 7. For Rent Mist; 
good location, good zontng. 
Formerly Copper Mountain 
Etectronlcs MINI STORAGE UNITS 
Also • Budget priced 
Office/Warehouse Space • 24.hour access 
formerly NIsga'a School Board Office • Port-A.Stor units also available 
Good for Store front on Grleg 635-5350 
Call 638-8398 j 
FOR RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED 
COMMERCIAL /SERVICE  SPACE 
PRIME LOCATION NEAR CENTRE OF TOWN 
5700 
SQUARE 
FEET 
- store front 
- on Highway 16 
- excellent visibility 
- good parking 
880 AND 1320 
SQUARE FOOT 
BAYS 
4800 SQUARE 
FEET  
With 3 phase power All with 
- 12x  12 OH doors 
- natural gas heat 
- washrooms 
Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
635.7~9::::: ii ;/ ~' 
i i  i i i 
W I T H.: 
spends time crafting wo0den 
toys. Every Tuesday and 
Wednesday he visits a local 
children's hospital and hands 
them out to sick kids. 
This event is part of a movement 
that's helping change the world. 
One simple act at a time. 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1991 FORD Aerostar mini van. air, ste. 
reo, c~u~, many other options. Excellent 
condition. Well maintained. Low mileage. 
$18,(7)0 aBe. 638-1492. lc39 
1988 GMC J~my 4 wheel drive 60,000 
km excellent running condition dean inte. 
dor AM/FM cassette, air, cruise & morel 
$13,000 phone Time Cleaners 638-2838 
or 635.6183 after 6 pm. 
MUST SELL 1988 Ford Ranger XLT Cab 
Plus, "lilt, air, cruise, R,t/FM cassette 
Low kin. $8500,00 OBO. 635.2219 eve- 
nings, 635-7286 days. 3p39 
1977 WESTERN 
STAR 
- stock: 69-150 
- serial: KONDHRJ664505 
- model: X-S&A Contracting 
- engine: NTA-400 
- trans: fuller ATe12515 
-f, axle: Rockwell 12000 Ib 
- b. axle: Rockwell 
- ratio: SSHD 
• frame: W/B 235" 
- wheels: Dayton 
- tire size: 24.5 
- susp: Hendrlckson - R.S. 
- equip: Knight Gravel Box 
16'6" 
List Price s19,000.O0 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
27 ft DUTCHMAN 5th wheel, 1991 fully 
loaded, used 2 months. Immaculate con- 
dition. Asking $20,000. Call 836; 
8622. 3p38 
13. Snowmobiles 
1991 POLARIS INDY 400. Excellent con- 
dition, Low mileage. $4000.00. Burns 
Lake, 1-696.3402. 4p36 
1990 MACH I. 585 CC with pipes and 
skins, etc. Excellent condition, $5900 or 
trade for 1992 450 cc machine. Call 635- 
7400. 3p37 
1989 EXCITER. New clutch and skis. 
Piped. 1 3~4" cover. Too much to list. 
Phone 635-7746 after 6 pm. $5400 
0{30. 3p39 
2 ONLY Yamaha Enticer Snowmobiles 
complete with covers - less than 100 
hours on each machine. Both for 
$5500.00 call 635-5486. 3p39 
15. Machinery 
1980 PETERBILT LOGGING Truck 475 
Silver rebuilt. New sleeves, piston linem, 
bearings, two new heads. New compres. 
sor, 18 sp transmission, 463 rebuilt dif, 
two lockers, one new. New brake linings, 
new maxis, centre fuse drums. Aluminum 
hubs and wheels. Good winter tires. Log- 
ging truck is certified. Gross empty weight 
w/~railer, 15,400. $20,000; 1987 Bmdex 
Quod trailer with Brodex low profile bunk. 
Good brake lining. Aluminum hubs and 
wheels. Very good tires. Certified. 
$20,000; H-Plate negotiable. 992- 
2731. 4p37 
School District 88 (Terrace) 
HAS FOR SALE 
1 Only 1980 Chevrolet  Bussette/  
Del ivery Vehicle 
Conver ted  to Propane Fuel 
FOR SALEAS IS, WHERE IS. 
For .appointment to view contact Mr, Max Bote lhoat  635- 
4931 Local 251, 
Sealed, written bids will be received until Noon Jan. 22, 
1 993 at 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
'.,2 :V8G3E9 ~. 
.,.:.,~ ,,,,,;Attention: Purchasing Agent , : .  ; : 
THE H IGHEST OR .ANY BID NOT NECESSARILY  
ACCEPTED.  
BR IT ISH TWO-HAND MANUAL ALPHABET 
. - ~..~7 E~ 
• • , " ' "  
,~  I ,NJ 
XON BACK-  . ,¢~, , .~  ~ '  
'FEELS" IT ID/~,,%.L 
t a 
g 
! 
X '/: :::/i ~ 
HOW D O YOU 
MANAGE TO REACH YOUR 
FINANCIAL GOALS? 
~" ri, 
• e . t t  ~ . ,~.  
~-TRIMARK WE MANAGE. 
MUTUAL FUNDS TO OUTPERFORM. 
All returns audited by Ernst 6z Young, Chartez~d ^ ccaun~ms, ar~ historical annual compounded tots 
rates or return and reflect changes in unit vduc nnd distributions reinvested. "[hey do not ake nee 
account snlcs charges or administrative [res payable hy unithdders which would have reduced returns, 
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Your Lmtt value and investment returns w i l  
fluctuate. Important In[ormaUon ~hom any mutual fund is contained In its simplified ptospec us Read 
your prospectus carefully I-,efore [nvestln R. You ct, n obtain one from: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 13, 1993 - Page B9 
o+..  
r "- 638"SAVE 
15. Machinery 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500.9 U 
D6 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2,OC3 Cats, $4,500 each, 9 U & OC3 
Cat pedal 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697. 
2474,1-0697~2393. 1StIn 
• 19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified, Phone 638. 
SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. 
LOST One gold lab. 9 months old. 
Leather collar with Smithers dog tag. 
1976 INTERNATiONAL 4300 Tandem Answers to Nine call (collect) 847-9227. 
~W/hotst stock racks, grain racks and Lost in Graham Avenue areal 2p38 
round bale racks. Excellent. certified to 
SepL '93. Ph. 567-3305 4p36 
1980 COLUMBUS Log trailer for hauling 
shod; logs. C/W headache rack, false 
trunk, drophitch with air locking hitch. 2 
single load pipes, iGood shape. Burns 
Lake. $4500.00 o.b~0. 1-698-7627. 4p36 
SNOW PLOW Trucks. Graders, sanders, 
front:snow dozers and plows. Good 
seledion. Backhoes, excavators, dozers, 
loaders and dump trucks. Used bellys, 
pups, Iowbeds and new Tilt trailers. Cone 
crusher complete, 493-6791 4p38 
1979 PACIFIC LOG truck; 1988 Peerless 
trailer, 12 spare tires, lois of misc. pads. 
H,plate and job for winter. B45-2241 after 
5:00 or weekends. 4p38 
16. Farm Produce 
• BARLEY For sale, $12o.oo per ton. 
Alphalfa 1st cut hay no rain. $110.00 per 
ton. Call 690-7431. 4p38 
HAY FOR Sale. $3/bale Call 635- 
2652i 3p39 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tin 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & pads. We rebuild standard 
transmissions, tradsfer cases and rear 
ends, Bel-air Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. B46-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tin 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Hug e savings, warehouse pfidn.q cabi. 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada 3566 
aassey Dr. Prince George, Ph. 561- 
2240, Fax 561-2250 8p33 
-   KID'S ;P(..~-', 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) .,.Z~t4.. 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2½ to 5 
638-8890 
19.Lost & Found 
LOST One earring in the vidnity of Ter. 
race,Co-op. Large R.u.~le ~d.,gqtd~pp.r~q 
ring.'Fleward. Call 635-5221:" " ...... 21~38 
FOUND One watch in Skeena Mail. To 
identify call 638-0170. 2p39 
LOST One man's wallet in the bus depot 
or Skeena Mail. Black with thin colored 
strips (Jordache') I.D. important. Reward 
offered. 638-7251. 2p38 
LOST: Lady's gold watch between 
Woolworth and Kmad malls. Reward 
offered. 635.2907. 2p32 
LOST: LARGE neutered male cat, white 
with orange markings, blue eyes, Approx. 
4 yrs. old. last seen Dec. 30/92 corner of 
Woodland Park and Johnson Rd. 638- 
8960 2p39 
20. Pets & L ivestock  
3 REGISTERED CHARDAIS bulls 3 
years old. Excellent breeders with good 
conformation, Ph. 567-3305 4p36 
KUVASC PUPPIES for sale. Farm raised, 
Excellent livestock guardians, C,K.C, reg. 
istered. Available the end of January, 
Phone, 635.7662 evenings or week- 
ends. 4p36 
ADORABLE Papered pupies. Westie. 
Females, ready late January. $500. 
Shelty Males born September. Training 
started. $300, Priced, non.breeding. 
Guarantees. 1-692.3403 
HYBRID Husky wolf pups for sale. Phone 
846-9049 Between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. and 
weekends. 41:)39 
ONE YR old boxer female, spayed & 
shots to give to a good home. 638-0B74 
or 635-4600. 3p39 
21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human dghts code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimiates against 
any person because of origin, or requires 
a job applicant to fomlsh any information 
concerning race, reliflion, colour, ances- 
try, place of origin or political bern,,. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as ' female' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
'male'. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Full time or 
pad.Ume hairdresser in Burns Lake. 1- 
692.7687. 4p36 
NOW HIRING ambit;ous self motivated 
people interested in earning $25000 to 
$45000 plus. We offer incentives. If you 
have a desire to. succeed with a positive 
mental att~t~db. C ,a(I 635-3066 for a per- 
• rso'ddl: I~'t'(~rvlew. 2039 
Electrolux needs 2 full Ume and 2 part 
lime personnel. Phone 635-3066 3¢39 
A.G.P. Farm l 
"~:~~'~ !.~ - .,,, (A.G. Plumhofl3 | 
European Wi ld  Boars  _ [ 
Meat  and  Breed ing  Stock  [ 
RR I, C5, $10 Farewell Cr. Rd I 
Telkwa, B.C. VOJ 2XO 846-9103 I 
I saw your  p ic ture  in the  
paper .  
Now you Can keep a copy of that picture forever through anew se ice 
offer by the TERRACE STANDARD Come in and browse through our 
news photo file, Reprints of black and white news photos or the c010ur 
front page photo are available Prices will depending onsize 
 800 
5x7reprints .................................................. plustax 
*Other sizes are also available 
Ast ro -Pure  • Dress Making 
• Alterations 
' • Custom 
~/ 'Ka  Sewing 
Bacteriostatic Water Purifiers 
ENJOY SPARKLING CLEAN WATER ON TAP... 
kT A FRACTION OF THE COST OFSOTTLEO WATER 
• +, lO0~R~'~=tddGbr&Lad~See~Fw~)  
T,,~,,=,*,o,=. (604) 635-3697 
Terrace. B.C.  
DiscoveryToys ® 
O~mkzpmer~Toyt,  Boot=& Caress F= All ~n  
Hsr i~ Demon~at~m,  F.umdrdNf., Catalogue/Phone 
ONt l ,  plut Time & Fu|  Time CI~•I~ O~l~lun l lu .  
A~q~t~d 
SUSAN M. RIDLEY 
(604) 638-1319 
2,M HOUSEHOLD HELP 
Complete House, Child & 
Pet Sitting Services 
Maxine Bob 
4614 Davis Ave. 638-8648 
- -  Creative Zinens 
Custom Made Bedroom Accessories 
h. (604) 635-5161 4805 Davis Ave. 
(6..04) 635.905B Terrace, B.C, V8G 1Y2 
635-1304 
Machine Quilting 
Beauliful, Fast and Inexpensive 
Let Me Do Your Quilting 
Joyce ~somo 638-8814 
Mustafa's Emporium 
Silver & Gold Jeweflery at 
Affordable Prices 
Leather Bags - Emhroldered Vests 
Olive Wood Carvings Nativity Sets 
Showroom at 4719 Psrk Ave. 6.~5216 
L IST  YOUR HOME-  
BASED BUSINESS 
HERE FOR ONLY 
$5.50 PER WEEK ON 
A 13 WEEK CONTRACT 
! ~ For Information On The 
' ?TERRACEHOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIAT IONS 
i~-~: .... . :i i Meetings held on The 3rd of each month 
~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ r Please Phone 635-9415 
!i  ' " ~ " ~ : + • ' 
21. Help Wanted 
RESIDENT APARTMENT Manager in 
Prince Rupert. Good people and 
handiman skills. Previous experience 
essential. Phone 274-4442. 2p38 
23. Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad. Address to: File ;i The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave,, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8, Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies. 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out. No job too small, Mike Gray, 638- 
0822 32tin 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
GOk~UNf fY  
hEWBPAPEnG 
ASS~]GIATION 
I 
IIII 
291 
I 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995 5 year 100,000 kms 
warranty. Bond Mechanical 
serving B.O. for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
(604)B72-0641, Toll.free 
Mon.Fd 1.B 00.663-2521..__....~._. 
A WiSE CHOICE. Quality 
Rebuilt Engines.Cars andllght 
truck~ from $995. 5 Year, 
100,000 Km limited warran- 
ties. Canada Englnea Ltd. 
5eo.1060 (7 days) 1,.800- 
666-3670, 656-5828 (eve- 
F-260, 4X4's, Cummins Die- 
eel ,  Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500. cash 
rebate. 'O' down O.A.C, Pay- 
ments from $1Bg/month. 
Phone Grant or Don ¢olleot 
538-9776, 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Interior 
and exterior wood, metal and 
French Doors, wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
end WINDOW In Vancouver 
st (804)266-1101. 
YELLOW SPRAY FOAM 
COMPANY, Polyurethane 
'Fre~e Estimates (604)795- 
4431. 
HARDWOOD FLOORING 
:*WAREHOUSE DIRECT'* 
Mirage preflnlshed with 5 
coats polyurethane, 3/4" Oak, 
Maple, Ash, Birch. Easy to 
Install tongue 8,groove, Tools 
and video supplied. 321-5677 
~ancouver), 
BUBINE88 OPPORTUNITIES 
NEW YEAR, NEW BOOK. 
Imagine your customers pur- 
chasing 20 CURRENT CD's, 
Cossettas, AM/FM Receiver, 
Video Rewlnder, +Prepaid 
Alrfare for ONLY $19.9B In- 
vestment $995, 1.800-263- 
1900 FMVC. 
Perfeot Home Business, Mall 
Corder P_rogram .Worldwide. 
OKS, Tapes, UGly'ware. we 
dropshlp. Excellent support. 
FREE Infopak. 1.800.665- 
90._66 24 Ho_urs. . 
LEN'S RENOVATIONS. Will hang 
drywalls, taping, remodel rooms, special. 
izing in bathrooms, hang doors, windows, 
painting, plumbing, repair jobs, free esti- 
mates. 635.7271. 6p34 
Looking for ~] 
Child Care? ~t 
Skeena child care support ~ 
program can help you make ~ 
the right choice for your chl ld .~ 
For information on ohooslng ~ 
care and available options, I~1 
call Coco at 638-1113. ~ 
Aft'ca service provided by the Terrace ~4J 
[] Women's Resource Centre and funded by- [ ]  
H the Ministry of Women's Equality. ~4] 
rXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXX] 
WORK WANTED. I will work for any Ter- 
race and area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings, t will present 
your sales or service message to 180o0 
potential customers every week. My past 
histo~J proves I spent an average of 31/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard, Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advertising 638- 
7283. tfn 
HOUSEKEEPER Available Call Noreen. 
635-6938. 3p39 
CARING MOM just registered .with 
Skeena Child Care Sped Program will 
babysit in my home dose to Caledonia 
School. Mon.Fri. 638.1636. References 
available. 3p39 
i Journeymen Carpenter 
I Preflnteh~d Hardwood PlOodnO 
I M.~, ~,  =h, o~ A~*~ ~ ~ 
I wrk)= co~um. (No m~tng r~uk~l S~ ~ "x 
12VZ" or 3V4" 
i CA-~. e=~'n  p~,v,, m.,,=m,) 
24. Notices 
, ... . 
/~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
DISCOVERY IN THE NEW YEAR 
Metaphydca and Healing Clams, ~ Channel 
Readings, Reltexology, Aromalherapy, Reid, Johtel, 
Spiritual Healin 9end much morn in e warm r,ar~ 9
atmosphere. Minister Dodo~ Laurel Grog9. 
3611 Cot tonwood 635-7776 
I + I I • 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 c~rnmunlty newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
I I "=' I 
I I I 
for 2~i 
$195 +" 
$3.70 oa~ additlonalword 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LAKESHORE RESTAU- 
RANT for Lease or Sale. 
Central Intedor of B.C,, 105 
seats, fullyequlppod, llcenoed 
with dwelling house, on spec- 
tacular 10 sore property, 
Would suit experienced cou- 
ple, Phone (604)996-7917. 
You can earn more than the 
average MD addressing 
health concerns, BIG.Ener- 
getic Medicine. Unique 
aceenslde opportunity in VI¢. 
torle, B,C. only $37,000,Tum- (+04).2.o200, .6. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a 'CRM' - Certi- 
fied Apartment Manager. 
Many Jobs avallalde. Over 
2,000 graduates now work. 
ng. Government licensed 
home.study course. R,M.T:. 
681-15456 or 1.800.665-6339. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE of Vancouver of- 
farsoorreaponder~e courses 
for the CerUflsate of Counsel- 
ling Studies to begin January 
~O, For a brochure Phone 
Toll-free 1.800-885-7044. 
. . . . . .  EMPr'O~NT .... . . .  
,'.,,,c'~:,,.  (~I=IN31~lllNITIES- :- =.:; ~:: 
PARTS M$,NAGER required 
for southern Alberta's largest 
rural Ford.Maroury dealer- 
ship. We r~qulre highly moti- 
vated, customer oonecious, 
self-starter with a dealre to 
auooeed. We offer excellent 
p~y package, complete ben- 
efit p~okage and convenient 
working hours, Experience Is 
• must, Call for appointment 
or send resume to: Byron 
Smith, Owner, Box ~55, 
Vulcan, AS, TeL 2BO. Phone 
(403)485.222B. 
EQUIPMENT 
BUILDINGS- ROCK-BOT- 
TOM PRICES. B.C. Factory 
OutJet. Strelght-=Ided and 
utlllty models. Example: 
80X40 $5,226.; 4OX80 
$7,968. Order for spring and 
save, Pioneer Steel 1-800- 
66B-5422. 
RNANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
B.C. bus(nesses. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
get your share. Call now 
(604)753-9424. 
FOR SALE MISC.____ 
CANADIAN SHOWER 
DOORS. Complete line of 
framed to framaless shower 
& tub enclosures. Will ship 
throughout B.C. & Yukon, 
Sale pdoed thru Jaru'g3. 591- 
1076. 
• **'SEPTIC TANKS $399.11 
600 Gale, 210 Lbs. Govern. 
ment App~roved. WATER 
TANKS-HALF PRICE. Guar- 
anteed absolutely, positively 
lowest pdcesil Sale ends 
Jan. 15. Visa. Premier Pies. 
tics, Della 1.800-661-4473, 
FOR SALE Ml~C. 
SHEEP SKIN PRODUCTS for 
Winter Warmlhl Aussallan 
slip,re, boots, boot liners, 
hate, mittso gloves, seat cov. 
are, rugs. CreditCard Orders 
Toll-free 1-800-667~2261, 
O~ALSB ~=NOptRIES~ IN- 
GARDENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B.C, Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hedley 
Ave.,Bumaby, B,C .  VbE2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. 
Aluminum/Glass or 
Alumlnum/,~-ryllte SDP, Dou- 
hie-walled Greenhouses, 
Satadume and complete line 
of Greenhouse Accessories, 
Telephone (604)433-4220, 
Fax 433.1285. 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store, 1,000's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydmponfos, 
Drlp Irrigation. Huge Book 
Seleotlon. 80 Page, photo 
filled 1992 oatalogue $4. re- 
fundabte on order. Western 
Water Farms, #103-20120 
64th Ave.Langley, B.C. V3A 
4P7, 
HELPWANTED 
Experienced Parts Person 
required for Retail Automo- 
live Store. Creston, B.C. Corn- 
peter, Palntmlxlng knowledge 
an asset. Salary based on 
quaUfloatlons. Phone Don 
428-5335 for details. 
CAMEO Lingerie, quality lin- 
gerie, Ioungewesr sold by 
home fashion shows, Start s 
career with Cameo. Sales 
and manager pealtlone open. 
Dorothy Hyland 1.800-461- 
4774. 416 Grandvlew Bench, 
Salmon Ann V1E 4M3, 
FALLOW DEER FARM MAN- 
AG ER. Couple preferred with 
extensive experience In the 
care, breeding, raising and 
slaughter of fallow deer. Ad- 
dltional experlenoe with 
horses and bison, maintain- 
Ing, repairing and operating 
farm equipment and machln- 
ery, rotational planting, 
plowing and harvesting of 
feed, and general farm ad- 
ministration and manage- 
ment. Salary $30,000 per 
year plus house, near Dawson 
Creek, B,C. Send resumes 
to TWER, 300 - 1111 Melville 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. VSE 
4H7 . . . . . .  ; ......... ,: ~+, ::: : ; 
...... -:~ :, MOBIEEI4OMEB~:,:~ ~, 
USED MOBILES. M arlufm;- 
lure must clear all mobiles, 
16 units to choose from. 
Priced from $10,000. Noble 
Homes (403)447;2333, 
WINTER WORKSSPECIALI 
Any new mobile or modular 
home ordered dudng Janu- 
ary will be equlp~dwlth'oen- 
val sir conditioning" ($3,000 
value) FREE of charge. We 
will custom bulldyour home. 
Noble Homes (403)447-2333. 
PERSONAL 
The Sd Chlnmoy Centras of 
Victoria & Vancouver offer 
Best Wishes for the ¢om- 
g New Year. New Year's 
Message 1993: God Is dream- 
lag, Newness singing, One- 
ness blossoming, Fullness 
danolng, Hope no more 
gropes, Life without slopes, 
Splendid depths and heights 
Transform bondage-nights._ 
PERSONAL 
EXCITING PHOTOS- Karen, 
Sylvia and Tanya have sen- 
sational personal photos lor 
sale. For discreet Info write: 
KAREN, Box 670-GB, 
Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 7P4. 
Adults Only Pleasel 
Guided two week tour of the 
Phllllplnes. "Meetthe Glrlof 
Your Dreams" with aids tripe 
to tourist areas. Details 
604)261-9161 or B.C. Toll, 
ree 1-978-600B. 
ALTERNATE LIFESTYLE." 
Publlcatlons/Magazlnes, 
Many toplce & titles. Signa- 
ture & age required to order. 
SA.S,E. to: Blanket, 601 - 
1755 Robson Street, Vancou- 
ver r B,C, V6G 887, 
REAL ESTATE 
IMPORTANT INFORMA- 
TION FOR B.C. PROPERTY 
OWNERS. You should be 
re~lvlng your anseaemant 
notice In Ihe mall. Property 
assessments are now ..p~- 
pared annually. The Bntish 
Columble assessment au- 
thority determines the mar- 
ket value of your ~operty as 
of July 1 st lastysar oy~onsld- 
market value of your' prOp- 
erty, or anything about your 
assessment not]re, call us st 
the number on your assess- 
ment notice oroallTo]l.free 1. 
800.661-2222. 
Powell River Licensed Res- 
taurant, Store, Garage, 8,000 
~l.Ft, Building, lt00 Sq,Ft. 
House. Gross $600,000, 
Price $200,000. Self.load Log 
Truck, 80 Peclflo 160 Barko. 
885-2096, 
NRVIOE8 
Major lOBe motor vehicle In- 
Jury claims. Joel A. Wener, 
trial lawyer for 24 yearn. Call 
free: 1.B00-6B5.1188. Con- 
tngenoy lees available, 
Simon, Wener & Adler. 
=m 
II BLANKET CLASSIFIED II Ao. 
i IlAn adv.+s'ng'a-' 
If you ' re  rel iable, then 'we have an 
excel!ent  oppor tun i ty  to make  
add,t ,onal  income in your  spare 
t ime. 
If you or 
interested,  
TODAY!  
someone you knOw is 
then give us a call 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
V' 4600 - 4700 
Lazelle 
V' 4000 - 4600 
Queensway Area 
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS.  
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
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22. Careers 
Local office requires an 
OFFICE CLERK 
to pefformNP, NR & payroll 
functions and to assist in 
Financial Statement 
preparation. Minimum of 3 
years in a recognized 
aocounting program &/or 
related experience required. 
Salary based on 
qualifications. 
Reply in confidence to: 
Terrace Standard, File #7 
Deadline Jan. 15/1993 
23. Work Wanted 
BORED? LOOKiNG FOR ADVENTURE, 
exdtement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.6181 and catch 
the spirit! 5tfn 
FREE SERVICE. Help with your forms or 
letters. Call Melissa at 635-9119 for 
help. tfn 
TION AD 
V" BUY v" SELL V' RENT V' TRADE 
CAREERS 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Ter racev lew Lodge requ i res  a 
QUAL IF IED HAIRDRESSER 
NEW L O C A T I O N  
We are preparing to open a new location in Terrace. The company 
is looking to fill all employee positions. As a strong and diversified 
company that has a history of success, we can offer you: 
*Promotion from within *Comprehensive 
,Excellent training program benefit package 
*Flexibility of locations 
We will be conducting interviews from January 11th to 15th at the 
Sandman Inn. ,Terrace. No experience necessary. 
26, Personals 27. Announcements 
Terrace S.W.M., N.S., N.D., wide inter- Thank you to family and friends and The 
3,1. Travel 
II I 
sIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7858 
to prov ide  ha i rdress ing  eervl me= for the  residents,  eats including music, travel sailing read- Staff at the Terrace Inn for the wonderful 
Please contact  Bonn ie  a t  inn etc. Kind, considerate, amusing on celebration ofour 40th anniversary. Paul 
occasion, seeks similar female 35-45 
638-0223 Reply to File 25 c/o Terrace Standard -" " -  - -  - -  
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace. V8G.1883p38 ~ / " ~  
INTELUGENT, fun-loving long legged Required Immediately wo~ would like to meet a man 25-35 
nc who enjoys football, reading, steak and Receptio ist w,ne dinners. Send replies to Box 160 For All Your Travel Needs 
Stewart, B.C. VOT-1WO. Attn: Chris. 2p38 
with some medical ba kground. ' ~ HAWAII • Air and Hotel from 
Must be a self-starter, a quick study, woman would like to meet man 35-45 $549.00 out of Vancouver,.RENO 
with similar characteristics for friendship, 
and people oriented, companionship or lasting relationship. IN JANUARY - 4 Nights Hotel 
Send resume and outline of Reply to file #9 c/o Terrace Standard, and Air out of Vancouver f om 
4547 Lazelle, Terrace, VSG 1S8 2p39 $259.00..EUROPE ON SALE • 
• experien~ =e with references, t0 ~ ~ ~ from $548,00 OSD. Must return 
,4647 Lazel e Ave. Terrace, I~C VI 2"~. E~'d~~ by Apri130/93. 
IMPORT AUTOMOBILE 
~'As,a ohe.person operation with the assistance of a more 
i junior Ehg!neer, you will have flexibil ty in choice of base 
:~and modus operandi (e.g, from home with computer.and 
!. communications:technology provlded by the company) 
'plUS full head office sdppod, lfi0tnmapping and accounti~ I 
~:to forestfftechnlcatbackup. Reporting Iir~ei'to h'e 
":Operations Manager In Hope,. .. 
Your credentials?. Fi,~e years' c0astal experience; 
drongtechnical/superviso!y and¢om'mudceti0n skills; 
adaptability, Innovativ~in approach and capable of 
dealing With change. " r'." :' ;. " 
Pursue this exceptional opportunity which carries 
competitive compeilsetlon by forwarding ardsumd, tG: 
Marcia Furlan, Humdn Resources,- 
InternatOria/Forest 
Products Limited 
P.O, Box49114, Four Bentall Cen! 
3500,105S OunemUir.Street, Vain 
B:C. VTX 1H1; fax (0~4) 688.0313,' 
' 
~I0 
~ . ~  i ~;~°~-~ ~ 
,~?~' , : ; ,~ :~. :  
~~ 
i i  
Volunteer 
L] L J Call 732.433t or 
t-800-665-6526 
~J  CANADIAN i ASSOCIATION DIABETES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCIATIO DU DIABI~TE 
Sweet Pea 
Don't ever forget; how much I love you. 
July 17/93 will be a day for real celebration. 
Thinking of you 
~!., ~/ :~i . /, - Your LMle Creature 
. . . :  • : t . 
( ~  rovince of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTION OR SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FOR AN AREA TO BE LOGGED, 
(Pursuant to section 3 of the Silviculture Regulation) 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that 
will apply if approval to log the area is obtained from 
the Ministry of Forests. The proposed prescriptions Will 
be available for viewing until March 4, 1993 at the 
location noted below, during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, 
any written comments must be made to Glen 
Thompson, District Manager at the Ministry of Forests, 
-Casslar Forest District, General Delivery Dense Lake, 
British Columbia, VOC 1LO. Telephone No. 604-771, 
4211, 
Form of. I Llcence Location Area Amendment  
Agreementt No, (he) Yes/No 
TSL A36353 Bob Qulnn FSR 28,0 No 
TSL A42514 Jasper Ck, Atlin !2.8 No 
TeL A42515 Jasper Ck, Atfln 10,5 No 
TeL A42517 Jasper Ck, Atlin 17.5 No 
TSL A42518 Jasper Ck, Atlin 10,5 No 
TeL A42519 Jasper Ck, AtlJn 9,2 No 
TeL  A42520 Jasper Ck, Atlln ' e.5 . • No 
A36365 Blue RiVer FSR 13.0 No .. 
:T~L:~,:!:::!" A36366: BlueRiverFSR 31.8 '  i iN0_  
qualifying clauses whatsoever and the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
All inquiries should be directed to Cheryl 
Morton, Forest Technician at the above 
addresll. PHone 638.3290. 
These works will be administered by the 
British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
B'B'm4UIZI 
TERRACE, B.C. 
MINISTRY OF 
HIGHWAYS 
Sealed tenders marked T,BlI035 
TERRACE to provide labour and 
materials for.renovations at 4825 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. for the Ministry of 
Highways will be received until 3:00 PM, 
January 22, 1993, and those available at 
Ihat time will be opened in public at: 
B.C. Buildings Corporation 
2918 S. Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X5 
There will be a mandatory pre-tei~dci' sile 
tour at 9:00 A.M. 10eel.time OnJunuary 
• 18, 993. Participantswill meeton-site.; 
Tender documentswill be available at the: 
site tour for. General Contraciors!.~nly. 
Tender documentsmay be.Viewed 'ui 'the 
Terntee Construction Associati0nl -.. 
The Corporation reserves the right to 
rejecl tenders frbm any btddei's who are 
under restrictions, or,;= who -: in' the 
reasonable Opinion of the C0rp6rution, am 
deemed incapable"of~prov ding the' 
necessary labour° materiaL~, :  ~,upplies,, 
equipment, financial ormanagement- 
resources to perform the Work in a 
satisfactory manna ~ " 
If you require any fur[.her~iqform~tioh, ; 
please contact Barry Book in Terfiee at 
638-3674 . . . . .  
copy of Cdsis of Consdence by Raymol I 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758, 29t~ 
MARSHALL JIM (Birth Name~ uee.'] , 
1971 Mills ieraodalHosp~=, ,lerra¢ , 
B.C.Your bldh nlother and birth faidt~ 
woukl love to meet you. Contactl Marl 
Jane,J~ c/o Box 4173, Whitehors(, 
Yuk6n.. Y1A 3S9. Phone 668.2312.¢r 
668-3562,,, 4p37 
ATTRACTIVE, Considerate, intelligent 
P, lngb Woman 40's, Rnanctally and emo- 
ik,~slly 'secure. Loves mu~, loves to 
dance. Ukes hiking, skiing, reading, Good 
senSel of humor;:' Seeking active, ener. 
ge~ man:wlth slmiW In t~,  Rap!, to 
R~ 'e,::~7 ~ Avo.,,T~=o,. ~ =,a 
- , . • . . 
26. Personals 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your flee 
RESTAURANT Equipment for sale. Call 
635-7855 or 635-3735 after 10 p.m. 3p39 
25. Business op.~rtunitles 
IDEAL HOME BASE Business, MLM Mar. 
ketingConsumable Products, Perfect for 
single mom's or couples. Call for 2 mln. 
recorded message 561-6483 - 24hr. 4p36 
3611 Cottonwood 
Are yo u haunted by the 
bills of Christmas past? 
See us land let us show 
you how to put Some 
extra cash in your 
"' " r pocket  s .  
Avco Financial ServiCes 
4eaT.A  i . : i¢ | i~ i  ' : "  " 635-2826 
^v=~°..T .~t¢- ,~: , ~. 
ellelse With the Public on environmental 
! 
::.i i~v 
Area Logging 
Engineer 
" ' Choice of home base: Prince Rupert or.Terrace, 
; "  with 220,000 m 3 operating under Forest IJcence, we are 
. the major licenseeholder inthe Nodh CoastForest District 
. . . .  , i:.andaie seeking an accomplished RPF{o represent the 
• :i !~:: comPany one year,roun d,full.time and permanent basis, 
!:" ~ :~:i;iiil !~ii-:! With' the emphasis onensudng high engineering Standards 
• • ' ~:~!iiii~i;~ to'maintain safe envir0nmentally.sound a cost-effective 
~i..~!i.~i#!,i 0per,qtlon's, y0U will: • provide all forest engineering from 
A strongly ~ 
independent role for 
an experienced RPF 
This position requires a highlY motivated individual with 
excellent communication skills, experience in staff relations, 
negotiation and program developmdnt. 
Experience in working with people with mental challenges 
is required, The successful appl!cantw]!l have a Bachelor of 
Social Wor'..: degree or other relevant degree and or 
equivalent expedence and tral~ing, 
Duration of position will be depen'dent O n, the length of 
incumbment's maternity leave. 
Salarywillbe based on qualifications and experience. 
Resumes are to be submitted to: 
Terrace and ,District Community Semite° Society 
• ' #i - 3215 Sby Street 
Terrace, BC 
• " V8G lX6 '  
, " ' A t tent ion :  M ike  Bdauso le l l  
.. Closing Date: Januah/31, 1993 
" ' " " I ' 
I DO YOU NEED HELP?I rienc s o
Co,,=t=~7~Fo, H m. M',SB~,~o--. I File 11,4647 Lazelle ve. Terrace, BC 8G 1S8 
Some Serv lcet~ Inc lude:  -Horne=i t t ing  | . . . .  . ' 
-Shop ldng  • Ch i ld  Cam - Snow Shove l ln ' .  I 
' Au re.DE ,E i 194H"s'635"6181 I 14, NoGt35J7668 ' J [ " their children express their ~J 
sincere thanks to all their I~J 
[ SALESPERSON REQUIRED i fr iends for the food trays, ~J THEFT on Deo. 28. The residence on floral arrangements nd Pd limitless as sl~ace 
5006 Mcconnell was broken into. Stolen sympathy messages 
from this address are the following: 1 
1991 Yamaha Phaser ShowmoEle, 1 2 ! We have an opening for a commission | received when we lost our ~ 
H.P. Sears Air Compressor, 1 Ackland beloved son and brother ,~ 
~cWeldor(Buzzbox),l 14' Makita Cut. i salesperson' to start immediately. A high I Jeff. We are grateful for a l l~  
off saw, 1 set 350 (+030) Pistons and 
Rods, Several power drills & grinders, 1 I school diploma, neat appearance and the | your kindness at this time. ~ 
handBeaChtools.T°°l chest.A reward'A sutstantialis offeredV°lumeto any°f ! ability to deal directly with the public is a | . : . . .~ . ,~ , .~~~, j  32. Legal Notices 
anonymous call with leads to the recoven] I must. Experience. preferred but wil l  be | I - I I~nnv  _':In = _~i¢=I 2 ~  
of the above. Phone 635.5629. 2p39 I willing to.train an exceptiOnal person. Good I ' .,.-t-r,s• _ _ _. ~""  ~ ' " '  I In, Lov ing-  " - " ~_J'"'"'°'"'"'~"°""°'°' ""'°;"'°' ~ I f   
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH | commissions avadable and .also parent | ~ Remembr~ce iNVmTlOM TO TENDER 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 Sealed tenders for the following Survey 
| company bonus plans in effect from time to | I ?-,,/ . .4 =~' )  I of aden dr aughter and !ov!ng Contrads will boreceived no later than the 
Sunday School(all ages) Jl time, For appointment__ contact: _1 I /HAPPY '='" ~ I sister Gad Marie Sandhals following dates and times by Ihe District 
10:559:45 Worship Service "1 ' THORNHILL  MOTORS I I " ~_:_,;.t.AR~/~tl.Ut V.#"~ I who was taken from us Manager Kalum Forest District, 
I~ ,~ ' .T . -~  J~J I suddenlyDec. 28,1988. Her Free to grow survey SgS'R05.O20 e iii 
' ~Fllliruery S; 1903 lS:30; 
I ' ! Pa~ffir.,~n~,,~;.;Ron,•, .~,.~,~;, J"  Orrr, ',, ,! '~ ;.:,~,!~ ¥1~ ~;:: Tli!RRACEiB:C;~ i ~ :~:  :!'i - |~ ,.~u~"~:;[~l ; .~-  /_L~t;, I l l  I~ -~%UrMom,  Dad, brot-hers Dave, ~r,,ahl:&.Weed13, 1993 13:30;Renan S93ROS.o22SS3ROS'O21:FebruarYFebruary 2 , 1993 
/~NIRVANA i~ETAPHYS,C &' r: I i ~ ~  "~e~- '~:  I I Norm, Deb and fam,,y, . 1,:309 RegenlSurvlval S03R05.023 March 1. 
HEALING CENTRE TERRACE AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY " 199313:30; • Plllntablllty SO3R05.024 March 8, 1003 
Student of Reflexology completing SERVICES SOCIETY CHOICES PROGRAM I ~ ~'~o'~j, ~ .  Help Open doors for 13:S0. 
practicum, F~Appolntment Require., a Relief Program Director to co-ordinate the I ' ~ / ("- / °  " ,"~ Tenders will be opened in public at the time 
J ~" ~ .  ,<~ Diabetes  eveningsand Saturdays call services We provide to people who are mentally challenged, ol closing. 
635-7776. Our services include community and residential programs. I A --' ~ Please Tenders will not be considered having any 
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Feature 
Home .By 
Nestled 
.In 
the 
country 
You will find all tSe country 
comfort one could imagine. 
Expedcnc e it all with this five 
bedroom handcrifted log 
home. Skylights in the living 
are highlight the hardwood 
flooring, What log home is not 
complete without a heatilator 
fireplace to curie up beside? 
Don't be  fooled, this log 
home is larger than it looks 
with a full basement and work- 
shop. There's even enough 
room to expand into the attic 
area. Keep the rec room warm 
as toast with this brand new 
RSF Wood stove. 
Access from the kitchen are 
leads onto a large deck that 
views part of the 5.53 acres. 
Outside highlights incude a 
large greenhouse and an out- 
side sauua. 
If  your're out for a drive to 
enjoy the winter wonderland, 
this property is located in Old 
Remo; near  the Skaarland 
Road. ...... 
:! Asking, $124,500 MLS. The, 
owaers are very accommpdat~ 
jog,for appointmenls.+'For~zffor~ ~' 
information, Copy of the lis(ing 
Sad Property Condition Dis- 
closure Statement, survey cer- 
tificate or a. appointment to 
view, contact Gordie Sheridan 
at Re/Max of Terrace. 638- 
1400. 
_~__, n r 
i'+i: 
Skylights 
highlight 
living area 
, . . . . . .  Wmghtman & Smmth Realty Ltd /: 
' ~, ~ I i I I /  " . 3227 Ka lum Street,  Terrace, B.C. " . / "  ~ i~~-~(~i  " . : 
• t.a=, 635-6361 
~+'+ Z ~+~ :,: -'+~ ~: :+, ! ;~:+~Z~ 
HORSESHOE 
Great family home In immaculate 
• condition. Features 2 natural gas 
fireplaces, 6 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms and large rec room, 
This is Jud welkin9 distance from 
echooh end downtown. Call 
Gordie Olson for your appointment 
tovlew, Priced at $119,900, MLS 
;+ :,¥0 U R. 0 W-N ,H 0 M E.?~-,+ :, ++ 
Hereis y'oui chanceto pick one of 
the large lots now available on the 
bench in Phase I of the new 
'UPLAND SUBDIVISION'. Call 
Gordle Olson for more Information 
end ask about he Vendor financing 
that Is available, Priced st $29,750 
each. MLS 
LOCATION PLUSI 
Located close to downtown, plus 
having 5 bedrooms, double carport, 
large sundeck, spacious family 
room, a separate workshop, a wood 
fireplace, end o natural gas fireplace, 
are ust a few qualities of this home 
that make it very desirable, Call Ted 
now, Asking $136,500. MLS; 
Attractive residential lot In prime 
location in town. Underground 
services, paved street, and is ready 
for your new home. Cell Gordie 
,Olson for more Information. Prlcedi + 
• at $21,900, Ex¢(,..:,. ~ . . . . . .  
COMFORTABLE AND 
CLEAN 
This 12x64 1967 Melody Mobile 
Home has two bedrooms and two 
additions for storage nd entrance. !1 
I is very affordable at $10,000 MLS, 
I CalITed Todayl 
,6 I 
AFFORDABLE COMFORT 
• 12x68 mobile .12x28 addition 
• fireplace .shop. 
Askln~ $53,500 MLS 
SUPER STARTERII 
With this very well maintained 680 
sq, ft. plus basement home. Two 
bedroom up and one down, Rec 
room. Natural gas heat, Paved 
driveway, 60x165 lot, Call Jim today 
about this listing priced et $79,900 
M L S . ~  
BETTER, TAKE A LOOK 
::PricEd at only $~,500, this very 
-.affordable 1070 s~ ft,, 3 bedroom 
home, featuring N/G heat, 2 baths 
firsplacel single garage, sundeck 
and fenced backyerd maybe just 
what you've been looking for. 
Located near schools end 
downtown. For your perSon~,l 
appointment o view, call Has. 
MLS, 
o + m '++ ...... ........ 
+ ++:+, . . . .  
: :" ++,'+~:+ 
:!i +++ ++ 
$tan Parker Jim Dully Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes 
635.4031 635-6688 638.1945 , 635.5382 
ON THE BENCH 
• 11oo sq. It, .4 bedrooms 
• N/G heat .Pull basement 
~kina $105.500 MLS 
LAKESHORE PROPERTY 
This year round lakeshore home 
located on Lake!le Lake Is a 9era at 
a property. 99 feet of lake frontage, 
Shallow beach which Is great for 
young children. Home Is 1298 sq. ft,, 
on the main floor with 314 basement, 
Two bedrooms, Hardwood floors, 
Call Jim about his exclusive listing 
with Century, 211 ~ 
OPPORTUHII'Y~ ~ : ;  
Excellent building lot dose to the 
downtown core, The property is 
approximately one acre in dze end 
fronts onto Lezelle Avenue end Park 
• Avenue, Zoning is R.3 which will 
allow for condruct]on of a 25.42 unit 
apartment building, For more 
Information call Hans. MLS, 
~:~.~: ~ti~ 
I >J++ {i++ 
Hans Stach 
635-5739 
CUTE ~ COZY 
Is the best way to describe this lifting 
In the Horseshoe. This home offers 
1200 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 1beth, N/G 
fireplace, 16x20 storage shed, and 
fenced 70x132 lot. Located within 
walking distance to schools and 
downtown, Asking $S9,000 MLS, 
FOR SALE - RENT OR 
LEASE 
Commercial building with 3 bedroom 
suite, 1130 sq, ft. on main level with 
suite on second level. Separate 
entrances, Can be rented or leased 
separately. Well located in 
downtown area, Call Laurie for 
viewing, MLS 
+ ;, 
..... FAMILY HOME IN ++` 
HORSESHOE 
1150 sq. ft. family home, 3 level split. 
very • well maintained, 3 bedroom 
i . ensuite, large fully equipped swimming pool, Ideally located near 
schools In Horseshoe area. Asking 
$110,000. MLfi Cell Laurie, 
Shaunce Krutsselbrink Ted Garner 
635.5382 635.5619 
QUESTION ABOUT I T?  
II 
EXTRAI EXTRA! CALL US 
ABOUT ITI 
Truly one of Terrace's finest homes, 
This home offers 2250 sq. ft, of lung " 
space on.the men floor pl,,! 1 eSl4 
basb~nl, II ~ io  Iselures -7 
bedrooms, Ilvlnll room; dining room, 
family room, rec room, 4 bethrooma, 
N/G hot water heat, attached 
garage, workshop and'much, much 
more. For more Informofion or your 
personal appointment to view cMI 
Hans. MLS 
WANTED-LISTINGS 
New listings required ior a 3 
bedroom, non.b.ement rancher In 
town. A 4 or e 6 plex, and also • 5 to 
10 acre hobby farm, Call John at the 
office or at 635.9312 evenings. 
11 ACRES ,4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE 
Developed farm with majority flat 
land with barns, outbuildings, 
fencing. Home end buildings are 
very basic. Asking $33,fi00, MLS 
Located on Ferry Road In 
Cedarvele. Call Laurie for details. 
John Nagy 
635.9312 
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
++++,.~ 
+ !~i++ 
, ,  ;:;+ . . . .  , m,  
3807 Belong Cres MLS $229,500 
L dick evans 
2 
,.+:.L ~ ..... F m m m ~ ~ ~  
,935 Twedle MLS $124,700 
I experience In 
[ real es~te. 
I 6SS-4773 
lerlka P elletler ] 
, f 
. SLt.++-~ I 
F~ i  ,+ -.~ 
! L + 
Woodgreen Condo " ~  I 
1 brm + den MLS $54,900 5328 Mountain Vista (EXCL) $104,5001 #111-3616 Larch MLS 
IFYOUTHINK |:! iil ~i~ ~ ~ i ,  ~ .  
experience counts and you might be ' . . . . .  • ~ ~:~;~ a , ,  ~]~: : ,  +-~ :.~ 
considering buying or selling, phone * :  ~'~ ,~; : ' ?~ +~+ ,.+.~ +~ : 
638.1400 and ask for Gordie ~ ~ i a l ~ ; ]  +,,+,,+~+,+,,~+++, . . . .  
sheridan. Complete package of ~ " ~+~+~+':?++ +'~+:+~++~++ 
l+ + .... ++ 
'!2 ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... listings available. Market evaluations. 
Experienced, trustworthy and 
knowledgeable, 2107 Pear MLS $54,500 4640 Goulet Ave. MLS $76,900 
INCOME INVESTMENT 
Four Imu+ condos, Gas fireplace, oak ++ ...... ' .... ' i i~  +++++~ 
i ~  "~ ..It:l)++" .+ . . . .  ;+~ ++~+++.+ ,, an+, exce,e+, co+oo, + excee+ 
$2,500 per month, $194,000, EXCLUSIVE for 
the package, Call G0rdie or John, Kroyer Road (MLS) $69,900 ......... 4730 Loan MLS $118,500 
I 6~.47Sl - -  ~ 
gordle sheridan 
1 6zs'2597 
I Joyce flndlay 
5 BFIMS, 4.94 AC MLS 
$114,900 
Spacious "West Cos=t" bungalow offers 
over 2,000 sq. ft. of family living. 
Formal dining plus country kitchen. Lrg 
mstr bedroom with ensulte and patio 
door onto private balcony. To view, call 
Steve NOW. 
13 ACRES,  $29,900 
Spectacular City & Mountain View. This 
'estate' sized property overlooks clly of 
'Terrace & Skeena Valley. It Is truly one 
of the last oppodunllles to build your 
dream home. I also have several other 
acreages. Call Steve. 
1 ACRE PLUS 
"This large lot on Queensway Is ready 
for your new home/mobile. Hydro, 
water, natural gas & eeptlo eystam are 
already on the property. Don't put It off. 
Call Steve NOW. 
I experlenne in 
I real estide, 
I 638-0047 
I Steve cook 
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A 
] 
ooo, o,,.,o,r.o,.oco.. .A,. 
:overed  dock  " ' " , " "  ! ~ ' ~ " '  1264 SO,  FT. I{~,4  M=:): 
, 
FT. (1174.  M=) - (~',.., ' !-~_., ...... ': '] ,_~:~,. ~.- ,~;.~" " - - :~~/~~:  - "  
~,5'0" (13.7 M) " ~" ~ - : ~ ~  
40'6" (12.4 M) LOWER FLOOR PLAN 
House Plans Available Through 
. :'" 
' z'zace  aJ.Mezs 
 oeate¢  
MEMBER OF " r lM.BR.MARTS LTD.  
3207 Munroe,  Ter, race 
635-6273 
.. :~ ~ ,  ~H! 
THE PERFECT FAMILY HOME 
This attractive 2 storey home 
features 4 bedrooms, 3 
bathrooms, 2 large family rooms, 
oak cabinets in the kitchen, 
separate dining. 2x6 
construction. This is a wonderful 
home for the large family. A must 
see... CaJl Wanda for an 
GREAT, ¢ 
featuring na' 
Approx. 1,0 
space. Has seen some recent 
renovations. Close to all 
amenities. Priced to sell $69,900 
MLS. Call Suzanne, 
AFFORDABLE ACREAGE 
LEASE ON LAKELSE 
Commercial space available in 
central core. Great for a 
"Sandwich Tree Restaurant" or 
retail business,. Call Shella. 
ACREAGE ON MEDEEK 
Over 2 acres zoned for multiple 
dwelling. Well maintained 4 
Grocery 
LAUNDROMAT 
&CARWASH 
r "  - - r "  - - -  -,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
location for your revenue 
producing dwelling. Call Derick 
for details MLS. 
PRIVACY GUARANTEED 
With this lovely wooded 19.6 
acre parcel minutes from town, 
Spring Creek runs through the 
front portion of the property, 
Askin R ~46~500 MLS. Call Joy. 
INVESTMENT ON THE 
CHARLOTTES 
fully equipped restaurant with 
liquor + cabaret license located 
on 1/2 acre on Shingle Bay In 
WHY PAY RENT 
CLOSE & CONVENIENT 
Attractive family home close to 
schools & hospital. Brand new 
addition includes 3 bedrooms, 
master bath and ensulte. Large 
lot with fenced back yard and a 
new garage for the handyman. 
For a private viewing call Doug 
at 638-17t 5 - Listed at $116,500 
Take a look at this 3 bedroom 
condo with full basement located 
in town. 1 1/2 baths. This is a 
good place to start. Asking 
$46,900 MLS. Call Dave. 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
and the price has been reduced 
on this 1100 sq. :ft. home. This i appointment to View. $154,500 Very picturesque property has a bedroom 'home with paved I 
MLS.~r : i  ~' . . . .  lot to  offer including septic parking double baygarage, RV.I e~/ i  I / 'A / I  I I I  MLS; home has had some nlce' 
'," i : , '  ;,-" ; : "  ' systom.'. ~.In ..~sp~.~,,~ and, :an storage. Shel'~-, EXCL. ~ ..... : ~ i I , :~ ' I .U~; r~LUIV I  ST, Sand,pit. op , , ,  ,o o,... : ,~ Y0JR:=:;'N E ~ '~ '~ ' ' :~ :u  uw ~i~, i :~  renovations recently. There's 2 
' ' = . . . .  ' =; ~ . . . . . .  ' . . . .  ~ ~ large bedrooms, ,could easi y,be.. - ~ -'~"~ ' ~'" • ~ " ~ . ................................ ~, , .: !:: %': ~;.':; .'~' ~I .~ ~-- ~...- . . . . .  ~ .~  :::~..~;.!!~: Joy for more lqto~ ML~. , , unfinished .home. :Call Suzanne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~(3reat converted back 
d ~ 
~'3~.  ~ r g ~  ~ ~: MOBI~E~!HOMEy TERRACE ':': '~"~'" today'%'V '*n~;o'r~='li~fo':'o'n' this TATOGGA I~AKE RESORT" ~ . : '  $179,000. OWNYOtJ'R"OWN~i~=I~A'i~D" Family business on busy Hwy, J . who wants to develop their:own kitchen, a separatefamily~room. 
There's 2 storage sheds. Good I TRAILER PARK 159.83 acres " priced to sell for When you purchase this 105 - . ' • $48 000 MLS . home. Two acres of room w th 
Vacam ano reaay for quick , • 37  Norm with year.: round J - , . .  .. acre farm" in Cedarvaie. This cltv convenience $27500 MLS garden area and lot ls completely. | 
possession, Features 3 ~ ~ ~ potential. 46 seat fully equipped I Fray reasonab le  01Ter homestead has 3 homes Call Doug at 638:1715 " fenced with chain nk fenclng. l  
bedrooms, nat, gas heat and hot : .. . . . . . . . . .  restaurant, cabins RV camping I wil I be considered surrounded • by fertile, soil and ' ' Fairly new appliances - cou d be | 
Water. New flooring in  living 0,/¢~ A~llr.a . : hydro, telephone etc. Located 5 I ' ' nestled in the valley under the ' negotiable. Forthe asking price | 
room, kitchen and hallway. Call Woodland Park-Sheila/Joy hours from Terrace. Cell Sheila J See Derick Seven S stere Mountains. Price 33x100 COMMERCIAL LOT of $61,000 MLS.. For more = 
Dave NOW! Asking $14,900 MLS, . ' for info & plcsl " ' ' I ' to sell e,t $1'99,500. Call Joy or on Grelg Ave. - Sheila ' details Call Dave Now. 
' ' " " : I Shells, MI'S. , ,, 
i ' : : :  NRS PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  . : 
I . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  N . . . . . . . . .  
I I  . J ohn  Currle Joy Dover Dave Reynolds Suzanne Gleason Doug Misfeldt Derick Kennedy Wanda Waiberg Shalla L 
635,9598 ' 635-7070 635-3126 638-8198 638-1715 . 635 '3042 635-3734 • 635-3004 
QUICK POSSESSION 
Well maintained full basement home. 3 
bedrooms, approx. 1126 square feet, 
natural gas heat and hot water. Two 
sliding doors leading onto a large full 
length patio, 65'x132' lot fully fenced in 
the back.Asking $114,900,00 MLS 
MOVE RIGHT IN 
Older rural home with new vinyl siding, 
i nat. gas heat, over 1160 sq. ft. of living 
area, 2 bedrooms, laundry area, entry side 
i perch, separate shop, drilled well, situated 
on a 89)(261 ft. lot, price includes fridge, 
stove, washer & dryer, Asking $79,500,00 
MLS 
4700 sq. ft, presently used as a restaurant. 
Full 4700 sq. ft. basement. Upper floor 
above restaurant is 5000 sq. ft. MLS 
$65o,0oo,0o. 
PUTTHE CITYATYOUR FEET 
Enjoy the sparkling city Ilghts at night from 
this beautiful Immaculate 1940 sq, ft. full 
basement view home. Living room, didng 
room, kitchen and master bedroom area all 
facing the panoramic view of Terrace.MLS 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Commercial Building on 4600 Block 
Lakelse. Lower level currently leased. 
2600 sq. ft, main level and 1800 sq. ft. on 
the upper level. Natural gas fired hot 
water heat. Excellent holding property! 
MLS $149,500. 
MORTGAGE HELPER 
1980 sq. ft. building with part basement, 
carport, 1 bedroom suite for owner, and 2- 
two bedroom suites for income. Nat. gas 
and electdc heat, storage & laundry under.• 
1 bed. suite. Large lot in Thomhill, units 
are non-deforming. Asking $112,000,00 
MLS ~':" " 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Located on a quiet street on the 
southskie, 1266 sq. ft, home on full 
basement ~th 4 bedrooms and 2 
bathrooms. 6 bench sauna, games room 
& re¢ room all downstairs. Make an offerl 
Exclusive. 
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE 
Zoned highway commercial this 1.2 acre: 
paJcel provides high vislbilit/and easy 
aocess, The north and south boundaries 
$OUTHSIDE LIVING 
Excellent quality family home on the 
southside. 4 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 
ensuite off master bedroom. Pmtially 
finished b~ement. Natural gas heat. 
Exclusive. } 
i i 1 '  i i i i 
ZONED MULTI-FAMILY : 
border on Seaton Ave, with over 300 feet J Water avaiiable,, your. Window to 
of frontage on the highway access road. J opportunity :is just~a phone call awayl 
Usted$57,500,O0 MLS , MLS ,!< i: 
• " 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 
Brand new 3 bedroom home in quiet cul- 
de-sac on the south side, Many features 
including a jacuzzi tub, marble entry way 
and concrete patio, sidewalks and 
driveway. MLS 
i i i i i H I  i i 
INDUSTRIAL LOT HWY. 18 WEST 
: Propen'y is Cleared, chain link fencedand 
is 148 frontage by 454 ft, (1,5 Acres)in 
sizel Property fronts on the Highway and 
Brooks Sireet to the east. Ideal JocalJon for 
a Truck Shop and storage, Pdce 
$e5,0oo,0o MLS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II 
• ~,~, .  - 
635.5754 
Christel Godlinski 
635.5307 
- -  N~Ew & AFFORDABLE 
A new 3 bedroom home in a small 
subdivision south of town. Concrete patio, 
sidewalks and driveway with lawn and 
shrubs, 2 bathrooms & many added 
features. MLS 
i i i i i 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
Stretching from Park to Davis in the 4600 
block, 1.22 acres presently zoned R2, 
services available on both streets. 
Potential development property. Asking 
$159,500,00 MLS 
},. ~ !: 
Joe 
COZY COTTAG E- LARGE LOT 
Close to an acre lot with frontage on the 
Skeena and a charming 3 bedroom, 1/2 
basement home, that has been upgraded. 
Nat. gas heat, patio door off the kitchen to 
the. rear yard, lots of parking and garden 
workshop for puttering, Asking ~2,900. 
MIR " , ,  
• 'CHOICE INDUSTRIAL 
ACREAGE 
Se~ced by two roads, excellent Highway 
exposure, cleared, located between a 
Truck dealership and Gas Key Lock in 
Thomhill, over 7.7 acres. 
IIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i~£< 
#84-3616 LARCH AVENUE, 
Nice and dean t4'x70' mobile home with 
an add t on Un qua layout provides :for/ 
spacious living. Built-in china cabinet, 
fadory fireplace and built-in dishwaSher 
are just some of the extra featureslhat 
sets this mobile apart from ~e) ~them, 
MLS ':.':: ~:  ! ~ 
I I I I 
THORNHILL DEVELOPMENTPRoPERTY • 
91 acres of prime subdMsi~i prbperty 
located on the I£rtimat High~ityi, ln.the,- 
Proposal 'sulXINt. ~Churchill Drive area. 
sion plan would incerporate"ylew and 
interior lots. Plans of 140 lot subdivisiorl= 
available to qualified purchaser(. • , 
Ron Redden ~ Lynda Boyce" ~ .r~, , 
; ili'i 638-1915 , /  :i i d 638'1073 ' ' '  
( 
i 
i 
Unique 
features 
enhance 
efficient 
design 
By M. TYNAN 
this atlraetive basement 
• home, designed to suit a 
lot which slopes down to 
: the road, features a fash- 
iofiable stucco exterior 
and a bold high entrauce. 
Carefiflly designed to 
follow the contours of a 
natural slope, the p"lan fea- 
tures a partially exposed 
baseme,t, and st;zirs which 
have been conveniently 
divided for the main par- 
tially exposed basement, 
and stairs which have b[en 
conveniently divided for 
the  main entrance: three 
leading to the entrance, 
a,d three from a suuken 
foyer to the main hall. A 
.:'seco,d; cathedral style, 
entrance can be found just 
! oi;f'the garage, 
.'An ol)en l)hi|| for the 
living/diuing room pro- 
vides a sl!acious area for 
entertaining, ;rod fc'atures 
" a,'stylish ~corner window 
: a,d a firei)lace. A pocket 
'door leads iuto a gourmet 
style kitchen complete 
wilh a handy work island 
apd a Walk-in panlry. Tlie 
fafiiily room, open to the 
kiic.i~en, offers a comfort- 
: ab~le ~'::area for informal 
ga.therings, with plenty, of 
- ; : roo lu  to arra,ge f t l r t l i sh -  
ings to your liking. 
TWO " se.condary 
bedrooms sharc a three 
:pie¢c bath with a swirl 
": tub." ihc mastei" bed roon'i 
~. feaftii'eS,,,.a large walk-in 
~;closet'"'imtJ a five piece 
~ensaite with double sinks 
:7 .  r J  '~ '•  ' ' " :  ,~ . t  
~; .~An,unfinishcd basement 
~awaits your own creative 
t&/~:h;,, , ,  ' 
] i  . :l ians f0i: B,736 may be 
" obtained for $395 for a 
package of.five complete 
sets of working prints 
and  $39 for each addi- 
tional set of the same 
v plan. Allow $15 extra to 
coyerthe i:ost of postage 
-and handling (B.C. resi- 
dents '  add. applicable 
sales tax 'to plan to- 
tal)(All Canadian resi- 
dents add 7% GST to 
plan total 'plus postage 
and Imndling). 
This is one of our new 
:-designs. Many innova- 
tive plans are now avail- 
able in our NEW Ranch- 
er  plan •catalogue for 
.:$9.58. including postage 
"and-hand l ing  .and 7% 
:GST. ', 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visa, or'Ma,~terCard au- 
thorizatiom, payable• to: 
Terrace Standard Plan 
o f , the  Week, 13659-  
.l()gtb Avenue, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2K4. 
~.' ".: .~. ,~:; !. "~,'~¢ ~,. 
-. ~ .~-. 
A Salute To 
Our Bestseller 
~.~:~ .::.:::.::~:::..?.:.:.,~:.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~N~!N~;* ~*~iii;::iii::iiiiiiii::ili::!::~i 
~!~~i ; : :~  ! :i ~::~i~  
~$,. :~:~:~ 
. : ' . : ~ i ~ l l  
SHEILA LOVE 
- l i / l l  
,lOtlH I~IRRIE 
PRESlI~NT OF NI~ P IM~ a Ct~E (r 9~ LTD. 
to e~md congratui~ons to 
SHBI.JS, LOVE on ~ainlng the position 
of'lOP ~=~J .E~N for the month 
d December 1992. 
i~  m l i r~  ol bu~ or ~l~ I~ur home 
end wedd ike e cum~ w~uelon of I~ ptment 
:}!~ 8~dk~: Ib l  t~uid N w~t  IdUled I0 e~dlt yoo, 
:FOR A~91~ANOE WITH ALL YOUR 
RIL~L F..~'ATE RE~UIREME~, CALl. 
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EAL E STATI? 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
JOHN EVANS 
on his 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of December. In 
recognition of this accomplishment, 
John is pleased to make this month's 
donation to the Burkett Trust Fund. 
TOP CONTRIBUTING 
.:.,:~.,.~.~. 
MLS OFFICE . . . .  ........... 
TERRACE-  1992 
! ~':-. ;'~i~ ~ . . . .  " ' "  
~ i  ! ~ s  ~:  ":". ~!:/' ~;' 
i:. ~::' ~ . . . .  , ". 
John Evans, President of Re/Max of Terrace is proud to congratulate his team on 
being the Number I Terrace office of Multiple Listing Service contributions through 
the Northwest Real Estate Board during 1992. 
With experience, dedication and teamwork, Re/Max of Terrace has been able to 
assist many sellers and buyers in satisfying their real estate needs. 
Re/Max of Terrace would like to thank all our clients and friends who have helped 
us obtain this distinction and we look forward to providing you with the same "ABOVE 
THE CROWD" service during 1993, 
........ !iil.i 
N 
Veme Ferguson 
635-3389 
638-1721 
Dennis Ussimore 
638-6O93 
. • . . :  . . . .  
~5-~ 
HOUSE AND SHOP CONVENIENT, QUIET AREA 
Beautiful 6 B/R Bungalow on large lot I good as new - this 3 B/R; I'A Bath 
at end of dead end street, in quiet i Rancher has I~ts to offer those tired of 
fam'ily"areeTqto~i~:',c~ools?~a~;tt" ;climbing stai~;..I.e~scaped and fen-; 
large sundeck, 9 =enhouse, screened ced with dr l~& patio. Ceil today for 
gazebo and 18'x34' .insulated and furtherinfo. OIga 635.3833. $109,900 
heated shop. $149,900. MLS Call 
Dennis 638.8093. 
LOCATION, LOCATION, 
LOCATION 
Convenient, cozy and situated in the 
prime location of the Horseshoe. This 
3 B/R home has fenced rear yard, 
driveway is paved and within walking 
distance to corner store tennis courts, 
Elementary schools and High 
Schools. Priced to sell at $114,900. 
Cell Olga 635.3833. 
DUPLEX IN THORNHILL 
Great investment Live n one side 
with 3 B/R and full basement and let 
your rental half help pay the 
payments, For $129,951, Exclusive 
with Ric 635.6508. 
TEN ACRE PARCEL 
on corner of Old Lakelse and Ziegler 
Rds. Also 6 acre parcel. Close to town 
and private. Ideal for your mobile, 
modular or to build. $34,500 & 
$29,500. Call Verne 635-3389. MLS, 
EXCELLENT STARTER 
$63,900. Nice family home on quiet 
street. Over 1100 .sq. -ft.. newly 
renovated, 3 B/R Mobile with N.G. 
heat & fenced yard. Bonus: 16'x24' 
wired shop. Call Dennis 638-8093 
MLS 
ROAST CHESTNUTS 
IN TIlE FIREPLACE 
of this 6 bedroom home in Thornhill. 
On s lot 91x204 you get a garage, 
large sundeck, wood shed an~ 
greenhouse. Inside a dining room, 
galley kitchen, large living room for 
entertaining and rec room. For 
$97,500 get moving with Brenda 
EXC. 636.1721. 
BACK TO BASICS 
Leave the huss[e and bussle o1 city lile 
~ndenJoy.nature at Its fin'est,' 230 acre 
Cedarvale farm, 35 acres fenced hay 
fields. 1 1/2 miles of river frontage 
might make a nice Fishing Lodge or 
RV Park. Seven Sisters Society has 
several hiking trails in area. 19 year 
old, 5 B/R home is on schools bus 
route. Green house and several out 
buildings. Call Diana 635-6236. 
• ,  . . . . .  , ,- ,: . ,  ;~  %:  . . ,  
SUPER STARTER ON DBL LOT 
home with large addition, Interior has 
been renovated, ncludes 4 
appliances. Adjacent lot could be sold 
or built on by new owner, MLS Call 
Ric today 635.6505. 
• ': ; Dave:Pa~er~ ~ :~: 
038-1579 
Diana Wood 
635-6236 
~!~.~ .... 
~'.i ":'~i: "• ~" :" ": 
!THINI(OF ITAs A RESUHI  
..... FoRYouR HOME 
Ze ! " . . . . .  
r~ , ;~ 
• - . .  
• . .  . ,  
! 
going after a job 
/ou have to offer. 
' Condition Disclosure Statement. 
s about the Cor~dition of ~our 
ovemcnts:you, ve ~ade~ar~legal. 
~f. 
ve purchaser with lots of useful can put your best foot forward 
" ' / ~.i -Thli*me.~iae'ma Io po~ rlbl¢ b): ,h~ ileM E,~iawFoUndatlo~:~'B~lilih Columbia: : .:• : '. : . . . . . . . .  
anti honest, And it'll go a long w 
F~ 
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BOAR 
" . " ' . N  
Sw,  mming BOYESd 1~k7 BREAS ' I~)Yrl 2~ 76 GIRj[ ~lS0moo~AC K (7 ~ Y~) 51.34 
McDonalds Invitational 6. George Joseph (1") 2:18.80 6- Amanda Hunter Cl) 58,25 
Below, the remaining results from GIRLS IOO FREE (7-8 yrs) GIRLS 50m BACK (9.10 yrs) 
last month'sT¢rraceBlueback swim 1- Slacy Bartel (K) 1:34.68 1- Audrey Erb ~T~ 43.77 
meet we were not able to run for lack 6. Amanda Hunter (T) 1:55.54 4- R. Armstrong ~ 49.08 
of space. GIRLS loom FREE (9-10 yrs) BOYS 50m BACK (7-8 yrs 1 
G1RLS200mIM(9-I0yrs) 1- AudreyErb (T) 1:23.05 1- R, Shearer (PR) 48.87 2- KevlnAndolfatto (1") 
BOYS 100m IM (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marcinklewicz (PR) 
3- Tristan Brown (T) 
4- Jason Kumpolt (l') 
5- Bryan Palahicky Or) 
GIRLS 200m IM (I 1-12 yrs) 
1- C, Young (K) 
4- Marina Cheekley ('1') 
GIRLS 200m IM (15 yrs up) 
[. Aimee Peacock (T) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (T) 
4- KIm Johnson (T) 
BOYS 200m IM (11-12 yrs) 
1-- Garth Coxford ('11) 
BOYS I00mBACK(II-12yrs) 4- DavldVanderlee (3") 3:12.25 
1:29.02 1- Garth Coxford ('13 1:20,14 GIRLS25m FLY (7-8 yrs) 
1:41,33 2- Chris Kerman cr) 1:24.78 1- J. llorwood (K) 21.27 
1:43.47 3- KevlnAndolfatto'(T) 1:25,54 4- Amanda Hunter ('13 24.20 
1:52.47 BOYS 100m BACK (13-14 yrs) GIRLS 25m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
1- David Vanderlee (T) 1:09,05 1- S. Fraser (BY) 25.13 
2:47.90 BOYS 100m BACK (15 yrs up) 3- IGiya Downs 0[3 28.27 
3:08.59 1- Greg Pike (K) 1:19,73 6- Desiree Peters OF) 35.70 
5- George Joseph (T~ 1:38,56 BOYS 25m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
2:37,91 GIRLS 50m BREAST(9-10 yrs) 1- Bryan Palaldcky (T) 26.65 
2:46.23 1- Randi Young (K) 45.89 3- Travis Murphy (T) 27.11 
3:35.10 2- Audrey Erb " (T) 47.27 6- IanTaylor (T) 27.89 
BOYS 50m BREAST(7-8 yrs) GIRLS 100m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
2:59.41 1- R. Shearer (PR) 58.56 1- J. Clement (K) 1:43.72 
2:59.54 2- LiamMurphy ('1"~ 1:12.02 3- Audrey Erb (T) 1:49.11 
1-AudreyErb  . (r) 3:18.20 
5- IL Armstrong (T) 3:45.42 
BOYS 2OOm IM (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 3:07.81 
3- Jason Kump01t Or) 3:29.06 
GIRLS 4OOm iM (15 yrs up) 
1- Aimee Peacock ('13 5:31.55 
2-TeriMaeKenzle (T) 5:50.68 
BOYS 4OOm IM (11-12 yrs) 
1- Garth Coxford (T) 5:49.57 
3- Chris Kerman (T) 6:35.81 
BOYS 400 IM (13-14 yrs) 
1- J. Stamhuis (PR) 5:07.52 
2- DevidVanderiee 0[3 5:22.46 
BOYS 400m IM (13-14 yrs) 
1- ; JamleKerman. .00  6:31.65 
2- D. MaeCormae (T) 6:37.41 
3- D. MacCormi~. : • (I") 6:45.32 
GIRLS:400m FREE (9-10 yrs] 
1, A. Prevost (PR) 6:22.02 
2- Audrey Erb- . (1") 6:28.72 
GIRLS 400m FREE (11-12 yrs) 
1, M;Sundin - " (PR) 5:15.59 
2- MarlnaCl~ckhy (1). 5:46.84 
GIRLS 400 FREE (15¥rs and up) 
1- Aimee Peacock (T) 4:57.52 
2-Tor lMaeKenzle ('D 5:11.87 
GIRLS 400m FREE (9-10 ym) 
1- R. Armstrong (7I) 7:10.53 
GIRLS 400 FREE (11-12 yrs) 
1- D. Colman , (PR) 6:04.69 
5- Jamleshriker 03  6:28.75 
6- StaYey Prltchard 03 6:47.48 
GIRLS 400 FREE (15 vrs up) 
1- KlmJolmson 03 6:25.46 
BOYS 4OOm FREE (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 5:50.55 
3-.T, ris~nlirown ' 03  6:55.30 
BOYS 400 FREE (11-12 yrs) 
I. Garth Coxford (T) 5:05.24 
4- KeviwAndolfatto 03 5:35.36 
5, ChrlsKprm~m- 03 5:39.56 
BOYS400m FREE (13-14 yrs) 
1~ .BavidVanderlee Or) 4:36.83 
5- Seth DOwns ' " Or)5:29.3s 
BOYS 400m FREE(9/10 Ins) " 
I- MikaelJmiStq~ .... 03~ 8:53.54 
BOYS400m FREE (11-12 yrs) 
1 -L B. Blsshopp (K) 5:46.44 
3, "lanMacCormae 03  6:41.83 
BOYS 4OOm' FREE (13-14 ?rs) 
1- B. Buchfink , (BV) 5:37.3S 
3-D.  Mad2ormac 03 5:47.61 
4- U. Ms/cCormae Or) 6:06.58 
GIRLS,50n~ FREE (7'-8 ~/rs) 
1- Slaty Barrel ... 39.24 
5- Amanda Hunter ~'~" • . 46,15 
GIRLS 50m FREE (9-10 yrs) 
R. ~s  miiS' • tl;~, 4L~0 
mRLS,~0m FREE (11-12 ~,~,) ' 
1- M.SUndin:-:, • ',(PR) 3L27 
3- Marin/iCheckley (T). 35.05 
GIRLS.5Om:'FREE (15 ym up)  ' 
1- Alm~ r~aeock' 03  30.06 
2- Torl:MaYKefizie :03 31.45 
BOYS 50m FREE (7.8 yrs) : . 
! -  R, S~arer ,  . (PR) 40,46* 
2.; LlamMurphy ,: :00: '59.73' 
S- K~.san'Sou~r 03 59.,88 4- T~mUD'~t~r~ ,1:04.08 
aOYS:50ili FREE (9.10 y~)! . • 
:1- Mai¢ihkiewicz, (PR) 35.81 
3-. Trishin:Bi'/~wn; ", "~T~ 39.36 
.Ja~/dKUmp6it'.: 00. 741.30 
5-' laii',Ta~idr :~;' , 00 41.9i 
6. Br~nr!~Si~ky 03 42.13 
BOYS 50m F~REB (11-12.~) .. 
l- GarthC0xford Or) 31.96 
3- KevlnAnddlfatta'(T) 33.27 
5-ChrlsKerman (r) 34.55 
BOYS'SOm FREE (13-14:ifrs) "
1-, Davld Vanderlee). 00 • 27.81 
BOYS 5Om FREE.f15 yrs up) 
1- Ed pike.~:~ ;,~,,' (K): .:28.98 
5- Georl~Joseph 00 '35A3 
GIRLS SOn~ FLY (7.8 yi's) ' :: , ' 
I-*'J. H6 ,rW~. i: .- (K):, 51.49 
4-  Amanda.Hunter (30 1:01.96 
GIRLS 50mFLY (9-10 yrs) ~ , 
l -  J.Clement • (K) 41.82 
3- AudreyErb 013 46.60 
BOYS 50m FLY (9-10 yrs) 
l-'Mafdnkiewicz ~ (PR) 41.28 
~ Trbthn Brown 'Or) 42.86 
3. ::Jasiin gumpolt - 01~ 46.68 
6- ' Travh MUrphy 0D I:OO.74 
~31RLS 2OOm FLY (15 yrs and up) 
1- Almee Peacock (T) 2:46.41 
22,:TodMacKenzle 03 2i51.29 
BOYS 200m"FLY-(II-i2 yrs) • 
1" r Ga~ COXfO~ ' ~ 3:05.96 
2- .  Kevia Andolfatto' Or) 3:16.95 
BOYS 200m FLY.(13-14 yrs)i , f 
1-, David Vanderlee ('I) 2:27.49 
'6q :Jal~ieLKerman ' ( I )  3:27.65 
GIRLS 25m Bieast (7-8 i)~s) " 
I-S~acy.Bartel'.: : *(K) 24.56 
6. Amanda,Hunter : 32.38' 
, BOYS 25m BREAST (7-8 yrs) 
1- : R, Shearer.' :,- '.(rg) 26.42 
2-* ',!~,m MuCphy: L ' O)  . ~2 '  57  
3. ,, Keagdn sourer : Or) 35.22 
4, Themes Demdzer (T) 42.66 
o~XLS iO0m'BReAS'r (9.10yn) 
l~..And~Y Erb '., • ';~T) 1:40.77 
6- ;R/'ArfitStron 8 ' (T) 2:02.19 
GIRLS:100m BREAST (H-12Jffs) 
1-~C. Y0ung • :. : (K) 1':24,82 
~4-' M!dn//Cheddey 03 1:37.72 
GIRLS lOOm BREAST(15 yrs dp) 
• 1- AlmeePeaeack 03  1:20.36 
"3,~KimJ01mmn ': 03 1:52.95 
BOYS IOOm BREAST (9,t0),rs.). 
I,. Marctnkimvicz (PR) 1:44.27 
3-BryanPala ldcky 03 1:53.52 
4- : lab T ay!or 03 1:56.56 
'5-'Jm0nKumpolt 013 1:58.88 
BOYS lO~a ~REAST ~11-12 yrs) 
.t, ~D; ni~holip.., (g) *. t:33.09 
6-. C l~. l~hnan (I') 1:43.09 
BOYS ioom BREAST (l~.14yr~ 
l - , J .S~mhuls  . (PR) 1:15.88 
4-:.l~vldVaaderlee 03 1:28.04 
5. R, Armstrong (I") 1:35.60 2- Thomas Demelzer (T) 1:06,76 5- Chris Kerman (3") 3:16.41 3- Thomas Demetzer (T) 1:25,14 5- R.Armstrong (T) 2:00,39 1 
GIRLS 100mFREE(ll-12yrs) 3- KeaganSoutar (T~ I 0843 BOYS200mlM(13-14yrs) BOYS 50m BREAST (9-10 yrs) GIP, LS100m FLY (15 yrs and up) L 
1- M. Sundin (PR) 1:08.36 5- LlamMurphy (T) 1:12,25 
3- Marina Checkhy (T) 1:18.13 BOYS 50m BACK(9-10 Fs) 
GIRLS 100m FREE~15 yrs up) 1- Marcinkiowicz (PR) 40.57 
1- Aimee Peacock (T) 1:04.39 3- Tristan Brown ('l') 47.63 
2- Torl MacKenzie (T) 1:08.17 4- hm Taylor (T) 49.78 
4- Kim Johnson CI') 1:22.70 5- Jason Kumpolt (T) 49.92 
BOYS 100m FREE (7-8 yrs) GIRLS 200m BACK (l 1-12 yrs) 
1- R, Shearer (PR) 1:30.30 1- M. Sundin (PR) 2:54:16 
2- Keagan Soutar (T) 2:28.80 2- Marina Checldey (T) 3:02.18 
BOYS IOOmFREE(9-10yrs) 6~ SarohThompson (T) 3:17,22 
1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 1:18.20 GIRLS 200m BACK (15 yrs up) 
3. Tristan Brown (T) 1:16.96 I- Ahnee Peacock (T) 2:35.92 
4. Jason Kumpolt (T) 1:31.82 2- Tort MacKenzie (T) 2:38,24 
5- lan Taylor (T) 1:37,91 BOYS 200m BACK (I 1-12 yrs) 
6- . Bryan Palahicky (T) 1:38.06 1- Garth Coxford (1") 2:44,17 
BOYS 1OO FREE (ll-12yrs) 2- Chris Kerman (I) 3:00,93 
l- N. Keartey (K) 1:13.46 3- KevinAndolfatto (I") 3:05,57 
3- Kevin Andolfatto (T) 1:15.54 BOYS 200m BACK (13-14 yrs) 
4- GarthCoxford (I") 1:15,69 1- David Vanderlee (1) 2:27,57 
6- Chris Kerman (T) 1:17.75 6- Chris Kerman (T) 2:59,16 
BOYS 1OO FREE (13-14 yrs) GIRLS 100m IM (7-8 yrs) 
1- DavldVanderlee (T) 1:OO.75 1- StacyBartel (K) 1:46.23 
6- SethDowns (T) 1:10,76 5- Amanda Hunter (1") 2:10.72 
BOYS 100 FREE (15 yrs up) GIRLS 100m IM (9-10 yrs) 
1- Ed Pike (K) 1:06.21 1- Audrey Erb CI') 1:33.12 
5- George Joseph (T) 1:25.09 5- R. Armstrong (1") 1:48,69 
1- J. Slamhuis 
2- David Vanderlee (T) 2:35.95 
GIP, LS 25m BACK (%8 vrs) 
l- Slaty Barrel (K) 21.38 
4- Amanda Hunter C]') 23.65 
BOYS 25m BACK (7.8 yrs) 
1- R. Shearer (PR) 22.68 
3- Liam Murphy (T) 29.84 
4- Thomas Demetzer(T) 29~99 
GIRLS 100m BACK (9-10 yrs) 
1- J. Clement (K) 1:31.77 
2- AudroyErb cr) 1:32.44 
4- R. Armstrong CI') 1:45.47 
GIRLS 100m BACK (11-12 yrs) 
1- M. Sundin (PR) 1:20.64 
4- Marina Cheekley (T) 1:27.85 
GIRLS 100m BACK (15 yrs and up) 
1- Aimee Peacock (T) 1:12.99 
2- 'l'orl MacKenzie (T) 1:13.55 
4- Khn Johnson CI') 1:36.57 
BOYS 100m BACK (9-10 yrs) 
1- Marcinwinkiewi~ (PR) 1:27.66 
3- Tristan Brown (1") 1:43.55 
4- Jason Kumpolt (T) 1:46.34 
5- Bryan Palahleky (1') 1:47.26 
6- lab Tay Ior CI') 1:47.36 
(PR) 2:28.97 1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 46.99 1- AimeePeaeock (T) 1:15.62 
2- Bryan Palahicky (T) 49,14 2- Tori MacKenzie (T) 1:18.44 
4- Jason Kumpolt (T) 52.00 4- KlmbJohnson (T) 1:50.80 
5- hm Taylor (T) 53.12 BOYS lO0m FLY I9-10 yrs) 
7- Tristan Brown (T) 58.96 1- Marcinkiewicz (PR) 1:32.72 
GIRLS 200m BREAST (15 yrs up) 3- Tristan Brown (T) 1:46.86 
1- Aimee Peacock O') 2:55,75 4- Jason Kumpolt (T) 1:50.80 
BOYS 200m BREAST (11-12 yrs) BOYS 100m FLY (11-12 yrs) 
1- TyterBcllis (M) 3:14,93 1- GarthCoxford (T) 1:18.11 
2- KevlnAndolfatta (T) 3:16,16 3- KevinAndolfatto (T) 1:32.02 
4- Garth Coxford (1') 3:36,45 6- Chris Kerman (T) 1:43.88 
6- Chris Kerman (T) 3:54.02 
BOYS 200m BREAST (13-14 yrs) BOYS loom FLY (13-14 yrs) 
1- J. Stamhuis (PR) 2:43,55 1- DavidVanderlee (T) 1:06.63 
BEAT THE ODDS ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
Arm yourself w i th  the latest 
lung facts from the B.C. 
,-~-~=~. "7~-~-:~, Lung Association. 
~ B,C .  Ln l l~  Association I 'h~ 341X~-J. Slalion D, Yam'Buyer. B,C. V6J 4b12 
I. hh'c i I l~h; l l  ~llm ¢ , lomlh 'd  h~ Iht~ i .dd l , ' . l l . .  I 
ROAST 
Whole or 
Half• 
4.14/kg 
PORK SIDE I SePARERIBS 
4.37/kg 
• ,PORK BUTT i STEAK 
Shoulder• Fresh• 
Bone-ln. 
4.14/kg 
GROUND 2 PORK 
Fresh, 
5,49/kg Ib 
PORK 
STIRFRY 
Cut [ram the 
10g. 
I0~s61 kg 
, ,, ., ~ ,  
' , '  ~,. ;?[; 
::.. , ,:.i • • 
PORK BUTT 
ROAST 
Boneless. Fresh. Regular or Stuffed.' 
3.92/kg 
7 
:~L" / 
CHICKEN NOODLE S0UP 
Mix. 
Generic. 
g pkg 
NAVEL ORANGES 
0 Sunkist. Seedless. A ' - ' l "  Snack Size. 163's. 
F0R • Product of .U.S.A. • Ib box. 
88 
ea  
MUSHROOM SOUP B.C. PINK SALMON 
77 Frozen. Head Cream of. Removed. Campbell's. 284 mL. eo .44/100 g 
PiNK GRAPEFRUIT 
I ~k:lorida. 9 9  ExtraLarge Size. Ib, 1.46/  kg  ,66 
BABY NEEDS 
Bonus Size Shampoo, Baby 
Oil 600 mL, Baby Powder 
700 g or 
Lotion 500 mL. 
" PRICES IN EFFECT..eJAN. 1993 
13 1141 IS116 
Advertised prices in effect at your Terrace Safeway. 
Quanti~ rights reserved. Some items may not be exactly 
as shown. A 
A He._ww au to Pau, 
I I I' I i i ii ii rlllll llll ill l lll I I I IIlllll 
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"Worth Waking Up For" 
I I 
I 
v lt~",g~,4'.\/ %~.~ !:,, I,~I~il!l 
/,<}',k\,'/~ i , ~ ' . ~  t !li ' I 
1993 KODIAK 400cc 4X4 Electric start dual range and reverse ~ 1992 YAM AHA 40hp Jot Drive ell injected, tiller handle '~ 
$ 
R.o. ~,,o. s.,. 6,599 | ,eg.=~os,l.S3989 / 1992 TIM BERWOLF 250co Electric start and reverse / R -- .  $44"" =g =l Sale $'~IRQ(~ " " " "  // 1992 Reg.YAMAHA $2780 S"le $220hp Short shaft with199~0e' to,, 
1992 BREEZE 125c¢ Automatic with reverse and electric start I 1992 YAMAHA 8hp Longshaft with fuel tank 
• ~ ,eg.,,°.s.,. 499 
t . ~,  ;•• ,  ] 
I - 
1993 YAMAHA 8hp Electric start with tracks 
Reg.  $2519 
K E N ' S  
Ken Gibson 
4946 Greig 
~ ~'~ COMING SOON / '  1993 YAM AHA 90hp Jet Drive dl injected, power trim | ,.~.,o~os.,. =8190 | 1993 YAMAHA 115hp Jet Drive oll injected, power trim 
\ j 
M ~ R I I N I F _  
Trevor Gibson 
635-2909 
Fa l l  & Winter  
C learance  
J an ,  13 -16  on ly  
. :!:i:i: : i :~:i: 
=......-...-.......... =.....,-...-,...,.,.,. = .,.,.,.......,,,.,,.. = ..,.,,....,,,.,..,,,. = ...,.,..-...-..,.,-,. = ,...,.,...,...,.,..., = ,  ,.,,,,...,...,..,.., = ,.,,,,,,..,,..,.,,,,, 
_- -.- -.-.-.-.- --.- 
- .-.-.- .-.-.-.-.-.-. 
_- .-.-.-.-.-.- -.- -.-. 
OUR NEW BRIDAL  
GOWNS HAVE ARRIVEDI  
Summer Wedding? Nov/is the time 
to book your tuxedo rental. 
::4605 Lazelle 635-6966 
i VI..~A" ~ 
4645 Lakelse Ave. 635-9220 
Gary ventura nas successfully complete(] nls course 
on video production. He would like to inviteall of his 
friends and customers to bring their VCR or 
camcorder questions 
management of Kelly's 
Gary on his hard work. 
our video expert. 
Gary's Special 
to him. The staff and 
would like to congratulate 
Feel free to drop in and test 
for this month is .--::. 
~ iba  H i -F i  '~" 
_ __ad VCR . ........ 
¢ 
;_,,:~:~Reg ular, 559.~95~,".S a i  e ~.~ 5.95  - 
I r~  B 
, • • ~ <t  
, L / .•  ;I~:L ~ 
:i.i:"i ~"~ iii~ 
0 
" 3 ' ,  .: •, ", • <" • '  
L • 
;:i ~ 
SALE 
SUNDAY, JAN 17 TH 
~iiiii: I ,~SKEENA MALL  " 
~ ~REGuLAR HOURS:  , i 
i)!i, open Till 6:00 on Week Days 
' i  
Friday Nights Till 9:00 . i:~:~ 
:;~iiiii~i!~ Saturday 9:30 am -6:00 pm...i;,:~.i i.,:~ 
<i"  
L L 
I 
: , j c ,  
i /  
Waking Up For" 
I 
i SHOES 
S, idewa.lk Sale 
SHOES 
.~ . -  l a  ~,yot, rade's,iEa mi!y ~ Shoe, S tqra  " ;~?  . . . .  ' 
S.eo...., . . . .  (~ j  
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The Personal Computer 
for the Whole Family 
Fami ly  Approved Features  
4, 4gdSX lntcl Processor 4' 3 5" & 5.25" I>dves 
4, 4 MB RAM] 129 ME ltard Disk 4, 14" Colour .2t; SVGA 
4, Mouse, DOS 5 and Windows 3.1 4, Work.~ for Windows 
# 2400 Baud Modem 4, I year On-Site Warrant3' 
4' HelpLine 7 day toll4ree supp lor l~# Tutorial and l ~  
Why 
Buy 
V 6 Locations in BC 
¢ 11 Yrs in Business 
¢ ln-Store Service 
i/Trained Technicians 
t/Competitive pricing 
V ESP Support 
t-- 
:." S 
4616 Greg Ave. 
,. Terrace 
i: 5% 
to 
I ~1 ..... ~'~ ~:' Fiiday, Jan, 15 
N ................ ~ .. .. ~ to 
I 10t l l  • "~<' sat='day, dan,30 
6'L 
); ? 
6 
635-3797 
50% 
Fash ions  ~~~ " 
4609 Lakelse Ave. 
635-4211 :rrace, BC 
Hurry in for Best 
Selectlonl 
( ~ . , .  Sweaters 
~t j ,  
Selected Items 
50%off 
~. ' . . ( : . i ,  I 
t #i 
it l  
T-Shirts & 
Sweatshirts 
40% off 
Leather Jackets 
30%off 
Overalls & Jean 
Jackets 
30%off 
! "~ i,~.i~i i / 
• ~ ~, 
> + / 
Jean Skirts & 
Denim Dresses 
30%off 
Everything Else 
(except new 
arrivals) 
25% off 
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J \  
Januaw Clearance Days 
~l j  Se lec ted  
FT  PACK PRODUCTS ! 
up to 40% off ) 
o ico  I - - layash i  Mat r ix J  
kll Accessor ie . ,  
uo  to  30% of f  
R U S K  
buy  8 oz  Ge l  Gloss  and  
8 oz  Touch  and  rece ive  
8 oz  Mois t  Wash  
F R E E  
H A i R  G A L L E R Y  
4711 D Ke i th  6 3 5 - 3 7 2 9  
USED TRUCKS ON LOTI 
Announcing - DDA Free Parts Special 
until Feb. 6th/93 
0il change specials also ongoing. 
HOURS " 
- , , : . : : -M~n.  Fr i .  " , 5408 Hwy16West  
I ~ .,;/~::;~S~turday !: " The company that does " ' 63-7766 I 
S ~  
Start the New Year Rig 
NO INTEREST 
i, 
/ 
t" "N'O MONEY DOWN J 
0 
" LooY-~°~ the .  
,~e~o ~ 
NO' M.ONTHLY PAYMENI'- 
OAC - until July '93 
* Prices too low to print * 
(But here are some examples anyway) '<Ire 
Hi-fi stereo VCR 
tracking - 181 channel on screen 
amming - auto head cleaner 
Regular =629 1L~mPs 
ONLY '399"00 ~ s°~e~6; 99 !t 
leen Size Mattress 
price of a good ot~t.'~ 
gle mattress 
,ds of Yellow Tag Savings throughout the 
) ,- 
0 
~ge/°'"~/ ! 
V 
HU Y 
"Worth Waking Up For" 
II 
I 
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/, 
, •  vq  
/. 
/~ i  ¸¸¸~L ••~" 
J~  
Twin 
Double .. 
;7 
1 
• DOWN DUVEI  h ALL  
..................... $129 Queen .................. $159 ~ 
. . . . . . . .  $139 a**ooo ,  • King . . . . . . .  $189 # * * * * i * * * o * * o o  
• 40% Ot~F 
St. Genere & all 
CANDLES 
on Sale 
SpecialOrdersofSchotberg 2 ,~ ~ 1 
.... '~* 20% OF~ :~:~';~ ~ R ' :  
All other In-Stock & 
Special Order Bedding 
# ,,.. ,  .J 
mm~ 
'~ o'~ 
UPPER CANADA 
BATH PRODUCTS 
* CAPPU( ' . ,  ZI1 ~10 
MACHINES 
Grangaggia ................ $199.98 
a~ 
Stove Tops ............. 30% OFF 
• GOURMET 
FOODS 
40% OFF 
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S~JE  
,,, ~~'~i l l  
Q 
i e 
e~ oe  
Q 
, @ 
i • 
~o ' 
f® 
~o 
•.@ 
@ 
(} '  
Q,  • r ,  
NOW 
93~SUBARU - LOYALE 4X4 WAGON 
sNow PLOW PRICE 
, INCLUDES; 
- 2 /3day  Flex passes to Shames  Mtn. 
- Headl ight Protectors . ' - • 
- AM/FM Cassette 
-Rear  Wind Deflector 
- Front & Rear Mud Guards 
- Undercoating: ' " . . . . .  " 
Pr ice  Inc ludes  Meta l l i c  Pa in t ,  F re ight ,  & P.D.I ,  
Expires January 31/93 
Skiwith THORNHILL MOTORS and SHAMES MTN. 
See Us For The Full Line Of THULE Roof Racks 
3026 Hwy 16 EaSt DIr. #7041 ~'~ 635-7286 j 
• . • , 
iOH BABY! WHATA SALE 
T'he  B .est 
o f  the 
New Year\: ' 
ii: • Se leCted So f tWare  
ies ¸¸  :!ii 
. . . .  i .... 
WINGS 
The staff and management wish you 
:i:.!i ~ ~:all the. bestfor the New.Year, .~-. 
I I  I I I I  I " I I  I 
J ~ ~ ~ Y  W ~ ~  
"Worth Waking Up For" 
S ~  
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HEAD TO TOE 
SALE ENDS JAN 16TH 
i ~ 
~!i: I ,, 
CASUALAND DRESS 
HATS AND CAPS 
1/2 PRICE 
CASUAL 
SHIRTS ~ FLANNELS, 
COTTONS, 
DENIMS, 
KNITS ~ 
• / $19.99AND 
,~,.,~ ri:-$29.99 :
:- m• 
~...~WINTER JACKETS, 
.~  OVERCOATS AND' 
'~  LEATHERS ,~ 
30~ To 50~ 
ALL 
• ; : :  . 
::~ :.:,:.~.~:',~:..:-;-.:.~ 
,.. :..,..;.>;.-, • 
!',!'..:--:.:-::i$: :~ .:,i 
~i! ::,;i:': ' .  
,:.:.:.~ ..... 
,:.'.:;~:;;!,.. :;;~, 
~:~ ,.;.:.:,:.;.;..i~.l 
::::: ,::::::~;i~'.:::::-::.: 
'WI TEP, 
ME~SWEAP, 
SCARVES, GLOVES,' 
SLIPPERS 
1/2 PRICE. 
"CREW"/17 
NECKS, , 
V.NECKS AND "7 / 
CARDIGANS ~,  
COMPLETE STOCK 
REDUCED BY 
IU% TO bU"/o~ 
SPORT 
JACKETS AND 
I . ~  SUITS </  D~ASTICALL'Y..~ , ,ZF_SA,, TOCK ~'T°'5° <>~,,,. 
~EDUCED ~ REDUCEDTO ~ 
:LEAR 
-. if,- BY CACHAREL, 
- ~ ' DAYS, RIVIERA & 
~.  MERIT 
- , ,~ i  REGULAR TO $70.00 
; ~ SALE PRtCE $3999 
, ~  REGULAR TO $95.00 
JALE  PRICE $5999 
= _ 
| 
4605 LAKELSE 
TERRACE, BC 
635-5420 
GREB KODIAK ',PATHFINDERS" 
REGULAR $120.00 
SALE PRICE $89.99 
DRAMATICALLY LIGHTER THAN TRADITIONAL FELT PACS, THE TOUGH NYLON- 
• LEATHER UPPERS AND POLYFOAM REMOVABLE LINERS, " 
PROVIDE MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE AND 
__ . . , ,  PROTECTION ~ ~ 
~: ~/  ":'L :: 't "'~ ~':":~'!" ":~L;::~'~ '/ '~ ~;"~ i;-~ ~:~'~" " 
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CO.OP 
S~4L=E 
®l 
/JV 1 
~!~~l i l l l  
i ¸= 
i ~ i~ " 
~TERI R IACE C )=OP .~ESSOCJAT~ON ~ •  ~ ~ i!~iiii!/~//~il/i~i!ii~ i i~ i! ~i~i~i!/i ~i
: ; "LOCALLYOWNED BY THE MEMBERS IT SERVES" 
. ' :  . 
H 
ELECTE 
j T E 
Kitchen Aids 
from SAFDIE 
r wBOclTO R K __~~ r DISHCLOTH POT HOLDERS 
CLEARANCE J 
All Boots Are Left And Right Feet TEA TOWELS ~ PLACEMATS 
Discontinued Styles " " "  ~ " ~ ~ ' -  r Y 
k 
LL()WS 
.LEARANC 
Was Reduced 50% off- Now 
,=~,~,,~,,,~,,,=, 10% off 
Is The Final Clearance Of The Seaso~ 
Reg. Size $5.99 
rPo ly  F i l l  Que~. Size =6.99 
Quality Polyfill Moonsilk Pillows 
Reg. Size $8.49 . Queen Size $9.99 
IE 0VE 
f 33c,= 
. 'T, ' :"  
RAFTE 
CORNER 
Fibrefill Polyester Bats 
• ¢ ~ 7q  70x100 $4.49 
84xl 06 
" ~  GII Percale Sheet Sets 
SALE SAVE 
,~,o ~=.,, ,o..,.o, Comfor ters  
Twin 39 .99  14 ,96  set 
Twin 49.99 18.9'set Double/Queen =32.99 
Ibex Blankets sAvE $16.6~ 
from C,S. Brooks 
70,,90 $9.99.ox~o $12.99 Twin s27'99 
~1~ 8OxlO0 $1 3.99 SAVES11.9 
A L F__. ,S 
FAMILY  FASHIONS DEPARTM EN- !  
J ~-~~ ~ ~ Y  ~~ 
"Worth Waking Up For" 
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If You're On 
The Verge Of 
Buying A Sundance 
Consider 
This A Shove 
,996 °° 
o:o Air Conditioning o:o Tilt o:° Cruise Control 
[~~~ Terrrace ChrvslerLtd 
:I 4916Hwy. 16West DLR. No. 59S8 635-718"I 
ANUARY 
B/ E  KTHRO 
0 % OFF 
ALL BEDDING INSTOCK 
30 °,/o OFF ' ........ " ..... ALL TOWELS IN,STOCK 
0 % OFF 
ALL KITCHEN LINENS IN .... 
STOCK . ": 
SALE ENDS JAN 24 
BLF.s 
1/2 PRICE 
Sa=le nds 
17/93 
GEMMA BED & BATH 
BOUTIQUE 
& 
GEMMA KITCHEN 
BOUTIQUE 
635-4086 
12ND TIRE 1/2 PRICE ON GOODYEAR'S BEST 
/ i ¸  
, ,  • ~i ~ 
I 
INVICTA GS Size 
: P165/80R13 XNW 
P175/80R13 XNW 
(Until Jan. 30th) 
2nd tire 2nd tire 
Price half price INVICTA G$ Size Price half price • 
=109,99 =54.50 P185/80R13XNW =122.00 =61.00 
=118,00 '59.00 P185/75R14XNW =126.00 =63.00 
I 
m 
95 3 
DECATHLON 
Whitewall Size Price 
P155/80R13 XNW =39,95 
P165/80R13 XNW =45,95 
P 175/80R 13 XNW =50,95 
P 185/80R 13 XNW =53,95 
P195/75R14 XNW =55,95 
ALL SNOWTIRES 
30%-50% 
OFF 
While Stock Lasts 
$9900 
WORKHORSE 
Size Price 
235/75R15 C6 OWL =99,00 
215/85R16 D80BL =107,00 
875R165 D80BL '120.00 
235/85R16 El00BL =121,00 
31X105OR15 B4 OWL =123.00 
AQUATRED 
Get up to $100 rebate when you 
trade in your set of 4 tires for 
Aquatreds. Ask about Aquatreds 
unique design and warranty. 
: ' down, N ) , "nre sale ends Jan. 30, 1993. Call for additional sizes and sale prices. No cash 
interest With up to four months to pay.on credit card purchases exceeding $250,00. Get $100 
, E.m 1 AIR MILE for every$4, spent i trade in rebate for 15" tires, $80 for 14", $60 for 13". 
on tires and service' Ask your : .i Tires ,  Tune UpS -Shocks • Brakes • Al ignments, Oil, Lube & Filter 
m , participating retailer. ~i : . ! /  i N~tionwide warranty on complete mechanical service at all Goodyear Certified Auto Service outlets, 
2~ 
: ' L : . 
! i 
635-4344 • 
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~1~ NEWYEARS 
~, SAVINGS 
~ I! ~ %OFF 
g~ V STOCK 
I SALE ENDS JANUARY 17/93 
• Skelna Mall 
635 2109 
" i i 
1 
' It's Fun For Everyone! f 
WEDNESDAY'S ARE ~ f Splashdown Lounge -'~ 
/ CANADIAN DAYS | 
2 FORBring alfriend and p [ ARE HERE AGAIN ] 
i__s and Pools.½ the price MCome in and try our liquid specials j )  
I 'M-AQUASIZE ~'~ ~' -  mp N' DiNE ~ /70H,S,O,E,,N,,G,OOM~ 
onday - Wednesday- ] |Every  Tuesday & Friday | ~ Reasonable Priced Nightly 
I Open every night except Monday | I~riday I / 11:00am-6:OOpm | / Spec,=,ls 
] Enjoy a leisurely swim and Ihen join us [ | Tuesday - Thur=day &Sunday 
I 9:00 am- 10:00 am [ I for dinner in the Splashdown Lounge I / 5:00pm-O;OOpm 
Includes 'h hour free swim ] ~ • or Poolslde Cafeteria. j [ Friday & Saturday 
~, .  afterwards j ~on ly  tT ,00  (per person) j  - -  5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 
P00L/SLIDE PASSES SOLD IN 2 HOUR SESSIOHS: 
., ,All poots and slides ..... . . . . . . . . .  $6,75 Seniors 65 and over . . . .  ...,.. . . . .  $3,25, - /. 
" All poets including turtle slides ,. $4.50 CHILDREN TWO AND UNDER FRE~:. '~L '~ ~ ~;  
~.,,.: .:~,,~.:,, ;,j , - -T.;'~.~=;,-~ ;, ~:.,;~.~'., 9 :~':" " : " "": ' :~'~, -' 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS 
RESORT LTD. 
m 
BUSINESS MACHINES 
Make a 
IRes01uti0n 
t0 SAVE 
here! 
/ i386 DX 
40 MHZ Computer 
- Mini tower :.- .28 do1 
, 5.25 or3.5 floppy dr' . . . . . .  ~ "' 
-4Mb -ram 
:, 105 megabyte hard 
White S 
• I 
little tikes little tikes " : ~":' '! 
WORKSHOP STABLE .... ~ ~~-i~'~,  ~ 
I Re~"~'O ' ~ ~  
Prices in effect until Jan 31 (or while supplies last) 
635-5236 j Skeena Mall 
" /a 
I 
E ,.~ znada's No. 1 Preferred Washer, Dryer & Dishwasher* 
TERRACE - 4552 Lakdse Avenue, Tecrace, B.C., VGG 1P8 
Td: (604) 638-8585 Fax: (604) 635-4071 
PRINCE RUPERT- 737 Fraser 5~ Pdnce Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1R1 
Td~ (604) 624-5714' F=c(604] 624-5549 
KITIMAT CUSTOMERS - 632.5037 ~ , : -  ' 
t pitch SVGA color. 
8900 video card 
DEPENDABLE 
MAYTAG 
WASHERS 
SELECT 
"Lasts '°nger ~ ~  OL~%i  
• needs fewer 
repairs and 
costs less t ° ' ~  ;SHE~y~ 
service TRANSMISSION 
' WARRANT' , Heavy duty 
capacity • Large I 
'Based on Canadian consumer surveys. 
Prices may vary by individual dealer. 
Price ,l R  ,rl0 
(offer ends Jan, 31 /93)"  pVVV V 
DEPENDABLE ~ 
REFRIGERATORS 
BUY 
NOW! 
AND SAVE ON 
ALL 
DISCONTINUED 
MODELS 
SAVE UP TO 
$260.00 
L I [] ii]t REASONS 
~ll~~J lii!!i~ I 11~7/ / /~t  TO BUY A MAYTA6 
!~ SELECT i!i!~i :1 i • DEPENDABILITY I oo.,  
II ' - I I  I ~ ~ DURABILITY 
DEPENDABLE MAYTAG I DEPENDABLE MAYTAG LONG, STRONG 
DRYERS ' I DISHWASHERS WARRANTIES 
• No. 1 preferred brand I • Nobody gets dishes cleaner • EASE 0 
;]. : . .~ePmende~cbli~itYai~:sin [ . :(~oeP~ec~eW:nShni;gwith Maytag [ OPERATION :' 
i T - - .  " ~ z._/  me selection is goodl ~"=': 
. ~ " Terrace, B ;C  '.~ ~"~) - - )~ 
j ~J 
"Worth Waking Up For" 
Fa l l  & Winter  
C learance  
Jan. 13-16 only 
OUR NEW BRIDAL  
GOWNS HAVE ARRIVED!  
Summer Wedding? Now is the time 
to book your tuxedo rental. 
4605 Lazelle 635-6966 
.Take 
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~, i i '~ . - "~ l i l [ ; , ' : l [~[ ;  
' ' ' I : P I  
X t ~m,:  X 
I 
out and. 
"t up. 
• ~ . . . .  
• - 
!i: 
ALL YOU 
":'::::::i:!:i:!:i:i:i: ::i:i:i:i:-:::~::~:::: :::::::::~¢~-.~ ~ 
L . . . .  , . . ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  add to any of our great:z 
• ~61aag§  soups ,  sa lads - desser t  pop re 
' r , 4736 Lake /~~, :  
Terrace 
i • ~ '~i ~ 
• ~ :~/~i~i~!~i~ii~:~ iiiii: i~ i 
. :  :i ¸  / !:)•:)::i~:~ 
The 1992 Toyota  Camry  Sedan 
Tilt Steering ~ Cruise, AM/FM Cassette .... k B~ 
~# Air Bag ~k Undercoating 
(~~ TERRACE MOTORS TOYOT/~ 
"Canada's Oldest Toyota Dealership" . 
4912 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B,C. ' ' DIL. 5957 ~ . . . . .  ' 635,6S5"~8!III 
I 
IT - CE 
1988 PETERBILT 357 
425 CAT, 15 spd, SHD, 
hendrickson spring, 1989 Arctic 
Triaxle CW rigging and scales 
• Fresh MVI, Ready to Go 
=61,900 
1987 KENWORTH "1"800 : 
~ . . . . . . . . .  400 cummins with warranty, 15 spd 
SSHD, rubber block, 1987 parpao 
~ ,~ triaxle c/w rigging and scales i 
t~ ~ ........ Fresh MVI, Readyto G o ~ '~ 
*62,300 . 
m G,O 0 r}  Ft [TY  
• :! : i~ ~!,~i~i I • 
In House Financing Available 
: Manaoer  
l e  
Gravel truck. 400 cummins, 15 spd, 
SSHD, rubber block c/w newer knight 
16'6' lightsteel b0x.A good operating : 
~.  unit at a budget price. 
=17,900 
• J ' ~.i';~'!!i ~:I,~ • ~. .... I 8-0338 ~,~  
400 CAT, 15 spd, SSHD,'rubber : : ,  i - -  • . . ~ ,= , . 1987 FREIGHTLINER 
block 1988columbiatriaxlec/w : ~ I=qulpmenz :~ales ~ [. 425CAT, 15spd, rubber block, 
i ' ,~ rigging and scaes ' ~ ~ ,~ ,~ ,,, . SSHD, cab and chasis. 
! '~'ReadytoGo-ACleanStraight i uon ~uzz,S !: L 
L .~., .%, 
' R e s i d e n c e  635-4000 
I Tractor, 475 cummins, 15 spd ..... ~ P510, relent rebuilt, 8V92 ] 
TA(silver)i 15spd, SSHD;rubber Complete Sales, Parts and Service 
' ' : slide 5th wheel. block, cab and chassis I forKen h trucks, Ran rand air susp nsion, SSHD, air 
Fresh MVI . I ~ Clark Skiddersi Link Belt, Mmhlgan Clean Unit 
• 19,900 " , '~L0aders, Volvo Articulates, Timbco ' 19 ,500  
. . . . . .  ~![~, 1987KENWoRTHWg00 Bunchers, Cummins, CAT and Service & Parts Hours 
::,~ j ,~ ,  .~= ~, Tractor, 425 CAT, 15spd, SSHD, Det ro i t  engines and many other  " ~  air suspension, air slide 8 am - 8 pm Monday to Friday 
5thwheel lines of heavy duty parts and 
Clean equipment 8 am- 5 pm Saturday 
~ ~, =14,600 
635;2292serv=ng the  Indust ry  fo r  over  40  years  To l l  F ree  1 .800-663-6390 
1 t 
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"Worth Waking Up For" 
J 
CHEAP IMITATIONS 
CAH BE VERY COSTLY. 
POLYESTER 
& 
RAYONS 
A large selection of 
Rayon and 
Polyester Prints 
BUY 1 m, 
GET 
2m 
VOGUE, 
BUTTERIC 
WOOLS, 
SUITINGS, 
CORDS, 
. . . .  i USEONLY GENUINE ARCTIC CAT~:: PARTS AND ACCESSORI|S; I . ~ : 
When you need replacement parts or want some extra accessories for your::, : 
Cat, don't settle for cheap copies; Because in the long run, they cost morel' 
-RICK COTTONS Accept no substitutes. Come to us for Genuine Arctic Cat Parts 
McCALLS . . . . .  A large selection of ~, " Accessories 
PATTE R N S ~ ALL IN Stock. Varied Contents : 'and wi ths i / . . . . . . .  
STORE STOCK BUY lm,  = 
Bu ,, i : 
GET2 2m ' 
E'= p 1 FR FREE FREE ~ : 
(OF EQUAL OR (OF EQUALOR (OF EQUAL OR " ' ' ~-  - ' " 
• ARaiCWEAR GOES LESSER VALUE) LESSER VALUE)  I LESSER VALUE)  ' 
WELL WITH WHITE 
~ • 
selected BUY lm, KIRSCH DRAPERY i" i • :::.., ~, 
UPHOLSTERY " '~ .... . ,Now there.s' clothing" as mnovatwe' " and styhsh" as tl~e sled you wear "it on. ' 
AND DRAPERY GET 2 RODS AND .:: " : :  ':XJ'cticwda~ ® features th~ season's hot[est yles and insulating materials; ike 
' 3M L!teLoft.®, Dupont Teflon ® Dupont Dacron 808 ®, and 3M Thinsulate ®. " 
FABRICS VERTICALS " Arcticwea~" For '93. 'It'll help make this a w a r m e r  winter. " 
VARIED 
'DEN"  E p 1 D 
F R E E  NOW AVAILABLE.  SEE OUR ': 
(OF ~OO*~ O. ,.'TO"' O"P'*~ N =, CONTENTS~/IDTHS AND LESSER VALUE) " T R R ISES  LT • 
Recreational Sales and Serv ice  '.-~ , ' :~ 
Phone 635-3478 ARGi(: (AT' Fax 635-5050 
Wor ld  Class Snowmobi les  ° " ' 
Ohlctco S~IcL In( 1992 e t. Tradtmatkt o[ , -~ JC I (o .  I i~t ,  
_ .  " . . -  . . . . . . . .  . : :  . : . .  " . ' 
¸ 
• ii 
McEwan GM in  Ter race  
Roadside 
N I 
 NTHE 
i / 
i ii !:,iii M c PL   CA"CO"EC, 
:1, CHEV-  GEO, OLDSMOBILE, PONTIAC, BUICK, CHEVROLET TRUCKS, GMC TRUCKS I 
"7 ,,~, i:~ " LIMITED TIME oFFER " 
,~. ' *NET OF REBATESfill : i 
1:!! Ewan ,,c ' 
, '  i: k> • " OUT OFTOWN CUSTOMERS: ; 
• Z ' "~'~::'~:~ ':i~:~'":: " " : .  :: " Ter race  T E 
i i 
i; ~1-"  ~ ..... . , .  , K,~,MAT~,.,,' 1 
i: i ,::: ' ~ I t= Ter r~e DEALER ,i: . , v  i! ~!~i:!i;::~ii: ! rhbBril~htSpoton 6West NO. saga ' , :  " ACLFi~eINe:0:AiO.;; 
, I I I  I I I I I  I I I  
